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ABSTRACT 
An Ethnographic Study of Motivations to Participate in,  
and Contribute Knowledge to, a Hybrid-Economic Professional I.T. Community 
Warren Allen 
Denise Agosto, Ph.D. 
 
 
This dissertation explores motivations for knowledge sharing in the professional community 
oriented around the use, design, and engineering of Microsoft SharePoint. An original, 
mixed-methods ethnographic study identifies motivations to participate and contribute 
knowledge, and examines the sociotechnical structures that are both the product of diversely-
motivated social action and the context in which participation and knowledge sharing is 
performed. A focus is placed on social information systems – information technologies 
designed and used to process information about the individual in order to mediate such social 
constructs as peer recognition and reputation – and the effect these systems have as rewards 
on problems of low levels and diverse types of participation. Results from a cultural 
consensus analysis survey finds that the opportunity to learn job-related skills, gain access to 
knowledgeable experts, and make and maintain social connections for personal and 
professional purposes were primary among motivations to participate. Additionally, data 
suggests a sub-culture may exist that runs contrary to the primary cultural beliefs in the 
community, believing instead that the pursuit of symbolic recognition and “fame” most-
motivate participation. Socio-structural analysis identifies market- and commons-based 
structures in the SharePoint community, and finds that participation, its motivations, and the 
enacted structuration processes cannot be reduced to either market or commons structures. 
 xv 
 
The SharePoint community is better understood as a hybrid-economic community that 
produces knowledge and knowledge-sharing contexts out of the complex relationship 
between market- and commons-based modalities. The study concludes with a critical analysis 
of the Microsoft MVP Award, a product of the hybrid-economic SharePoint community and 
a progenitor to social media-based social information systems for recognition, reputation, and 
reward. Findings raise specific issues for adopters of “Gamification” – a design paradigm in 
which game elements are introduced to non-game contexts – particularly concerning cases 
where social information systems are used as assessment methods or motivational devices. 
The study advances theory by introducing an alternative to the marketplace and the commons 
as social contexts for knowledge creation by explicating specific structuration processes 
underlying hybrid-economic knowledge sharing. Finally, the study contributes to the 
advancement of research methods by specifying a process for integrating qualitative and 
quantitative ethnographic data. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Social media technology use in knowledge work contexts draws attention from 
researchers and practitioners of organizational learning and knowledge management 
(Haefliger, Monteiro, Foray, & von Krogh, 2011; von Krogh, 2012) particularly for its 
potential to support the creation and exchange of knowledge within the organization. 
Organizations have long relied on external sources of knowledge and learning, and 
increasingly turn to Communities of Practice, referring to groups of professionals “[who] are 
not bound by company affiliation [and] often become useful precisely by crossing 
organization boundaries […] to keep up with constant changes in technology, even though it 
is not part of their job description” (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). Essential to the 
acquisition and integration of knowledge in such contexts is the participation of the 
individual in the community. However, participation inequality in technology-enabled social 
contexts – the condition in which a small percentage of individuals add value to a system 
(O‟Reilly, 2005) – is commonplace on the public Web (Adamic & Huberman, 2002; Nielsen, 
2006; Shirky, 2003), and similar phenomena are observed in social technology-enabled 
knowledge-sharing environments in the workplace (M. Brzozowski & Yardi, 2008a; Farzan, 
DiMicco, & Brownholtz, 2010b).  
The problematizing of participation inequality has led to an expanding body of 
research regarding motivations to contribute to online social systems such as Wikipedia 
(Forte & Bruckman, 2005) and online, virtual, or “electronic communities of practice” 
(McLure Wasko & Faraj, 2000). Concordantly, the design of information technologies to 
incentivize higher levels of preferred types of participation has increased (Farzan et al., 2008; 
Farzan, Dabbish, Kraut, & Postmes, 2011) and is increasingly implemented in workplace-
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based systems under the idiom of Gamification, “the use of game design elements in non-
game contexts” (Deterding, Sicart, Nacke, O‟Hara, & Dixon, 2011) which suggests that 
information systems in “Gamified” contexts can be used as an assessment method and as a 
motivational device, and often a combination thereof (Higashi & Shoop, 2010).  
This dissertation explores participation in a specific site of organizational learning: 
The professional community oriented around the use, design, and engineering of Microsoft 
SharePoint, a popular enterprise-level software system for information management and 
collaboration. The SharePoint community consists of a mix of diversely skilled professionals 
and commercial organizations who interact in face-to-face and online settings. The intent of 
this dissertation is not to decide what does or does not constitute a Community of Practice or 
a Community of any other sort. However, the label will be used for the following reasons: 
SharePointers share a common ground and a sense of common identity as SharePointers. 
They share a body of knowledge – however unevenly due to being, for example, SharePoint 
developers versus SharePoint admins, and so on – about SharePoint and its related 
technologies. They develop, share, and maintain this body of knowledge, often on their own 
time and in order to keep up with SharePoint changes and advancements, and, most 
importantly, they do, in the main, consider themselves a community. The purpose of the 
study is to explore the motivations to participate in the SharePoint community, a diversely 
constituted network  of professionals, groups, cliques, and organizations. The study is 
motivated by an interest in forms of social media technology such as activity streams, 
reputation and rating indices, and badges, that are designed and used explicitly to mediate 
information about the individual – in order to explore their potential to address problems of 
low levels and diverse types of participation that are common in online and offline 
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knowledge- community contexts. Such systems emerged recently on the public Web – e.g., 
social scoring systems such as Klout and PeerIndex, and the many “badge systems” designed 
into knowledge exchange platforms like StackOverflow – and are making their way into 
workplace-based social Intranet and computer-supported collaboration platforms. 
1.1 Problem statement 
The opportunity exists for social information systems to support external knowledge 
acquisition by incentivizing participation in workplace-based and external knowledge-
sharing communities. Real-world use of social information systems in such contexts is a 
recent development, and the rapid pace of technological advancement and the diversity of use 
contexts limits research about the use of these systems in workplace and professional 
community contexts. Furthermore, what empirical research does exist about motivations and 
incentives for community participation focuses almost exclusively on open-source software 
developer communities, or is limited in scope by studies of workplace-based social 
networking sites (one form of social information system) at a small number of information 
technology firms. For these reasons, the relationship between social information systems and 
online and face-to-face knowledge sharing communities is neither well-established nor well 
understood. This dissertation presents empirical research aimed at understanding the 
conditions of participation in knowledge-sharing in external, knowledge work-related 
professional community, and the role of social information systems at the intersection of 
these communities and the workplace. The question that guides the study is as follows: Why 
do individuals participate in workplace-related professional communities, and what socio-
structural and technological elements that shape – and get shaped by – the participatory 
behaviors and motivations? 
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1.2 The study 
The original research performed in the course of this dissertation examines 
participation in the professional community oriented around the use, design, and engineering 
of Microsoft SharePoint, a popular enterprise-level software system for information 
management and collaboration. The SharePoint community consists of a mix of diversely 
skilled professionals and commercial organizations who interact in face-to-face and online 
settings. The SharePoint community is distinct in two important ways from the vast majority 
of similar studies: First, SharePoint is a closed-source, proprietary software. As such, the 
community surrounding the product exists in a different context than the well-studied 
Free/Libre Open Source environments. This study of the SharePoint community will 
constitute a compelling comparison case to participation in those contexts. 
Secondly, the SharePoint community is not an online community. Too often, studies 
of technology-enabled communities are conducted with the object of study being a platform-
specific “online community.” In such cases, the technology platform comes to be prioritized, 
and the researcher draws a fictional boundary around the community where the virtual 
domain of a website, chat room, social networking site, or discussion board ends. Studies of 
community (or other social structures) that stop at the log-in screen of a website or the 
physical screen of the researcher without good reason rest on “facile distinctions between 
„offline‟ and „online‟ social spaces” (Gray, 2009) and miss the broader context of community 
life that extends beyond the limited space-time of online aspects of the community.  
While no ethnographer‟s lens sees into all corners of a community, a purposeful 
attempt is made in this dissertation to study the SharePoint community qua community, and 
to study in that context the information systems which mediate constructs such as credibility, 
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reputation, and status in the community in both on- and off-line settings. The research 
methodology follows a mixed-methods ethnographic model, integrating Thematic Analysis 
(Braun & Clarke, 2006) of fieldwork data in order to develop an unEderstanding of 
participation and motivations, with Informal Cultural Consensus Analysis (Romney, Weller, 
& Batchelder, 1986), a quantitative method borrowed from Cognitive Anthropology that will 
be used to estimate the degree to which knowledge and beliefs about participatory 
motivations are shared among community members.  
1.3 Expected impact 
The primary impact of this dissertation will be its contribution to an expanding body 
of empirical research regarding the adoption of, and community participation in, social 
technologies, particularly in the context of professional information technology-oriented 
knowledge work. The study focuses on the social information system in attempt to strike a 
balance between overly specific forms of social technology (e.g., social networking sites, 
blogs, or wikis) and broad categories such as “social technology.” The study of social 
information systems at the intersection of the workplace and external, knowledge-sharing 
communities thus constitutes a novel contribution to sociotechnical research, and stands to 
advance our understanding of relevant new technologies (e.g., activity streams, reputations 
and rating indices) and how they shape and are shaped by actors and structures in a particular 
social context.  
1.4 Structure of the Dissertation 
The dissertation contains the following sections: Chapter 2 (Literature Review) 
discusses the current state of research regarding social technologies in the context of the 
workplace and professional communities. The problem (and problematizing) of variations in 
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levels and types of participation on the Social Web and in workplace social technologies is 
described, and the questions that guide the study of these issues in the context of the 
workplace-community boundary are introduced. Chapter 3 describes the dissertation‟s 
structuration-theoretic sociotechnical framework and research process. Chapter 4 presents the 
results of ethnographic fieldwork in the SharePoint community in the form of a realist 
narrative (Van Maanen, 2011) as well as the results of the Thematic Analysis (Braun & 
Clarke, 2006) of the narrative and supporting field notes. Chapter 5 describes the use of 
Thematic Analysis results to construct the Informal Cultural Consensus Analysis survey 
instrument, and presents and discusses the results of the survey administration in the 
SharePoint community. In Chapter 6 I interpret the findings of cumulative study, focusing on 
the role of market and community structures and how they are established and maintained by 
the behaviors of diversely motivated actors in the SharePoint community. Additionally, I 
discuss how the market-community dynamic in the SharePoint community has shaped the 
meaning of the Microsoft MVP Award – a so-called “community based award” given 
annually to members of Microsoft‟s software communities – and what we can learn about the 
emerging social information systems landscape from the study of the award. The dissertation 
concludes in Chapter 7 with my thoughts about the limitations of the study and plans for 
future work. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter addresses the technological concept of the social information system, a 
digital technology, or aspect thereof, designed or used for the purpose of capturing, 
processing, or presenting information about individuals, their social relationships, and the 
activities and behaviors used to maintain them. Social information systems are increasingly 
common on the public Web, in online education settings, and computer-supported knowledge 
work contexts. Of particular relevance to this dissertation are those information systems 
designed to aggregate data from on- and offline social behaviors into scores or symbols 
representing an individual‟s accomplishments or achievements, or intending to reflect or 
social constructs such as “reputation” or “influence.” The chapter concludes by identifying 
two challenges to the use of social information systems: variations in levels and types of 
participation, and the unproven efficacy of social information-based incentive systems. 
2.1 Social Information Systems in the workplace 
The emergence of “Enterprise 2.0” (McAfee, 2006, 2009) introduced into the ecology 
of workplace information technology (I.T.) the tools of the so-called “Web 2.0” era 
(O‟Reilly, 2005); thus, a general category of workplace I.T. has emerged and is referred to by 
terms like “social software” (Haefliger et al., 2011), “enterprise social media” (Brzozowski 
2009), or “social computing” (Wang, Carley, Zeng, & Mao, 2007) and others. The tools 
introduced in the Enterprise 2.0 era include blogging and microblogging systems (end-user 
publishing tools for long- and short-form text communications), podcasting and vodcasting 
(end-user publishing of multimedia content), wikis (collaborative document and knowledge 
base article creation), and social navigation and filtering (searching for and recommending 
content based on the implicit or explicit prior information-seeking of others). What brings 
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these technologies together conceptually and connects them to pre-“2.0” workplace I.T. is the 
notion that they are designed to support social processes in the workplace, e.g., collaborative 
knowledge work (e.g., Fjermestad & Hiltz, 1998), geographically-distributed virtual 
organizations (e.g., Cummings, Finholt, Foster, Kesselman, & Lawrence, 2008), and learning 
in technology mediated spaces (e.g., Goggins, Galyen, & Laffey, 2010). 
For conceptual focus, I adopt the following distinction between workplace I.T. 
designed to support social and collaborative work processes, and social information systems 
that enable the production and use of social information. The focus of this dissertation is on 
the latter, Social Information Systems, defined here: 
A social information system is defined as a digital technology, or aspect 
thereof, that is designed or used for the purpose of capturing, processing, or 
presenting information about individuals, their social relationships, and the 
activities and behaviors used to maintain them. 
This definition serves two purposes: First, it strikes a balance between a focus on the 
design and use of specific forms of social technology (e.g., blogs or wikis) and broad 
categories such as “social technology.” Secondly, features that were once unique to social 
technologies are increasingly introduced into traditional enterprise I.T. applications, thus the 
focus of this dissertation must be on technologies (or features thereof) that reflect the 
definition of social information systems, whether those technologies emerged during or 
before the so-called “2.0 era.” 
Social information systems on the Web and in the organizational context afford the 
establishment, management, and exploration of personal information and social connections. 
Common themes in research and professional literature for why organizations are exploring 
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and implementing social media technologies in the workplace – including, but not limited to 
social information systems – include the following:  
 Virtualization of the organization. A continuing current of 
“virtualization” and “teleworking” has lead organizations to explore 
technologies that can better integrate geographically-dispersed employees 
who mostly or exclusively interact and collaborate with their peers via 
technology-mediated means of interaction (Townsend, DeMarie, & 
Hendrickson, 1998). 
 Knowing what the organization knows. Earlier generations of 
knowledge and resource management technologies failed to fulfill 
organizational expectations of tacit knowledge (Desouza, 2003). The 
desire exists for organizations to better leverage the knowledge possessed 
by individual experts as well as the informal relationships that may go 
unnoticed in formal structure and collaborations; therefore, organizations 
are turning to tools which may help to make visible “the work of 
networking [that] is a kind of „invisible work,‟ not accounted for in 
workflow diagrams or performance evaluations” (Nardi, Whittaker, & 
Schwarz, 2000). 
 Digital generationalism. The current generation of labor force entrants is 
the first to be born into the Information Age and the first to be raised with 
the ubiquity of Internet and mobile telecommunications access. This has 
lead to the contentious claim (Helsper & Eynon, 2009) that young 
employees – the generation of “Digital Millennials” (Howe & Strauss, 
2000) or “Digital Natives” (Palfrey & Gasser, 2008; Prensky, 2001) 
imbued with sophisticated technical skills and work preferences for which 
the traditional organization is unprepared – will expect companies to 
supply (and coworkers to use) contemporary technologies such as blogs, 
wikis and social networking sites (McAfee, 2010; Richter & Riemer, 
2009). 
2.1.1 Social Network(ing) Sites in the workplace 
Social Network(ing) Sites (SNS) are among the earliest Social Information Systems 
to enter the workplace I.T. ecology,  along with collaborative tools like wikis and blogs that 
fall in the broader category of social technology. SNS vary in the particulars of their design, 
target audience, and availability, i.e., being open to the general public or particular 
populations, and available to users on a no-cost or pay-to-use basis. However, a common 
definition in SNS research describes the sites as sharing a few basic characteristics, 
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beginning with features allowing users to (1) construct a personal profile within a bounded 
system, (2) articulate a list of users of the same system with whom they share a connection, 
and (3) view and traverse their own connections and the connections of others within the 
system (boyd and Ellison 2008). Richter and Koch (2008) describe six SNS use categories 
which constitute “the common manifestations” across public SNS: Performing self-
representation (identity management), maintaining contacts or friends (contact management), 
searching for people and actively seek recommendations of interesting contacts, gaining 
“context awareness” – awareness of shared contacts, former affiliations, etc., communicating 
and exchanging information, and attaining “network awareness[:] awareness of activities and 
situational presence of others in the personal network through messages left on personal 
message boards or through communication” (Richter and Koch 2008). 
Interest has increased to explore the value of the systems in knowledge-intensive 
industries; especially among professional and information technology services firms and 
consulting firms – organizations for whom “the quality of services offered to customers 
correlates directly with the abilities and knowledge of the individual consultants […] as well 
as the motivation and ability to transfer knowledge from one project to another.” (Richter & 
Riemer, 2009). Deloitte Services LP – an auditing, consulting, and financial advisory firm – 
recently deployed D Street: “a talent networking tool that increases the points of connectivity 
between Deloitte professionals […] which allows Deloitte professionals to create profiles 
that share their professional and personal brand [and] find, learn about and connect with 
other colleagues” (Romeo, 2008). Accenture – a management consulting company for 
technology and outsourcing services – deployed People Pages, an internal SNS with the aim 
to make the site ”the one stop shop for people information” (Richter & Riemer, 2009). 
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Information technology firms are also among the early adopter organizations for SNS. The 
multinational information technology corporation Hewlett Packard (HP) deployed 
WaterCooler, an internal social network(ing) site designed by the company‟s Social 
Computing Lab. WaterCooler is described as “a tool that aggregates shared internal social 
media and cross-references it with an organization‟s directory” (M. Brzozowski, 2009). SAP 
– a business management software engineering firm – deployed a limited-use, beta version of 
an internal SNS called Harmony. The system “enables individual employees to develop 
communities of interest by sharing personal and professional information [enabling] 
employees to become better informed about each other, their work, and to build stronger 
connections with one another around the globe” (SAP, 2009).  
2.1.1.1 The Beehive studies 
The organizational SNS as an information system is a new phenomenon; even with 
the attention public SNS use receives, rigorous empirical studies of the design and use of 
such systems is limited. An exception, discussed below, is the Beehive project at IBM.  
IBM developed and deployed the Beehive in 2007 as “an opt-in intranet web site 
focused on the production and consumption of social-network-centric information” 
(DiMicco, Geyer, Millen, Dugan, & Brownholtz, 2009). Beehive consists of explicitly 
articulated information about the individual and his or her social connections. The SNS is 
available to all IBM employees, the goal being “to enable users to express themselves in rich, 
personal ways so that other users could get an expressive picture of who an individual was on 
a personal and professional level” (DiMicco, Millen, Geyer, & Dugan, 2008a). Although use 
of the tool is restricted to IBM employees, the development of Beehive was motivated by 
expectations that employees have “[a] desire to keep up and stay in touch with their 
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colleagues within the company” and also based on “the popularity and liveliness” of public 
SNS such as Facebook, MySpace, and LinkedIn (DiMicco et al., 2008a). 
DiMicco and colleagues (2008a; 2008b) used web log analysis and user interviews to 
explore usage of Beehive among early adopters of the site within IBM. The research 
explored user motivations for using Beehive, as well as the patterns of social network 
articulation (i.e., whom did employees connect with?) and what type of content users share 
on the site. The results of interview data indicate that three main themes of motivations 
emerged: (1) the desire to make social connections and share on a personal level, e.g., 
posting or commenting on personal, non-work related content such as family photos; (2) 
advancing their career within the company, e.g., by using the system to find new work 
projects; and (3) campaigning for support for projects and ideas within the company. Results 
from the semi-structured interviews found that users articulated connections with close 
colleagues, but did not actively share content with them, and that articulated connections to 
“weak ties” increase over time (DiMicco et al., 2008a). 
Steinfield et al. (2009) explored the role of the Beehive in the building of social 
capital
1
 within the organization. The survey adapts Ellison‟s Facebook Intensity Scale to 
explore the intensity and purpose of usage of Beehive, and the relationship to the formation 
and maintenance of social capital (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007). The motivation of the 
study was the premise that “[s]ocial network sites may help individuals create and maintain 
                                                 
 
1
 Originally used by Hanifan to describe “those tangible substances [that] count for most in the daily lives of 
people: namely good will, fellowship, sympathy, and social intercourse among the individuals and families who make up a 
social unit” (Hanifan, 1916), social capital has since taken on many descriptions and definitions, so much so that concerns 
have emerged regarding “excessive extensions of the concept” (Portes, 1998). Steinfeld, et al. (2009) adopt Lin‟s definition, 
which describes social capital as an “investment in social relations by individuals through which they gain access to 
embedded resources to enhance expected returns of instrumental or expressive actions” (Lin, 1999).  
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social capital because the technical and social affordances of SNSs enable interaction, and 
therefore reciprocity, with a larger network of social connections” (Steinfield et al., 2009). 
Within the organizational context, Beehive is theorized to contribute to social capital by 
supporting the establishment and maintenance of a broader, more diverse network of contacts 
that may serve as “conduits” for information and expertise. The survey included items 
addressing usage, social capital, and demographics, was distributed to 20,508 employees who 
had been Beehive users for at least six weeks (roughly 50% of all users) and received 2435 
responses. Using exploratory factor analysis, five social capital dimensions were constructed 
from survey responses: the bonding social capital dimension, which reflected strong-tie 
connections between users, and four weak-tie dimensions: ability to access expertise, interest 
in global connections, access to new people, and citizenship. Regression analysis was used to 
predict dimensions of social capital from individual, organizational, and site usage variables, 
finding that usage of Beehive did associate positively with measures of social capital. 
However, the results do not support any assessment of causality, i.e., whether usage of 
Beehive produces social capital or that individuals already in possession of social capital 
form the user base. Additionally, the factors in the regression model have little descriptive 
value, explaining only 9% to 16% of the variance in the social capital measures. 
Wu et al. (2010) explored Beehive user behavior and its capacity to reflect 
relationship multiplexity, a characteristic of connections within a social network which 
reflects whether a given relationship serves more than one purpose or entails more than one 
type of social activity. Multiplex relationships are maintained in the workplace by altering 
interaction style across contexts and with different media, e.g., (inter)acting differently in a 
board meeting, at lunch, on the phone, etc. Results of a “relationship-rating exercise” from 
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196 Beehive users (chosen based on their heavy use results) were treated as a dependent 
variable and correlated with system usage logs to find a predictive model of closeness based 
on SNS use. The linear regression model predicts relationship closeness with 20-24% 
predictive power across professional, personal, and general closeness. Statistically significant 
predictive factors  
(p < .001) include explicit friendship, “recency”, and length of friend visiting subject‟s 
content, mutual comments and connections, physical workspace proximity, and 
organizational proximity, i.e., a direct management relationship between the subject and the 
friend. Difference between professional and personal closeness was reflect in patterns of 
interpersonal interaction via Beehive: 
The results indicate that a subject viewing a friend‟s profile and friends and 
subjects commenting on each other‟s profiles are predictors of personal 
closeness, but not professional closeness. This suggests that personal friends 
check out and have profile-based conversations with those they feel personally 
close with, but not with those they have a professionally-focused relationship 
(Wu et al., 2010). 
Two “unanticipated” findings were identified: that the more active a subject is on the 
site, the more personally close they feel with colleagues, yet the less professionally close they 
feel with them, and a negative correlation between a friend‟s general activity level and 
closeness on the SNS. The former is interpreted to support earlier findings on Beehive that 
users typically connect on a personal level with colleagues on the site (DiMicco et al., 
2008a). The latter is interpreted to indicate “that when a friend is very active on the site, 
communicating with many people, direct communication with the subject then becomes less 
of an indicator of closeness and more of an indicator of how the friend communicates with 
everyone on the site” (Wu et al., 2010). 
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2.1.2 SIS beyond SNS: Activity streams, badges, and Gamification 
SNS like Beehive and WaterCooler are the most prevalent among workplace-based 
Social Information Systems, though the ecology of social media technologies continues to 
grow and diversify, with innovative new systems for online communication, collaboration, 
socialization, and self-presentation emerging in the marketplace over recent years. Among 
the most recent entrants into the workplace social ecosystem are systems to support 
workforce analytics, a field promising to mine digital signals left by e-mail, instant 
messaging, phone calls, lines of written code and mouse-click “for insights into how people 
work and communicate, potentially opening doors to more efficiency and innovation within 
companies” (Lohr, 2013). Firms are turning to social talent management systems that turn 
internal and external social media behavior into “a numerical valuation of an employee‟s 
influence by analyzing how content is created, shared and received by individual workers” 
(Robison, 2013). The introduction of these systems in industry has outpaced research, 
particularly within the workplace where the employee is ostensibly monitored and analyzed 
in new and potentially oppressive ways. Related information systems are increasingly 
common on the Web, and provide similar affordances to individuals and members of 
knowledge-sharing communities. 
2.1.2.1 Activity streams 
Awareness of work activities has been a research interest in computer-supported 
collaborative work for some time, particularly in the context of physically-distributed teams 
of software developers (e.g., Dourish & Bellotti, 1992; Gutwin & Greenberg, 2002). Activity 
streams in workplace contexts are designed to capture, process, and present information 
about an individual‟s work activity in order to provide an understanding of activities of 
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others, ensure that individual contributions are relevant to group activities, and to evaluate 
individual actions with respect to group goals and progress (Dourish & Bellotti, 1992). 
Activity streams are thus designed to realize the goal of social translucence: Allowing users 
to “see” one another and to make inferences about the activities of others, while balancing 
privacy and visibility (Erickson & Kellogg, 2000). 
Activity streams have recently been integrated into “social coding” tools, particularly 
those which support large-scale, distributed software development of open-source software 
systems. This change in context – from workplace-based software development teams to 
communities of software developers working within and beyond workplace contexts – 
expands the application domain of activity streams as social information systems. Little 
research exists on the use and impact of activity streams in social coding contexts. Dabbish et 
al. (2012) found that software developers using GitHub, a Web-based social software used 
activity stream features to “watch how someone else coded, what others paid attention to, and 
how they solved problems all supported learning better ways to code and access to superior 
knowledge” (Dabbish et al., 2012). Singer et al. (2013) found similar motivations in their 
interviews of a small group of “social programmers” who use activity feeds and other social 
technologies to follow instructional and inspirational programmers. Capiluppi et al. (2013) 
suggest that information about a developer‟s activities and contributions to public software 
projects may be aggregated, summarized, and used to build profiles for job-seeking. 
Interviews by Marlow and Dabbish (2013) with GitHub users and technical recruiters found 
that the transparency of activities and relative difficulty of manipulating the information in a 
GitHub activity feed means that to some, these systems provide more reliable indicators of 
technical abilities and motivation than information provided on a resume. 
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2.1.2.2 Reputation, ranking, and reward systems 
A growing area of workplace-based Social Information Systems is the aggregation of 
sometimes vast amounts of information into scores or symbols representing an individual‟s 
accomplishments or achievements, or intending to reflect or social constructs such as 
“reputation” or “influence” (Resnick, Kuwabara, Zeckhauser, & Friedman, 2000). In online 
settings, the general function of such systems consists of four steps: (1) Look for adequate 
online substitutes for traditional cues that we are used to in the physical world; (2) Look for 
information elements suitable for deriving measures of reputation; (3) Use I.T. to create 
efficient systems for collecting that information; and (4) Derive measures of reputation from 
information collected (Jøsang, Ismail, & Boyd, 2007). Considerable research exists on 
developing and improving algorithms for measures for “reputation” and “trust” in Peer-to-
Peer systems (Zacharia & Maes, 2000) and online marketplaces (Zacharia & Maes, 2000), 
and the various types of content- and social-recommender systems that attempt to 
recommend previously-unseen items or people to a user based on other information known 
about the user (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005).  
Relatively little research exists about the impact of these systems and the information 
artifacts they produce on real-world workplace contexts. What research exists is limited, 
either describing aspects of system design without empirical data, or conducting preliminary 
studies in experimental laboratory settings or limited real-world settings. Capiluppi et al. 
(2012) – inspired by the h-index for ranking scientists‟ research output (Hirsch, 2005) – 
describes the development of an index for rating open-source software developers based on 
their contributions to one or more F/LOSS projects. Similar to these rating and ranking 
systems are those systems that product visual artifacts instead of numerical indexes to 
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represent individual achievements or attributes (discussed below), or are designed to 
motivate individual participation in a social context (discussed in section 2.2.3, “Using social 
information systems to incentivize participation and contributions”). 
2.1.2.3 Gamification with badges and badge systems 
On the public Web, systems like Wikipedia‟s Barnstars program offer “personalized 
tokens of appreciation given to participants [and] articulations of the work of recognizing the 
contributions of others” (Kriplean, Beschastnikh, & McDonald, 2008). New platforms for 
managing visual representations of a marker of skill, experience or merit (and ostensibly, any 
other piece of information about an individual‟s identity) are collected under the “badges” 
metaphor (Halavais, 2012) and are an increasingly common across public social media. 
While skepticism exists about the value of “badges” the positive potential for these systems 
is in their capacity to translate the practices, reputation, and recognition of one community to 
other, dissimilar communities (Kriplean et al., 2008).  
Antin and Churchill (2011) identify five social psychological functions for badges in 
social media contexts: (1) facilitating goal setting, (2) providing instruction about what types 
of activity are possible within a given system, (3) provide information on the basis of which 
reputation assessments can be made, (4) advertising social status and facilitating personal 
affirmation of accomplishments, (5) and representing group identification. The use of these 
systems to recognize positive contributions (a) requires the identification of positive 
contributions, (b) assumes that there is adequate consensus about what constitutes positive 
contributions, and (c) risks reifying certain (rewarded) behaviors and subsequently 
marginalizing others (Kriplean et al., 2008). Each of these factors should be of particular 
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concern in complex environments where diverse values and beliefs exist about what 
behaviors constitute positive contributions.  
2.1.3 Summary of SIS in the workplace 
The use of badges and badge systems typically falls under the general banner of 
Gamification: “the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” (Deterding et al., 
2011). Badges are used as an assessment method and as a motivational device, and often a 
combination thereof (Higashi & Shoop, 2010). In the context of workplace-based social 
technology, the nascent research in this area explores on these social information systems – 
including activity streams, reputations and rating indices, and badges – in order to explore 
their potential to address certain problems of participation to which I now turn. 
2.2 Problems of participation  
This section reviews research that finds variations in levels and types of participation 
in technology-enabled social contexts in workplace and work-related settings, as well as the 
use of social information systems to motivate higher degrees and preferred types of 
participation. The section concludes with the identification of a gap in research regarding 
professional communities at the intersection of workplace-based communities and non-
workplace communities where knowledge is acquired. The opportunity exists for social 
information systems to better integrate internal and external community participation. 
2.2.1 Variations in levels and types of participation on the Web. 
A widely-accepted reality of social software in its various forms – including but not 
limited to social information systems – is participation inequality: the notion that “only a 
small percentage of users will go to the trouble of adding value to your application; therefore, 
the barrier to participation should be as low as possible” (O‟Reilly, 2005). In online 
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communities and user-contributed social media sites, the “90-9-1 rule” has come to describe 
the typical distribution of general participation. The “rule” states that in an online 
community, roughly 1% of a community‟s members can be expected to contribute content, 
with 9% of the population being active users, editors, and managers of content, and 90% 
“merely” consuming content (Nielsen, 2006). Participation inequality and scale free networks 
(graph structures in which the number of links originating from a node exhibits a power law-
like distribution) characterize the social structure of the Web. For example: 
 Popular Web destinations exhibit a disproportionately-high share of Web 
traffic (Nielsen, 1997). 
 Wikipedia, the user-contributed online encyclopedia, is constituted by 
content created and edited by an estimated 10% of its users, with half of 
all edits made by less than 3% of all users (Wales, 2004) and inbound and 
outbound links between articles also exhibiting a scale free network 
structure (Voss, 2005). 
 The most-popular bloggers are read and linked to at a disproportionately 
high rate (Shirky, 2003). 
 Cumulative follower degree distribution for Twitter follows a power law, 
i.e., a small number of twitter accounts hold a very high proportion of 
incoming links or “followers” (Java, Song, Finin, & Tseng, 2007) while 
other research has found that greater than 90% of users have less than 100 
followers (Cheng, Evans, & Singh, 2009). 
Across public SNS, connection and interaction networks tend to be scale free, i.e., 
exhibit a power law-like distribution (Ahn, Han, Kwak, Moon, & Jeong, 2007; Mislove, 
Marcon, Gummadi, Druschel, & Bhattacharjee, 2007). For example, the research team 
internal to the public SNS Facebook explored how often people clicked on the news or 
photos posted by their connections, how often they communicated, and if the 
communications traveled in both directions. Their research motivation was to understand the 
implications for marketing and advertising, and is reflected in their conclusion: 
Studying this data, [we] determined that an average Facebook user with 500 
friends actively follows the news on only 40 of them, communicates with 20, 
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and keeps in close touch with about 10. Those with smaller networks follow 
even fewer. What can this teach advertisers? People don‟t pay much attention 
to most of their online friends (Baker, 2009). 
Unequal distribution of connection and attention on Facebook has also been observed 
by Wilson and colleagues (2009) who analyzed the relationship of Friend connections to 
active interactions between connected users, finding that a small proportion of individuals 
typically account for the majority of social interaction. A power law-like distribution of 
interaction and scale free network topologies have been found across all social network sites 
(Ahn et al., 2007; Mislove et al., 2007). Evidence from these studies suggests that in SNS on 
the public Web include the following: 
 Social networks appear to be composed of a large number of highly 
connected clusters consisting of relatively low-degree nodes. These 
clusters connect to each other via a relatively small number of high-degree 
nodes (Mislove et al., 2007). 
 Social networks each contain a large, densely connected core, held 
together by about 10% of the nodes with the highest degree (Mislove et 
al., 2007). 
 The distribution of an individual‟s contacts tends to be a skewed 
core/periphery structure, with few friends being close and the majority 
being weak (Lewis, Kaufman, Gonzalez, Wimmer, & Christakis, 2008; S. 
G. B. Roberts, Dunbar, Pollet, & Kuppens, 2009). 
Designing mechanisms to effect higher levels of participation will require some 
measure of enticement or coercion, which can have a negative impact on the organizational 
environment (i.e., the workplace or the professional community) within which the system is 
implemented. Therefore, the designer – technological and organizational alike – is left to 
negotiate a particular dilemma of participation inequality: on one hand, design of social 
information systems can attempt to maximize the emergence of organic structure, implicitly 
accepting a likelihood of highly-skewed levels of participation; on the other hand, design can 
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attempt to minimize participation inequality, which means introducing artificial systems to 
provoke participation. 
2.2.2 Variations in levels and types of participation in workplace-based social 
technologies. 
Skewed levels of participation and scale free patterns of social network connection 
are found commonly – almost uniformly – across public social software platforms. 
Pioneering research in organizationally bound social information systems suggests the same 
patterns of behavior are evident in comparable systems situated in organizationally-bound 
environments. Although “Web 2.0” and “Enterprise 2.0” design ideologies stress the 
importance of emergence of organic, “from the ground up” social structures as an alternative 
to externally- and hierarchically-imposed structure, designers of early implementations of 
social information systems such as IBM‟s Beehive and HP‟s WaterCooler are exploring ways 
to effect higher levels of participation.  
Brzozowski and Yardi (2008b) approach the participation inequality problem in terms 
of a “corporate attention economy” – a take on the Internet-era version of the scarcity of 
resources problem that arises when voluminous production information results in a scarcity 
of mental engagement on particular items of information (Davenport & Beck, 2001): 
The “long tail” of expertise and interests in large, distributed organizations 
offers potential opportunities for broad and diversified access to knowledge. 
Paradoxically, however, as organizations grow in size and scale, it becomes 
increasingly difficult for employees to locate specific resources and expertise. 
Thus, a content-production economy that is a rich and vibrant can be plagued 
with an overload of information. An attention economy results, where 
employees‟ attention becomes a scarce resource, placing a larger burden on 
them to know what information they are looking for and how to go about 
looking for it (Brzozowski and Yardi 2008b). 
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The issue raised in their research is the influence of the visibility of individual 
contributions to corporate SNS and blogging on participation behavior. The research (also 
reported in Yardi, Golder, & Brzozowski, 2009) draws from the design and use of HP‟s 
social media platform (WaterCooler) surveying 144 of the then-3000 “active users” of the 
SNS and interviewing 96 internal bloggers, as well as analyzing 12 months of log files from 
the internal blog server. Features designed to promote visibility of diverse blog content via 
WaterCooler achieve a level of cross-organizational interaction by effecting a more evenly-
distributed network of readership. However, the topography of commenting networks – i.e., 
graphs of users responding to blog content using the platform‟s commenting feature – 
exhibits a scale free network structure: a few blogs in the organization are actively 
commented on by a larger number of typically organizationally-related readers, but the 
majority of blogs have triadic and dyadic digraphs of commenting, i.e., only one or two 
others have received multiple comments. Response from the interviews and surveys support 
the claim that a lack of engagement represented by little-to-no commenting lead bloggers to 
question whether their contributions were of any use to the organization (Brzozowski and 
Yardi 2008b).  
Brzozowski and colleagues (2009) employed a longitudinal time series analysis over 
one year of WaterCooler use to determine how various forms of feedback influence the 
likelihood of future contributions. By analyzing the impact attention, feedback, and 
managers‟ and coworkers‟ participation on employees‟ behavior, they conclude the 
following: (1) activity within a user‟s workgroup (defined as a user, the user‟s manager, and 
all direct reports to that manager) correlates with participation; (2) manager participation is 
highly correlated with people starting to contribute to enterprise social media, and modestly 
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correlated with continuing contributions; and (3) comments from others and a diverse 
readership are correlated with sustained content contributions.  
2.2.3 Using social information systems to incentivize participation and contributions 
Motivating participation is a major goal of the design and research of social 
technologies. A body of research exists that explores motivations to participate in online 
social contexts, e.g., in open-source software development communities (Lakhani & Wolf, 
2003), in Wikipedia (Forte & Bruckman, 2005), and in various forms of online communities 
(Huang, Barbour, Su, & Contractor, 2013; McLure Wasko & Faraj, 2000). However, there is 
less empirical work examining the use and impact of information systems (social information 
systems or otherwise) designed for the specific purpose of incentivizing participation and 
contributions in workplace-based and work-related social contexts. The state of research in 
this area is described below. 
Conceptual work on Gamification, defined (above) as “the use of game design 
elements in non-game contexts” (Deterding et al., 2011), suggests that SIS in “Gamified” 
contexts can be used as an assessment method and as a motivational device, and often a 
combination thereof (Higashi & Shoop, 2010). While the term, Gamification, is not 
universally adopted – and is sometimes the subject of skepticism (Boulet, 2012) – the idea of 
using information technology and software elements to shape behavior did not entirely 
emerge in the post-social media era and is conceptually similar to earlier work on Persuasive 
Technology, which posits that technology design can be used to shape user behavior in 
directions intended by the system designer (Fogg, 2003).  
Research on the impact of Gamification and persuasive technology implementations 
is limited in scope to social contexts on the public Web. For example, users on the news site 
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Huffington Post can earn badges by producing frequent and well-received comments; 
however comment threads started by badge-holding members received no more comments on 
average than threads started by non-holders (Jones & Altadonna, 2012). Montola et al. (2009) 
found that some users of a visual achievements system in a photo sharing application found 
them motivating to making contributions, many users were concerned they would create 
unproductive usage patterns in the system. Gorman and Fischer‟s analysis of public peer-
support communities hosted by a software firm (SAP) shows that the introduction of a point 
system in an attempt to motivate members to contribute did not cause an increase in 
contributors, but did improve response time and the percentage of threads that were marked 
as “answered” . 
Little empirical research exists on the impact of workplace-based Gamification or 
persuasive technologies, even though it is an increasingly common experiment for companies 
to explore the use of incentive systems in hopes of increasing participation and engagement 
among employees. What research exists is limited to the Beehive studies at IBM and recent, 
related projects at that company. 
2.2.3.1 Gamification elements in the Beehive (and related) studies 
Farzan et al. (2009, 2010a) report on the design and deployment of a rating system 
intended to encourage more breadth and diversity in content contributions, and to promote 
content in a way that promotes social interaction on Beehive, the IBM-internal SNS. The 
motivation of the Honeybee system for promoting and discovering content was motivated by 
observations of drastically-skewed interaction with user-generated Beehive content. Half of 
the site‟s photos had been viewed fewer than five times, though the average number of views 
on photos was 194.5 (standard deviation=303.6) and the most viewed photo received 1994 
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views; and the most-viewed content was published by a small number of relatively-popular 
users as measured by number of their profile is viewed, while the least-viewed content is 
owned by a disproportionally-large number of users (Farzan et al., 2009). 
Although the researchers expected a power law distribution of content viewing, they 
found evidence suggesting a rich get richer problem: popular content and popular users 
remain stable over time, making it increasingly difficult for new content and new users to 
crack the “top 25” lists that are visibly promoted on the site. The Honeybee system selects a 
panel of “Honeybees” – a panel of 50 users, rotated weekly, who have a limited amount of 
“Honey” with which they can select content for promotion. The design goal of the “Honey” 
mechanism was to effect a particular form of social activity: 
In the first step of this interaction, in addition to giving honey to a piece of 
content, promoters can also leave a comment on the content, explaining why 
they have given it honey. Receiving honey and a comment can lead the content 
owner to respond with a comment on the promoter‟s profile (step 2). While 
commenting is not required or even suggested, we expect that social norms 
around gift giving and receiving will encourage receivers to thank the 
promoters for their honey, initiating a dialogue with the promoter (Farzan et 
al., 2009). 
A time-series analysis pilot study of “Honey” in use within the Beehive system found 
that the giving and receiving promotions to content increased the likelihood that an 
otherwise-hidden piece of content would be viewed by others, and that users tended to 
interact with each other via the commenting system during the process. However, the process 
did not lead to greater establishment of articulated connections within the SNS, nor did the 
study produce any evidence that the increase in social interaction would be sustained over 
time (Farzan et al., 2009). In a wider implementation of the Honeybee system (reported in 
Farzan et al., 2010a) researchers chose “Honeybees” from groups of low-participation users – 
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604 lurkers (defined as viewers of content, but not contributors) and 1327 contributors – 
users who contributed one item of content over prior month. Analysis of results found that: 
 participation in the Honeybee system was significantly lower among 
selected lurkers compared to selected contributors;   
 lurkers who participated in promoting content more often went on to 
contribute content within a month; and 
 lurker-promoted content came from more diverse sources, had fewer 
comments, and increased in comments after promotion. 
Finally, Thom et al. (2012) studied the removal of Gamification elements from the 
Beehive system. Farzan et al. (2008) describes the incentive system, which awarded points 
for commenting, provided four achievement levels based on an employee‟s point 
accumulation, and display information about the employee – her system profile image, 
number of comments, and rank order status in a leaderboard. The introduction of the system 
was followed by a short period of increased participation and contributions, followed by a 
sustained return to pre-Gamification levels of participation. Thom et al. (2012) examined the 
change in users commenting behaviors after removing these features from Beehive 10 
months after their introduction. The removal negatively impacted continued participation 
based on the observed reduction in commenting behaviors. Removal of the features also 
decreased the activity by geographically distant users. These findings support the conclusion 
that certain users are motivated by game-like systems that represent their “accomplishments” 
in a social information system. However, like all Beehive studies, limitations exist. Most 
notably that the community supported by the social technology exists within a specific 
company. Additionally, though the researchers do not address the issue, Beehive is an opt-in 
system, limiting the generalizability of quantitative findings and the transferability to 
employees who are not members, and perhaps those who are not early-adopters, joining the 
system later under different social and technological conditions. 
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2.2.4 Summary of problems of participation 
Variations in levels and types of participation does ostensibly limit the confidence 
practitioners have that the social contexts their technologies precipitate will produce the 
value the designers hope for. In response to low “organic” levels of participation and a desire 
to shape behavior to preferred types of participation and contribution, designers are turning to 
unproven social information-based incentive systems. These systems have proven marginally 
effective in what little research exists; therefore, more empirical work in more and diverse 
contexts is necessary. 
2.3 Research questions 
In addition to the problems identified above – i.e., variations in levels and types of 
participation and unproven social information-based incentive systems – a gap in research 
exists regarding the existence of professional communities at the intersection of workplace-
based communities and non-workplace communities where knowledge is acquired. Extant 
literature almost exclusively focuses on information technologies designed to facilitate and 
support either workplace-based social contexts (e.g., Beehive) or external contexts such as 
peer support communities and open-source software development.  The opportunity exists for 
social information systems to better integrate the internal and external community 
participation; however, the problems of participation described above – variations in levels 
and types of participation, and the unproven efficacy of social information-based incentive 
systems – will challenge knowledge-sharing social contexts as well as it challenges private, 
internal and public Web contexts described in the literature review.  
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2.3.1 Research question 1: Participatory motivations 
In their interviews with Wikipedia contributors, Forte and Brickman (2005) offer the 
guidance that the design of online communities should endeavor to provide “obvious 
indication of what kinds of activities warrant higher levels of credibility [which] may help 
fledgling communities grow in desirable directions.” Social Information Systems of the type 
discussed above offer a range of solutions to such goals. However, individual, local 
knowledge and beliefs about what kinds of activities warrant higher levels of credibility will 
likely vary across a community. Therefore, the first research question is oriented to 
developing an understanding of how and why participation occurs in a particular professional 
community-based knowledge-sharing social context. 
RQ1: How do participatory behaviors and motivations to participate vary 
across constituents of a professional community-based knowledge-sharing 
social context? 
2.3.2 Research question 2: Sociotechnical factors in participation 
The second research question examines the socio-structural and technological 
elements that shape – and get shaped by – the participatory behaviors and motivations 
observed in the particular social context. The structuration-theoretic sociotechnical lens that 
will frame the analysis of participation in response to this research question is described in 
Chapter 0. 
RQ2: What socio-structural and technological factors exist in the professional 
community-based knowledge-sharing social context, and how do they shape 
and get shaped by participatory behaviors and motivations? 
2.3.3 Research question 3: Designing SIS as incentive systems  
The broad purpose of this dissertation is to inform the design of social information 
systems that incentivize participation in professional community-based knowledge-sharing 
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social contexts. To that end, the final research question uses findings from the previous 
research questions as context to examine what incentive systems exist in the site of the 
research study in order to inform the design of the next generation of social information-
based incentive systems. 
RQ3: How do existing incentive systems inform our understanding of the 
design and use of social information-based incentive systems? 
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CHAPTER 3: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Social information systems are likely to shape, and be shaped by, the motivations and 
actions of individuals in a social context and the institutions that operate in that context. The 
framework, described in this chapter, borrows elements of structuration theory to analyze the 
impact of structures in the marketplace on the activities of participants in the Sharepoint 
community. The decision to adopt concepts from Structuration Theory is based on its 
suitability to understanding the relationship between human agency and social systems, and 
the role of information technology within the process of structuration that connects human 
agency and social systems. The interest in the potential of social information systems is 
based on the interest in the broader relationship between the commons and the marketplace 
as knowledge-sharing contexts. Therefore, it will be important to understand how actors 
selectively draw on the modalities of the social structures that exist within the context of the 
professional community. In order to identify and describe what structures, modalities, 
motivations, and behaviors exist, ethnographic fieldwork is conducted in a specific setting. 
The community chosen for ethnographic study is the user community for Microsoft 
SharePoint, a popular enterprise-level software system for information management and 
collaboration. The goal of fieldwork will be to identify and describe the structures that are 
present, and describe how agents selectively draw on the modalities in the course of action 
and interaction in community settings. In addition to a thematic analysis of notes and artifacts 
collected during fieldwork, a survey is conducted in the community in order to estimate the 
degree to which the observed motivations are important across the community constituency. 
The theoretical lens and research method are described in detail in the following sections. 
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3.1 Conceptual framework 
This section introduces the structuration-theoretic sociotechnical systems design 
framework I adopt for the study of community participation and the social information 
systems that support it. The conceptual framework borrows concepts from Anthony Giddens‟ 
Structuration Theory, chosen for its affinity to the understanding of professional communities 
as diversely-constituted social structures into which enter diversely-motivated actors.  
3.1.1 Giddens’ structuration theory of social structure 
Giddens develops the theory of structuration (Giddens, 1979, 1986) in an attempt to 
move beyond the division within the social sciences between objectivist perspectives which 
view social phenomena to be determined by the influence of external, exogenous social 
structures, and subjectivist perspectives which view them as products of the actions of human 
agents motivated by their subjective interpretation of the world. Additionally, the long-
standing epistemologies based on the dualism of subject and object place “structure” as 
“external” to human action and conceive of structure only as a source of constraint on the 
free initiative of the independently constituted subject. In structuration theory, “structure” 
refers to certain “structuring properties” which allow for the “binding of time-space in social 
systems, the properties which make it possible for discernibly similar social practices to exist 
across varying spans of time and space and which lend them „systemic' form” (Giddens, 
1986, p. 17). Structuring properties are not “external” to human actors but are “recursively 
organized sets of rules and resources” that exist as “memory traces” of human actors, and 
“instantiated in [their] social practices” (1986, p. 25). Thus the duality of structure – the 
notion that “the structural properties of social systems are both medium and outcome of the 
practices they recursively organize” (1986, p. 25) – allows for relatively stable and 
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seemingly-objective social systems to exist, but only through their reproduction in social 
practices. The most deeply embedded structural properties Giddens calls structural 
principles, and the most enduring social practices – those which are “sedimented in the 
longue durée of historical time” (Giddens, 1979, p. 96) – he refers to as institutions.  
It is the structural principles of the professional community, and of the institutions 
that exist within the context of the community, that are of interest in this dissertation. These 
structures of varying stability and endurance have as their attributes the rules and resources 
on which community members can draw in the day-to-day conduct of being (or not being) a 
community member, participant, or agent of another role. Through systems of interaction 
(communication, power, and sanction) actors draw on the modalities of each structure and at 
the same time reconstituting those structural properties. It is the modalities – the interpretive 
schemes, facilities, and norms – that relate the interaction of agents to the structures they 
draw upon and reproduce. As suggested in Figure 1 (borrowed from Giddens (1996, p. 29), 
each modality (e.g., a system‟s interpretive schemes) connects a specific system of 
interaction (e.g., communication of meaning) to a structure (e.g., signification), though forms 
of interaction and structure are only analytically separable from each other (Giddens, 1986, p. 
28). In this dissertation, the exploratory nature of the ethnographic work precludes deciding, 
a priori, what structures will be examined. Rather, a goal of fieldwork will be to identify and 
describe the structures that are present, and how agents selectively draw on the modalities of 
those structures in the course of action and interaction in the community. 
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Figure 1: Dimensions of the Duality of Structure. 
 
3.1.2 Borrowing from Structuration Theory to the study of information systems and 
information technology  
Giddens says nothing about information technology in his theory development, and 
little about mediation beyond the modalities of co-presence which are “mediated directly by 
the sensory properties of the body” (Giddens, 1986, p. xxv). Thus Giddens‟ theory may be 
limiting as a framework for technology-mediated interaction, as he says little about 
technology‟s role and almost as little about other forms of media: “All social interaction is 
situated within time-space boundaries of co-presence (whether or not this be extended via 
media such as letters, telephone calls, etc.)” (Giddens, 1986, p. 336, emphasis added). While 
Giddens himself has said little about the role of information technology in structuration 
processes
2
, his theory is an increasingly applied to the study of technology use, particularly in 
organizational contexts. 
                                                 
 
2
 In a series of published interviews, Giddens remarked that the potential for technology to delimit certain choices 
for action is no different than any other physical entity, and that “[t]echnology does nothing except as implicated in the 
actions of human beings” (Giddens & Pierson, 1998). 
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Early investigations into the organizational role of technology “assumed technology 
to be an objective, external force that would have (relatively) deterministic impacts on 
organizational properties such as structure” (Orlikowski, 1992). Later research maintained a 
“soft” form of technological determinism, maintaining the deterministic impact of 
technological forces, but appending human agency and organizational context as moderating 
forces. Conversely, sociotechnical studies posit technology not as an external object, “but a 
product of human action, design, and appropriation” (Orlikowski, 1992, p. 400). 
Sociotechnical models emphasize the social construction of technology, showing how 
meanings emerge around artifacts, and how these meanings shape technology. Both 
conceptual streams produce incomplete accounts of the role of technology in the 
organization. Technological determinism tends to ignore or undervalue the role of human 
agency in the design and use of technology, and sociotechnical streams of analysis rely too-
heavily on the capability of human agents, placing inadequate emphasis on factors such as 
“institutional properties of the organization, micropolitics of the workplace, features of the 
environment, and unintended consequences of organizational change” (Orlikowski, 1992, p. 
401). 
Giddens‟ structuration theory provides a meta-theoretical basis upon which the 
proponents of the structurational model of technology attempt to build “a solution to the 
dilemma of choosing between subjective and objective conceptions of organizations, and 
allows them to embrace both” (Orlikowski 1992:403). Orlikowski‟s structurational model is 
based on two premises of technology. First, the duality of technology, by which technology is 
understood to be both the product of human action and the effect of structural properties:  
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That is, technology is physically constructed by actors working in a given 
social context, and technology is socially constructed by actors through the 
different meanings they attach to it and the various features they emphasize 
and use. However, it is also the case that once developed and deployed, 
technology tends to become reified and institutionalized, losing its connection 
with the human agents that constructed it or gave it meaning, and it appears 
to be part of the objective, structural properties of the organization.” 
(Orlikowski, 1992, p. 406) 
Agency and structure thus interact to shape technology. As ongoing, habitual, and 
reflexive human action employs a particular technology design, it also objectifies and 
institutionalizes it. The combination of external, objective factors and subjective factors of 
individual knowledge, skills, and affect towards technology will determine an individual‟s 
engagement with the social context (the workplace, community, and others) and with any 
technology used therein.  
Barley (1986) employs a longitudinal field study to examine the use of similar types 
of radiographic equipment in different health organizations. Within each organization, he 
found that the technology triggered a change in relations that form departmental structure by 
altering non-relational institutional roles and patterns of interaction between roles. The 
comparison demonstrates the technology‟s influence on organizational structure; however, 
the influence a given technology will have “depends on the specific historical process in 
which they are embedded” (Barley, 1986, p. 107). Barley proposes conceptualizing 
technology as a material trigger, occasioning at one point in time certain social dynamics that 
lead to anticipated and unanticipated structuring consequences (e.g., increased 
decentralization) at later points in time. Orlikowski (1992) suggests a weakness in Barley‟s 
analysis. Barley asserts that some features of the technology are socially constructed; 
however, he does not allow for the physical modification of technology during use. This is 
reasonable, considering the relatively fixed physical form and standardized operations of the 
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radiographic equipment he is studying. However, as Orlikowski notes, this position may be 
particularly inadequate in the analysis of information technology, which may exhibit 
objective form and function, but will also vary by different users and in different contexts of 
use, and by the same users over time. 
DeSanctis and Poole (1994) propose adaptive structuration theory as an approach for 
studying the role of information technologies in organizational change; in particular, 
variations in organization change that occur as advanced technologies are used – in this case, 
a group decision support system. Adaptive structuration theory is based on the central 
concepts of structuration theory and Orlikowski‟s structurational model of technology. 
Similar to Orlikowski‟s design-mode and use-mode distinction, DeSanctis and Poole 
examine the organizational change process from the vantage point of the types of social 
structures that are “provided by” advanced technologies, and the structures that actually 
emerge in human action as people interact with these technologies (1994, p. 121). The social 
structures “provided by” a technology are described as its structural features (“the specific 
types of rules and resources, or capabilities, offered by the system”) and its spirit: “the 
general intent with regard to values and goals underlying a given set of structural features” 
(1994, p. 126). Spirit provides for legitimation by supplying “a normative frame with regard 
to behaviors that are appropriate in the context of the technology” (1994, p. 126) and can also 
contribute to processes of domination by presenting certain types of influence moves to be 
used with the technology, which may privilege some users or approaches to use over others. 
Finally, spirit can function as a means of signification, helping users understand and interpret 
the meaning of a technology. It is important to note that spirit is neither the designer‟s 
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intentions nor the user‟s perceptions of a technology, though both are presumed to be present 
in the spirit of a technology. 
Spirit can be identified by treating the technology as a “text” and developing 
a reading of its philosophy based on analysis of: (a) the design metaphor 
underlying the system (e.g., “electronic chalkboard”); (b) the features it 
incorporates and how they are named and presented; (c) the nature of the 
user interface; (d) training materials and on-line guidance facilities; and (e) 
other training or help provided with the system (DeSanctis & Poole, 1994, p. 
126). 
DeSanctis and Poole adopt Ollman‟s (1971) term, appropriation, to describe “the 
immediate, visible actions that evidence deeper structuration processes [of a] technology.” 
(1994, p. 129). Appropriations are not determined by technology designs; rather, individuals 
actively select how technology structures are used. Appropriations will inevitably vary across 
groups. Features of a technology are appropriated in a manner that is consistent with the 
spirit and structural feature design (“faithfully”) or not consistent (“unfaithfully”) or for 
nonstandard instrumental purposes. DeSanctis and Poole suggest multiple factors that might 
influence the appropriation of available structures, including group members‟ style of 
interaction and degree of knowledge and experience with the structures embedded in the 
technology, the degree to which members believe that other members know and accept the 
use of the structures, and degree to which members agree on which structures should be 
appropriated” (1994, p. 129). 
3.1.3 Borrowing from Structuration Theory to study social information systems 
The structuration-theoretic sociotechnical lens provides a conceptual framework for 
describing the interaction of actor, technology, and social structure. As such, the framework 
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is most salient to the second research question
3
 that examines the socio-structural and 
technological elements that shape – and get shaped by – the participatory behaviors and 
motivations observed in the particular social context. It could be expected that social 
information systems – by virtue of the information they are designed to process and mediate 
– are particularly susceptible to varying appropriations. In order to examine the processes of 
structuration that result from the ongoing and diverse use of social information systems and 
the technologies that enable them, the research must gain a firsthand understanding of the 
social context. The research methods employed to this end are described in the following 
section. 
3.2 Research setting 
The community chosen for ethnographic study is the user community for Microsoft 
SharePoint, a popular enterprise-level software system for information management and 
collaboration. The basis of this decision is that the there is an adequate level of community 
activity, along with a mix of commercial organizations and open, non-commercial events, 
meetings, and user groups. This diversity should precipitate a range of motivations for 
community participation. Additionally, 
 the community is large, global, and highly active, with frequent local and regional 
meetings, as well as national and international commercial- and community-driven 
conference-style events; 
                                                 
 
3
 That is, what socio-structural and technological factors exist in the professional community-based knowledge 
sharing social context, and how do they shape and get shaped by participatory behaviors and motivations? 
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 the orienting practice of the community – the use, design, and engineering of SharePoint 
– constitutes a highly-skilled and diverse knowledge ecology; and  
 in addition to a series of skills-based certifications, Microsoft operates its own program 
that is designed, according to their website, to recognize individuals who “make 
exceptional contributions to technical communities, sharing their passion, knowledge, 
and know-how.” The role this program plays in the recognition of expertise in the 
community offers a valuable comparison case to expected design implications for 
community-based recognition programs. 
3.2.1 Sites for Participant Observation 
Fieldwork and recruitment for survey respondents was conducted at SharePoint user 
group meetings and community-run events at multiple sites in the Northeast United States. 
Most of these events are not rigidly scheduled, but occur approximately once per month, 
quarter, or year. The specific events attended are described in section 4.1.2, “Participant 
observation in face-to-face settings.” 
3.2.1.1 Online fieldwork 
In addition to the face-to-face settings, fieldwork was conducted in purposively-
selected online environments. The majority of the online fieldwork constituted collection and 
analysis of documents, images, and video from social media and other online outlets. 
However, these spaces also constituted interaction spaces in which I interacted with 
SharePointers. The specific sites and the rationale for their inclusion are described in section 
4.1.1. 
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3.3 Data collection and analysis 
This section describes the two methods used to study participation in the SharePoint 
Community – participant observation and the Informal CCA survey – and provides an 
explicit explanation of how the qualitative and quantitative datasets were collected and 
analyzed. 
 
 
Figure 2: Research process overview diagram 
 
3.3.1 Ethnographic data collection, analysis, and representation 
The face-to-face interactions of SharePoint community members are almost 
exclusively meeting-based; therefore, participant observation will occur during the meetings 
listed in section 3.2.1 above. Participating in community events will contribute to the 
researcher‟s first-hand understanding of the community, its culture, and its members‟ 
field notes, 
collected artifacts, 
annotations, etc. 
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attitudes towards participating in the community. Additionally, interactions with community 
members and participating non-members will contribute to an understanding of the 
community from the perspectives of those individuals, including what the community, 
participation, and concepts like “community member” mean in the SharePoint community 
context. Field notes, transcription of interactions, and annotations of collected information 
artifacts will be recorded using a standard pen-and-paper notebook and a digital camera, and 
transcribe with a standard word processing software package. Selected data will be coded 
(using the process described below) with the Atlas.ti qualitative data analysis software. 
Section 4 includes further details and researcher reflections on how the data collection 
processes were conducted, including a description of key participants in the ethnographic 
portion of the data collection process. 
3.3.1.1 Thematic Analysis 
Fieldwork data will be analyzed following the Thematic Analysis framework (Braun 
& Clarke, 2006). This process will be used to guide the selection and analysis of key 
passages from field notes, discussions with individuals, and artifacts collected in the field. 
The Thematic Analysis method states that the question of whether a theme is considered 
“key” is not made based on how frequently it appears in the data. While a key them would, 
ideally, be identified in multiple instances, it is not the number of instances that make a 
theme a key theme, but “whether it captures something important in relation to the overall 
research question” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 82). This is one reason why a consensus-
measuring method such as Informal CCA is a good complement to Thematic Analysis and to 
qualitative methods in general: A single instance of a theme in a data set might be 
meaningful, and the ethnographer may rely on his or her knowledge of the community to 
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determine this. However, the ethnographer may not have requisite contextual knowledge and 
understanding to judge the salience of the theme to the community writ large, and therefore 
should systematically assess the degree to which the theme is salient to the community or to 
particular sub-communities. 
Thematic analysis of ethnographic data will follow the stages listed in Table 1 
(below) adapted from (Braun & Clarke, 2006)/ The result of the process outlined in Table 1 
is a list of themes about participatory motivations identified in data from field work. The 
motivation behind the generation of themes in this manner is multiple: First and foremost, 
these themes will be used in the construction of the quantitative survey instrument, the results 
of which will be analyzed with Informal CCA methods. As such, these themes, grounded in 
empirical ethnographic data, will be used to quantify the distribution of cultural beliefs about 
participatory motivations, thus playing a crucial role in realizing the mixed-methods goals of 
the dissertation. Additionally, while a “full-fat” Grounded Theory process directed at theory 
generation (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 81) is not the goal of this dissertation, the results of 
Thematic Analysis can be used in subsequent theory-generating analysis. Secondly, the 
identification of the themes and the subsequent quantification of their importance to the 
community will establish a basis for comparing this study to others that explore the 
motivations in comparable communities. Finally, while ethnographic fieldwork is identified 
as a method for constructing an Informal CCA instrument (Weller, 2007), no guidance is 
provided about the specific mechanism to convert (qualitative) field notes into (quantifiable) 
items in survey instrument for Cultural Consensus Analysis. Thematic Analysis performs just 
such a function in this dissertation. This is the generic process adopted for thematic data 
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analysis. Section 4 includes the researcher‟s reflections on the application of this process in 
the real context of the SharePoint community fieldwork.  
Table 1: Phases of thematic analysis 
Phase Description of the process 
1. Familiarize with the data Transcribe field notes and annotations from collected artifacts, reading 
and re-reading the data, noting initial ideas. 
2. Generate initial codes Code interesting features of the data in a systematic fashion across the 
entire data set, collating data relevant to each code. 
3. Search for themes Collating codes into potential themes about participation and 
motivations to participate, gathering all data relevant to each potential 
theme. 
4. Review themes Check that themes work in relation to the coded extracts and the entire 
data set, generating a thematic „map‟ of the analysis. 
5. Define and name themes Ongoing analysis refines the details of each theme and the overall story 
the analysis tells. Generate clear definitions and names for each theme. 
6. Produce a written report Selection of extract examples, final analysis of selected extracts 
relating analysis to research questions and literature. 
 
 
3.3.1.2 Narrative representations 
The goal of ethnography is to develop an understanding of others; its product is a 
written representation of culture and its method is participant observation through fieldwork 
(Van Maanen, 2011). In addition to reporting themes about why people participate in the 
SharePoint community, and what they think of the motivations of others, a narrative 
ethnographic account will be constructed from fieldwork data on the form of written 
ethnography that Van Maanen calls “the realist tale” which provides “a rather direct, matter-
of-fact portrait of a studied culture” (Van Maanen, 2011 L. 253-254). The goal of such a 
product is to provide to its readers “a well put together tale [about] what particular people, in 
particular places, at particular times are doing, and what it may mean to them” (Van Maanen, 
2011 L. 2422-2423). A narrative account of the SharePoint community can communicate the 
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complexity of the themes and their relationships in a way that thematic analysis alone seems 
ill fit for.  
Braun and Clark (2006) provide some guidance about the appropriate relationship 
between narrative and thematic summaries of an ethnographic project. In their process for 
thematic analysis, the purpose of the final phase “is to tell the complicated story of your data 
in a way which convinces the reader of the merit and validity of your analysis” (2006, p. 93). 
The final report combines analyst narrative and illustrative data extracts that illustrate the 
story being told about the data, going beyond description to make an argument in relation to 
the research questions (2006). In this dissertation, the themes identified in the data contribute 
to two kinds of written report: First, a first-person portrayal of participation and motivations 
in the SharePoint community (presented in Chapter 0) as prescribed by Phase 6 in the 
Thematic Analysis process (see Table 1, above) and following Van Maanen‟s realist 
narrative style of ethnographic writing (Van Maanen, 2011). Additionally, a second “output” 
of Phase 5 (“define and name themes”) is the content of the rank order exercise that will be 
administered to survey respondents and analyzed with the Informal CCA method described 
in Section 3.3.2 (below) and presented as results in Chapter 0.  
3.3.2 Informal CCA data collection, analysis, and representation  
A goal of this dissertation is to assess the distribution of knowledge and beliefs about 
participation across the SharePoint community. Such a distribution can be described in a 
qualitative way through ethnographic narratives; however, an additional goal of this study is 
to use quantitative methods to quantify the distribution of the knowledge and beliefs that are 
represented in the qualitative data. The method chosen to meet this goal is Cultural 
Consensus Analysis. 
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Cultural Consensus Analysis (CCA) provides a way of describing and measuring the 
amount and distribution of cultural knowledge within a group of individuals, and testing the 
cultural knowledge of different subgroups of informants without knowing the answers to the 
questions ourselves (Romney et al., 1986). CCA is both a theory and a set of processes for 
assessing the intra-cultural variation of cultural beliefs (Borgatti & Halgin, 2010) and offers 
both a formal and informal model. The formal Cultural Consensus Model specifies the 
process of asking and answering questions, and has rigid requirements for what forms of data 
it can accommodate. The informal version (“Informal CCA”) is not a process model for data 
collection and analysis like the formal model, but “a set of analytic procedures that can be 
used to estimate the culturally correct answers and informant correspondence to the group 
answers” (Weller, 2007, p. 341).  
The study presented in this dissertation follows the Informal CCA model. This 
decision is made because the informal version of CCA handles more diverse forms of data 
compared to the formal model which prescribes a specific question-and-answer model. This 
flexibility is beneficial to the ethnographic researcher because of the often-unpredictable 
context of fieldwork. Informal CCA has been applied to the study of a wide range of social 
and cultural phenomena. For example: 
 Romney, Batchelder, and Weller (1987) provides an example of the informal version of consensus 
analysis in which students ranked the causes of death from the most to least frequent, and then their 
answers were compared to mortality statistics.  
 Chavez et al. (1995) had women rank-order potential causes of cancer from most to least likely to 
understand women‟s perceptions of the causes of breast and cervical cancer.  
 Magana, Burton, and Ferreira-Pinto (1995) identified a single, shared ordering of occupational prestige 
from informants‟ rankings of occupations in terms of their prestige.  
 Dressler, Balieiro, and Dos Santos (1997) used the informal consensus model to estimate cultural 
patterns in seeking social support. 
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3.3.2.1 Informal CCA survey construction 
Informal CCA provides a variety of techniques to obtain and compare knowledge 
from individual respondents. The selected method in this dissertation is a rank order exercise 
whereby respondents assign a value to each item in a list of statements about participatory 
motivation according to the following prompt: “Please rank the items below according to 
how much they motivate people to participate in and contribute to the SharePoint 
community.” The items listed represent statements about possible motivations to participate 
in and contribute, and will be derived from the results of Thematic Analysis; i.e., the themes 
identified by the researcher in fieldwork will ranked by survey respondents.  
3.3.2.1.1 Individual attribute questions 
In addition to the rank order exercise, survey respondents were asked the questions 
listed in Table 2 (below) about themselves and their work with SharePoint. 
Table 2: Individual attribute questions. 
 
LOCATION: Where do you live? (E.g., city, state, country...)  
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE: How many years have you worked with SharePoint? 
LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE: Do you consider yourself an expert in SharePoint, or in any 
particular area of SharePoint? 
LEVEL OF ACTIVITY: Do you consider yourself an active member of the SharePoint 
community? 
LEVEL OF ATTENDANCE: Do you attend SharePoint-related community events? 
 
 
3.3.2.2 Survey sampling and mitigating response bias  
The possibility of bias in any form of sampled survey data is inevitable; therefore, 
certain precautions were taken based on my understanding of the SharePoint community and 
of the CCA method used to study their shared beliefs. Informal CCA estimates the level of 
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agreement about the knowledge SharePointers have regarding participation in the community 
in order to determine the degree to which there is consensus. The first concern is that by 
studying the SharePoint community in Washington D.C., only beliefs about participation in 
that region would be represented, in which case a consensus may emerge but only 
representative of D.C. SharePointers and their “local” beliefs. Not every city with a 
SharePoint user base is expected to have distinct local beliefs about participation in the 
SharePoint community, but D.C. is unique: Its SharePoint scene is considered the largest in 
the U.S. and in the world due to its vicinity to the Federal I.T. industry and to Tysons, 
Virginia, home of the headquarters of many of the management consulting firms who employ 
many of the SharePointers described in this study. Tysons is an Internet-era high-tech hub, 
second in the U.S. only to Silicon Valley for the number of high-tech I.T. careers.
4
 The 
intersection of big business, high-tech work, and the Federal government may be a recipe for 
a unique set of values about knowledge-sharing communities. A formal comparative study of 
the D.C. region may be warranted, but is beyond the scope of this study. In order to mitigate 
the impact of D.C.‟s local culture (if such a thing were to exist) the survey was distributed 
electronically using social media outlets to reach a broader audience. Additionally, in the 
course of the ethnography I established connections with individuals from other parts of the 
U.S. and the world, some of whom completed the survey. The impact of this diversity is 
discussed in section 5.2.5. 
A second area of potential response bias is the problem of survey respondents 
supplying socially-desirable responses to self-report questions (Furnham, 1986). In everyday 
                                                 
 
4
 Rensbarger, Frans. 1997. “In Tysons Corner, a Rush to Speculative Building.” New York Times, 
November 30. Retrieved November 14, 2013 (http://www.nytimes.com/1997/11/30/realestate/in-tysons-corner-
a-rush-to-speculative-building.html). 
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life and in ethnographic research, people are wont to tell you what you want to hear, what 
makes them look good, or what makes them feel good about the image they are presenting. 
However, the CCA method is not a self-report survey in this sense: respondents provide 
answers not about their own participation, but about why people in the community participate 
in the community. Social desirability bias may still be present, but the difference between 
responding to a prompt about why I participate versus a prompt about why SharePointers 
participate is not a trivial distinction. This distinction and the potential for response bias of 
this kind is discussed in section 5.2.5, and comes to bear on the sub-cultural element 
identified in the analysis and discussed in section 5.2.4. 
3.3.2.3 Informal CCA data analysis 
The steps described below are followed to analyze data collected with the Informal 
CCA survey. The Informal CCA method is a series of standard factor analyses and 
correlation tests; therefore, the methods are available in most statistical software packages. 
The software used in this dissertation include UCINET (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 2002) 
for the Informal CCA method and IBM SPSS (IBM Corp., 2012) for statistical analysis. 
3.3.2.3.1 Constructing respondent-by-item matrix from rank order lists 
Rank-order lists from each respondent are used to construct a respondent-per-item 
valued matrix where xij = the rank of item i according to respondent j. For items not ranked 
by a respondent, a score of 0 is assigned. Finally, the value of each item in a rank order list 
are reversed in the matrix, so that the most-important item (ranked “1”) is assigned the 
highest value or weight, based on how many total items are in the list. The resulting valued 
matrix is the basis of analyses in the later steps. 
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3.3.2.3.2 Confirm the presence of a single response pattern and independent themes  
A central assumption of Informal CCA is that when the same information is provided 
by multiple respondents, the information is more likely to be valid (Weller, 2007). In order 
for “culturally correct” answers to exist, there must be a high level of agreement about what 
the “correct” answer is within a given cultural context. Therefore, a preliminary step in the 
CCA method is to confirm that there is a high degree of agreement among respondents. The 
amount of agreement among respondents is derived by creating a respondent-by-respondent 
agreement matrix where xij = the Pearson correlation coefficient of respondent i and j, and 
performing a minimum residuals factor analysis on this matrix.  
Cronbach‟s alpha (α) – used in factor analysis as a test of internal validity – is 
typically used in factor analysis to estimate the extent to which item-level variables measure 
the same concept. In Informal CCA, α is calculated from the pairwise correlations between 
respondent-level variables instead of item-level variables. A high α among respondents 
indicates agreement regarding the “right” answers about the domain in question, i.e., what 
motivates participation in the community. The reliability of respondents is a function of the 
number of respondents and the level of agreement between them. There is no pre-determined 
threshold for reliability in the informal method of CCA – a rule of thumb is that when the 
level of agreement among respondents reaches 50% the formal or informal CCA method can 
be used to identify response patterns. If there is a high degree of agreement among initial 
respondents, this threshold can be reached with as little as 4 respondents. The lower the 
agreement between respondents the more respondents are necessary to establish a pattern of 
response, though fewer than 20 respondents is typically adequate to identify a response 
pattern where there is consensus (Romney et al., 1987; Weller, 2007). 
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Additionally, α can be calculated from pairwise correlations between item scores in 
the respondent-by-item matrix. In this case, a low α is desirable as it indicates that the items 
on the rank-order lists are independent concepts. A high correlation between any two 
columns may mean that those two items represent the same underlying theme.  
3.3.2.3.3 Testing the fit of the data to the Informal CCA model 
The data must meet two assumptions if results from the Informal CCA method are to 
be accepted. First, as mentioned above, there must be “one culture” represented by a single 
response pattern. The eigenvalues of the factors derived from the respondent-by-respondent 
matrix constructed in the previous step are used to determine the amount of variation in 
respondent data that the principal (first) and subsequent factors explain. As a rule-of-thumb 
(Weller, 2007), if the ration of eigenvalues of the principal and second factors is 3:1 or 
greater (i.e., if the principal axis accounts for at least three times the variation compared to 
the second factor) then the data can be considered uni-dimensional enough to constitute a 
single response pattern. Secondly, informal CCA assumes that no “negative competence” 
exists; i.e., there should be no negative loadings on the principal axis. If there are minimal 
cases of negative competence, these respondents can be dropped from the data and the 
analysis should start over on the remaining data (Borgatti & Halgin, 2010). Dropping 
respondents can introduce methodological and ethical issues (Weller, 2007), therefore, the 
implications of dropping “outlier” respondents should be examined in each case where it is 
necessary to do so. If there are a large number of negative responses, there may be two or 
more “sub-cultures” represented in the data, in which case each “sub-culture” of respondents 
should be analyzed separately. Analyzing the loadings (i.e., respondent “competence”) on the 
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second factor may help to explain the second culture (if one exists) or the “outlier” 
respondents. 
3.3.2.3.4 Estimate each respondent’s “competence” and derive an “answer key” 
Once the negative competence scores are removed and a single response pattern is 
confirmed in the remaining matrix, the next step is to estimate the “competence” of each 
individual respondent, and then use those answers to estimate what the “culturally correct 
answers” about what motivates participation in the SharePoint community. The Informal 
CCA method is a minimum residual factor analysis of the respondent-by-respondent 
agreement matrix created in the step above. The “competence” of each individual is the 
proportion of cultural beliefs shared between that individual and the group, and is estimated 
by calculating the degree to which individual responses correspond to the group‟s aggregate 
response, i.e., the factor loadings of respondents on the principal axis. The “culturally correct 
answers” are estimated by weighting the factor scores of individual items on the principal 
axis weighted according to their respective scores by respondents. That is, once it is 
determined how “competent” each respondent is, we can figure out the answers (i.e., the 
“culturally correct rank” of themes of motivation) by weighting each respondent‟s input and 
aggregating to the most likely answer. That is, more weight is put on the more 
knowledgeable respondents than the less knowledgeable ones (Romney et al., 1986).  
Respondent “competence” scores will be imported into SPSS and correlated using 
linear regression with results from the survey questions in Table 2 (above) to determine if 
self-reported levels of expertise and participation predict “competence.” The results of both 
the respondent-level results (who is “culturally competent”) and item-level results (what 
motivates participation in the SharePoint community) are discussed in Chapter 0. Finally, the 
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quantitative results of Informal CCA discussed in Chapter 0 and the ethnographic context 
described in Chapter 0 will form the basis of the researcher‟s interpretation of findings in 
Chapter 0. 
3.4 Summary of research methodology 
The conceptual lens described in this chapter will be used to examine the social 
information systems that are anticipated to shape, and be shaped by, the motivations of 
human actors to participate in and contribute to the SharePoint community. The first research 
question is aimed at developing an understanding of the motivations at play in the SharePoint 
community, as well as estimating the degree to which there is consensus about what the 
important motivations are. Fieldwork data analyzed following the thematic analysis method 
is used to describe the SharePoint community, and to construct a survey instrument used to 
estimate the consensus and range of cultural beliefs across the community.  
I expect the community to be constituted by diversely motivated community 
members, if for no other reason by virtue of the presence of commercial software and service 
vendors. The ethnographic fieldwork, following the methods of participant observation, 
thematic analysis, and cultural consensus analysis, will examine the diversely motivated 
actors and the distribution of motivations across the community, the social systems within 
which they interact, as well as the role of the information systems in the context that are used 
to mediate social information. The results of each method and the location of the results in 
subsequent chapters are listed in Table 3 below. 
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Table 3: Research methods and where the results are found. 
Method Data collection Data analysis Format of 
results 
Results found 
in section… 
Participant 
observation 
Fieldwork Realist Narrative First-person  
narrative 
4.2: Narrative results of field work 
in the SharePoint community (p. 
57). 
Thematic 
Analysis 
Fieldwork Theme  
identification 
Table of themes 
identified in data 
4.3: Results of Thematic Analysis  
(p. 99). Esp. Table 9: List of themes 
about participatory motivations 
identified in data from field work (p. 
101). 
Informal CCA CCA Survey Factor analysis  
and correlation 
Identification of 
culture & sub-
culture(s). 
5.2: Results of Informal CCA 
survey (p. 106). Esp. Table 20: 
Respondent scores on first factor 
("competence") and second factor 
(p. 113). 
Informal CCA CCA Survey Factor analysis  
and correlation 
Table of themes 
ordered 
according to 
“culturally 
correct” rank. 
5.2: Results of Informal CCA 
survey (p. 106). Esp. Table 17: 
Rank order list of motivations to 
participate in the SharePoint 
community (p. 108). 
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CHAPTER 4: NARRATIVES AND THEMES OF PARTICIPATION IN THE 
SHAREPOINT COMMUNITY 
This chapter present results of data collection from fieldwork. Section 4 describes the 
data that were collected and used in analysis, and summarizes the key participants in the 
fieldwork. Following this descriptive content, the qualitative results are presented; first in 
section 4.2 in the form of a narrative representation of selected events and observations from 
fieldwork; then, in section 4.3, the results of thematic analysis of the fieldwork data. 
4.1 Description of data collection and study participants 
Various sources of data were engaged with during the course of fieldwork, both in 
online and face-to-face settings. Before presenting the narrative and thematic results, I will 
discuss some key aspects of the data I collected, what forms the data took, and how the data 
were prepared for analysis.  I will then describe the sample of SharePoint community 
participants, and what constitutes their status as a SharePoint community participant. 
4.1.1 Online fieldwork data collection and preparation 
SharePointers are active social media users; therefore, much of the data collected 
from the field came from online sources as described below. A focus came to be placed on 
the following “sites” of interaction and content production. 
4.1.1.1 Blogs written (and commented on) by SharePointers 
Blogs written and commented on by SharePointers were read and selectively-
collected. Content from the 50 most-visited SharePoint-related Blogs
5
 was collected and 
                                                 
 
5
 While “50” might seem an arbitrary number, I made this judgment based on how frequently the Blogs were 
updated; by the time the 50th most-read Blog was reached, the frequency with which the Blog was updated was 
in the range of once per year. 
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reviewed using the desktop application RSSOwl. Blog posts that were considered relevant to 
the research (e.g., posts about why the community is valuable, or why community 
participation is important, etc.) were read and captured for inclusion in qualitative coding.  
The Web page capture tool, Dubby Snap, was used to capture blog posts in their Web page 
form and convert the page to Adobe PDF format in order to include as much of the visual 
context of the page as possible, as well as to include comments made on the blog post which 
RSSOwl does not collect. The PDF file was then included in the Atlas.ti project file, 
categorized as a Blog post, and coded according to the Thematic Analysis methods described 
in section 3.3.1.1. 
 
Figure 3: The RSSOwl desktop application used to read Blogs from the SharePoint community. 
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Figure 4: The DubbySnap application used to capture blog posts. 
 
4.1.1.2 Tweets, SPYam, and Web-based content collection 
The primacy of Twitter in the SharePoint community became evident early on in the 
process of fieldwork. The wide geographic distribution of SharePointers within and beyond 
North America, the various contexts in which SharePointers interact (e.g., within and across 
workplace settings, at conferences, client-sites, and at home), and the mobile nature of the 
work of the many SharePoint consultants in the community suggest a certain affinity between 
the community and the Twitter platform. Additionally, during the course of fieldwork, 
Microsoft acquired the social media company and platform, Yammer. Yammer is a business-
oriented social media platform on which users can interact in threaded conversations across a 
range of “networks” and groups. Some networks are limited to employees or to individuals 
with a certain email address; e.g., there is a Drexel University Yammer “network” that is 
only accessible to users who sign up for Yammer with an email address in the @drexel.edu 
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domain. The “network” that constitutes the fieldwork site for this research is the SPYam 
network. This network is not bound to any email address domain, but has a group of 
moderators who operate as gatekeepers for the SPYam “network.” 
While the pilot study design for this project included a data-centric collection process 
(i.e., SharePoint-related Twitter messages (“Tweets”) would be automatically captured for 
quantitative analysis) this component was removed from the main study. Instead, the Twitter 
and Yammer platforms were approached by the researcher as a site for interaction with the 
SharePoint community; that is, they were not sources of data but places where participant 
observation was conducted. The following approaches were taken to participating and 
observation on Twitter: (1) Two keywords (“SharePoint” and “SharePint”) were used to 
follow the community. (2) The accounts of well-known community members and companies 
were followed. (3) Temporary hashtags were followed for events that I attended. After 
joining the “SPYam network” on the Yammer platform, I used the service to following 
threaded discussions, recruit participants for surveys, and discuss topic of interest that I 
shared in common with community members. Selected interactions in these social media 
spaces were included in data analysis in one of two ways: Either an image capture of a Tweet 
or Yammer post was collected using the same method described about for the Dubby Snap 
application and included in the Atlas.ti project file for coding, or notes about the online 
content and/or interaction was recording in the ethnographer‟s notebook and transcribed. 
4.1.1.3 Other sites of online interaction 
One of the commonly mentioned sites of online content about SharePoint is 
Microsoft‟s TechNet, a knowledge-base of articles and forums about Microsoft technologies 
that was useful as I learned about SharePoint technology, but is not an active site of discourse 
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about the SharePoint community. As such, it does not feature in my analysis despite the site‟s 
promotion and visibility. Other social media-based sites did occasionally enter the fieldwork 
context. I became more recognized in the SharePoint community I began to receive 
connection requests on social media platforms beyond Twitter and Yammer, i.e., beyond the 
explicit scope of the online component of fieldwork. These requests came through Facebook 
and LinkedIn and in each case I accepted the request. All but two requests came from a 
SharePointer I had met face-to-face, and the two others came from individuals who I 
interacted with on another social media platform (i.e., Twitter or Yammer). After those 
“Friend” and “Connection” requests were accepted, neither Facebook nor LinkedIn were 
included as a site of fieldwork. However, just as I remain friends with SharePointers I met 
during fieldwork, so too do I remain Friends in the Facebook sense. Finally, email was used 
to engage in sustained conversations with individuals who had previously agreed to receive 
such communications, either in the course of face-to-face interactions with me, or by 
responding accordingly in the course of submitting a response to my survey. Table 4 (below) 
summarizes these sites of online ethnography. 
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Table 4: Social media and online environment for fieldwork. 
Online environment Description of participation and observation 
Twitter This public microblogging service is used widely in the SharePoint 
community. The following approaches were taken to participating and 
observation on Twitter: (1) Two keywords (SharePoint and SharePint) 
were used to follow the community. (2) The accounts of community 
members and companies were selectively followed. (3) Temporary 
hashtags were followed for events that I attended. 
Yammer This public social networking service became somewhat popular with 
the SharePoint community after Microsoft acquired the company and 
began discussing the integration of the SharePoint and Yammer 
technologies. After joining the “SPYam network” on the Yammer 
platform, I used the service to following threaded discussions, recruit 
participants for surveys, and discuss topic of interest that I shared in 
common with certain community members. 
Facebook In the course of fieldwork, I have received “Friend requests” on this 
social networking platform from SharePointers who I have met in the 
field. All Friend requests were accepted, but no content posted to 
Facebook was used in the course of the study. 
Other social media and online 
community spaces 
On occasion, content from another social media outlet or online space is 
referenced from Twitter or Yammer, or mentioned in a face-to-face 
setting. The content might be collected and analyzed even though the 
site (e.g., The professional social networking site LinkedIn, or 
Microsoft‟s TechNet online technical forums) is not explicitly a site of 
fieldwork. 
Blogs The 50 most-popular SharePoint blogs are followed, and content is 
selectively coded and analyzed along with field notes and other artifacts 
from fieldwork. In addition, blogs are occasionally a site of interaction 
through Tweeting, Re-tweeting, and commenting on blog posts. 
 
 
4.1.2 Participant observation in face-to-face settings 
Both online and face-to-face settings were important sites of participant observation. 
Below I describe the venues for face-to-face settings. 
4.1.2.1 “SharePoint Saturday” events 
SharePoint Saturday (SPS) events are typically one-day events (the exception being 
SPS-DC-2011, a “test” of a three-day format) that are community-organized conference-style 
events which occur once per year in various cities. The attended events are listed here and 
describe below: 
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Table 5: List of SharePoint Saturday Events Attended by Researcher 
Code / Short-name Approx. 
Hours 
Event Date 
SPS-NYC-2011 10 SharePoint Saturday New York City July 30, 11 
SPS-DC-2011 30 “SharePoint Saturday The Conference” 
(Annandale, VA)  
August 11-13, 2011 
SPS-Richmond-2011 10 SharePoint Saturday Richmond November 5, 2011 
SPS-VB-2012 10 SharePoint Saturday Virginia Beach January 7, 2012 
SPS-Philly-2012 10 SharePoint Saturday Philadelphia February 4, 2012 
SPS-Philly-2013 10 SharePoint Saturday Philadelphia February 9, 2013 
SPS-Richmond-2013 12 SharePoint Saturday Richmond March 23, 2013 
Total Approx. Hours: 92   
 
 
My participation in SharePoint Saturday events followed this basic pattern: I travelled 
to each venue the morning of the event, with the exception of the Richmond and Virginia 
Beach events, which required travel to those cities the day before. In the earlier events 
(through 2011) a focus was placed on attended the events as a learner of SharePoint because I 
was indeed learning SharePoint, and because I felt more comfortable taking on that role as a 
participant observer. SPS events have topic-based tracks and typically three levels of 
expertise, so I was able to pick from multiple beginner-level sessions to attend. I could only 
afford to attend regional events, and it quickly became evident that many SharePointers also 
attend these events even when they are not in their home town. As a result (and also because 
of my social media interactions between events) I quickly came to know plenty of names and 
faces. By the time I attended my final SPS event, I scarcely attended any sessions, opting to 
stay in the common-areas and hallways during where I was able to engage in the informal 
social interactions that form the basis of much of my face-to-face data collection. 
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4.1.2.2 Monthly meetings of regional SharePoint user groups 
These smaller meetings typically occur monthly, and involve educational 
presentations, learning activities, and community discussion. A total of 20 user group 
meetings were attended, listed  in Table 6.  Similar to SPS, these events were both a 
SharePoint learning opportunity for me, as well as an opportunity to learn about the 
community and interact with its constituents. For both the user group meetings and SPS, data 
were collected through note-taking and digital photography. Thoughts and observations as a 
participant observer and quotes from individuals I talked to were written in a field notebook, 
and usually underwent a round of editing and revision for clarifications, and expansion of 
thoughts and observations shortly after each event. Entries from the notebook were 
transcribed into electronic form with Microsoft Word (at which time more comments, 
thoughts, revisions, etc. might be made) and the event‟s final field note document was 
imported into Atlas.ti for coding and analysis. 
4.1.2.3 “SharePint” and other impromptu gatherings 
SharePint events began as informal social gatherings after user group meetings and 
SharePoint Saturday events. More recently,hey have since become events unto themselves, 
and the term has become code for “happy hour” throughout much of the community. 
Fieldwork was conducted at SharePint events associated with the SPS events listed above, as 
well as at impromptu social gatherings by SharePointers that the researcher was invited to. 
The time spent doing participant observation at SharePints that followed SPS events and 
other impromptu social events are included in Table 6 (below).  The context of the classroom 
(for SPS) and the bar (for SharePint) are unmistakably different. Once SharePint began I put 
away my notebook and digital camera, though on occasion I entered short thoughts, 
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reminders, or contact information into my smartphone. Taking notes or snapping photos as a 
participant observer at SharePint events would likely have been off-putting to other 
participants, especially as the evening progressed. Still, these events afforded me the 
opportunity to make social connections with individuals who would later be engaging 
conversationalists and useful sources of information about the community. One exception to 
the rules of those general, public SharePint events was the “ShareCOP” meeting with 
members of the SharePoint Community of Practice at Booz Allen Hamilton
6
 which was 
indeed a happy hour-style event, but was also a notebook-friendly “planning meeting” for 
that group, and my role and intentions as a researcher were made evident to all attendees. 
                                                 
 
6
 My use of the Community of Practice to refer to social collections of a certain constitution may stretch or even 
offend an accepted definition of the term. However, in this case, the collection of people in question call 
themselves the Booz Allen Hamilton SharePoint Community of Practice, and so shall I. 
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Table 6: List of user groups and informal events attended by researcher. 
Code / 
Short-name 
Approx. 
Hours 
Event Date(s) 
TSS 6 Tri-State SharePoint User Group (Malvern, 
PA) 
December 13, 2011 
June 12, 2012 
April 23, 2013 
PhillySNUG 2 Philadelphia SharePoint and .NET User 
Group (Philadelphia, PA) 
August 30, 2012 
NoVASPUG 4 SharePoint User Group of Northern 
Virginia (Northern Virginia area) 
November 6, 2011 
March 8, 2012 
RestonSPUG 2 The Reston SharePoint User Group 
(Reston, VA) 
March 4, 2013 
FedSPUG 2 Federal SharePoint User Group (Bethesda, 
MD) 
November 1, 2012 
ShareCOP 4 SharePint with members of the SharePoint 
Community of Practice from consulting 
firm Booz Allen Hamilton 
March 8, 2013 
SharePint 10 SharePint events August 10, 2011 (SPS-DC-2011) 
   January 7, 2012 (SPS-VB-2012) 
Total 
Approx. 
Hours 
  February 4, 2012 (SPS-Philly-2012) 
  February 9, 2013 (SPS-Philly-2013) 
32 
 March 23, 2013 (SPS-Richmond-2013) 
 
 
4.1.3 Data preparation of field notes and collected content and artifacts 
An approximate total of 130 hours of participant observation in face-to-face settings was 
conducted. The material results of fieldwork (described above) include field notes about 
online and offline settings, events, and interaction that were transcribed and imported into 
Atlas.ti for coding, as well as digital artifacts described in section 4.1.1 above) that were 
imported directly into Atlas.ti for coding, and physical artifacts (marketing materials from 
SPS, a SharePint-branded mug, etc.) that were collected and then photographed or scanned 
and imported into Atlas.ti for coding. Once the materials were prepared and imported into 
Atlas.ti, the thematic analysis process described in section 3.3.1.1 above) was followed to 
produce a written narrative (section 4.2 below) and a list of key themes (section 4.3 below). 
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The application of the thematic analysis process is described in Table 7 (below) and the 
phases of code generation are described in the appendix, beginning on page 190.
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Table 7: Applying the phases of thematic analysis. 
Phase Description of the process Application of the process to SharePoint fieldwork data 
1. Familiarize 
with the data 
Transcribe field notes and 
annotations from collected 
artifacts, reading and re-
reading the data, noting initial 
ideas. 
I transcribed field notes that were collected during face-to-face 
and online fieldwork using word processing software. 
Transcription typically occurred in the evening following a user 
group meeting, or the morning after a SharePoint Saturday event. 
Collected artifacts were either scanned into electronic documents 
(resulting in Adobe PDF files) or captured with screenshot 
software or a digital camera (resulting in JPG files). These 
electronic files were then imported into Atlas.ti. PDF and JPG file 
formats do not adequately accommodate annotations; therefore, 
before generating initial codes, any annotations from collected 
artifacts were added to the Atlas.ti file. 
2. Generate initial 
codes 
Code interesting features of 
the data in a systematic 
fashion across the entire data 
set, collating data relevant to 
each code. 
Due to practical constraints of the dissertation process, I could not 
wait until the entire dataset was collected before beginning the 
process of generating initial codes. The coding began with initial 
code generation during the pilot phase of the research – 
specifically, after the three-day Washington D.C. SharePoint 
Saturday conference event. I identified initial codes by 
highlighting passages of text or sections of digital images in 
Atlas.ti, and annotating those sections with descriptive terms and 
thoughts about the relevance of those passages and terms to the 
research questions. Because this process began before data 
collection was complete, I regularly re-visited earlier data, coding, 
and annotations. This process continued until I was comfortable 
making the judgment that the codes were stable, and that new data 
were not introducing new concepts in relation to the research 
questions. 
3. Search for 
themes 
Collating codes into potential 
themes, gathering all data 
relevant to each potential 
theme. 
In practice, this phase began during the prior phase, as I started to 
identify codes that were similar or codes that became “umbrella 
concepts” that encompassed other codes that I had identified. 
4. Review themes Check that themes work in 
relation to the coded extracts 
and the entire data set, 
generating a thematic „map‟ of 
the analysis. 
Once the code set was considered stable I used the “code 
families” feature in Atlas.ti to collect coded content and 
experiment with different collections of codes as potential themes. 
5. Define and 
name themes 
Ongoing analysis refines the 
details of each theme and the 
overall story the analysis tells. 
Generate clear definitions and 
names for each theme. 
I continued to analyze and refine the themes even as I began the 
writing phase. I did not completely leave the field at this point, 
continuing to chat with SharePointers who I befriended at 
community events, and attending SharePoint events even after 
data collection had ceased. These later interactions with 
SharePointers helped me refine the themes that are described in 
section 4.3.  
6. Produce a 
written report 
Selection of extract examples, 
final analysis of selected 
extracts relating analysis to 
research questions and 
literature. 
After selecting extract examples from each of the themes listed in 
section 4.3 belowI wrote the following narrative (section 4.2) to 
weave together the examples of themes into a narrative format 
that represents the themes, their relationships, and my experiences 
in the SharePoint community. 
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4.1.4 Summary of participants and recruiting 
Many SharePointers contributed to the richness of the fieldwork through their 
interactions with the researcher (myself) who acted as a participant observer in the events 
described in Table 6 above. Many interactions with individuals who were in attendence at 
SharePoint events occurred at interstitial moments between sessions at busy SharePoint 
Saturdays and amidst the bustle of a crowded SharePint bar room. Those SharePointers with 
whom extended or multiple interactions occurred are listed in Table 25 in the appendix. 
. 
4.1.4.1 Primary informant 
The primary informant throughout the course of fieldwork was Jimmy, a long-time 
SharePoint professional, community participant, and a personal friend. Having a personal 
relationship with the primary informant was of immeasurable value to the ethnography. The 
rapport and ease of interaction and communication with my long-time friend greatly 
facilitated certain aspects of information gathering and understanding in the field, to say 
nothing of the immense contribution to how enjoyable the fieldwork was because of his 
presence. However, having a pre-existing relationship with an informant should be treated 
with caution, as friendships can have a negative impact on research, and vice-versa. The 
main precautions taken were as follows: (1) none of the sessions that Jimmy led or played a 
role in the organization of were included in the fieldwork; (2) conclusions at which I arrived 
due to input from Jimmy were verified with other informants
7
; and (3) Jimmy and I regularly 
                                                 
 
7
 This is not to suggest that other conclusions that were made independent of Jimmy‟s input were not 
verified with other informants, but that an extra effort was made to annotate Jimmy‟s beliefs, statements, and 
input to research notes. 
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discussed his role in the ongoing research in attempt to remain reflexive and open about our 
relationship and its impact on the research project. Beyond his role as friend, facilitator, and 
social lubricant at the early, often uncomfortable SharePoint events, Jimmy provided to the 
fieldwork a sort of translation of local culture. Though I knew a little about SharePoint from 
my years as an I.T. professional, I relied on Jimmy‟s knowledge of the history of SharePoint 
as a technology and the history of the community that evolved around it. Jimmy‟s work has 
evolved, too, having started out as a Web developer who transitioned to work with Microsoft 
Content Management Services (MCMS, a SharePoint predecessor) in the late 1990s. He is a 
published author on MCMS, and while he no longer speaks at external community events, his 
current role at Booz Allen Hamilton – a provider of management and technology consulting 
services to the U.S. government in defense, intelligence, and civil markets – includes 
leadership in the company‟s internal SharePoint operations. Because of this role – and 
because he has many friends and professional connections in the community – he remains 
active as a participant, though less of a direct contributor than he once was. 
4.1.4.2 Secondary informants 
A summary of secondary informants with whom the researcher interacted during the 
course of participant observation is located in Table 25 in the appendix. 
4.1.4.3 Strategy for recruiting ethnographic informants  
A nonrandom, purposive sampling strategy was followed for recruiting ethnographic 
informants for interviews. The plan at the inception of the ethnography was to use 
participation in community events and online spaces as a vehicle to strategically recruit 
individuals who were of varying expertise with SharePoint and who varied in the types of 
participation they do. Knowledge about these variations in expertise and participation were 
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limited prior to entering the research setting, and evolved as I learned more about the 
community through engagement and interaction with its members.  
Access to SharePointers at events for extended, structured interviews proved 
unfeasible due to how busy SharePoint Saturday events are, and how geographically 
dispersed the community members are, and how sparse the recurring user group participant 
lists were even in the busier D.C. area groups. Informal interactions with SharePointers 
throughout the course of events, between events, and in online social settings were easier 
once I became familiar with the community and more individuals came to know me and my 
research project. Therefore, the survey recruitment mechanism (described in section 4.1.4.4 
below) was used to invite individuals to participate in a face-to-face or online interview. 
Recurring impromptu interactions with individuals occurred through the natural course of 
participating in the SharePoint community. The individuals with whom such interaction 
occurred and whose insights were incorporated into the ethnographic data in section 4.2 
below are described in Table 25 in the appendix. 
4.1.4.4 Strategy for recruiting survey participants 
A nonrandom, purposive sampling strategy was followed for recruiting survey 
respondents. Like the strategy (above) for recruiting ethnographic informants, the desired 
survey response data would represent the views of SharePointers who are experts and non-
experts, high-activity participants and low-activity participants, and would represent the 
diverse types of participation that might exist in the community.  This goal was met through 
learning about the community as a participant, and using that knowledge to target the 
individuals who I came to learn fit those characteristics. Much of the recruiting for non-
expert and low-activity participants was facilitated by interacting with SharePoint Saturday 
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audiences because for many attendees, that is the only community event they participate in. 
The user group events were effective for recruiting the more-active community participants, 
and more so for learning who is who in the community and using that knowledge to facilitate 
the survey recruiting process. The survey recruiting process included the following efforts: 
 Individuals I met in the field were invited to complete the online survey using a business card with 
instructions printed on them. 
 Certain event speakers agreed to announce the survey and hand-out these cards during their events. 
 Occasional recruiting messages were posted to the social media sites described in Table 4: Social 
media and online environment for fieldwork. 
A total of 33 respondents are included in the survey data. The attempt to reach a 
quasi-stratified respondent pool based demographic survey questions (see section 3.3.2, 
above) was successful; the details are found in the appendix, p. 208.  Of the 33 respondents, 
24 provided email addresses for interview follow-up, and five of those interview candidates 
completed the semi-structured interview.  Although this is a lower number than what was 
anticipated in the inception of the project, the recurring informal interactions with 
SharePointers at formal events, social gatherings, and in online forums filled in many of the 
gaps in my observations that I had originally anticipated using the interviews for. The result 
is found in the following section – a narrative account of my time in the SharePoint 
community.  
4.2 Narrative results of field work in the SharePoint community 
Presented below is the narrative account of the study of why people participate in the 
SharePoint community, and what they think of the motivations of others. The account is 
constructed from fieldwork data and presented in the form of written ethnography that Van 
Maanen calls “the realist tale” which provides “a rather direct, matter-of-fact portrait of a 
studied culture” (Van Maanen, 2011 L. 253-254). The goal of such a product is to provide to 
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its readers “a well put together tale [about] what particular people, in particular places, at 
particular times are doing, and what it may mean to them” (Van Maanen, 2011 L. 2422-
2423). A narrative account of the SharePoint community can communicate the complexity of 
the themes and their relationships in a way that thematic analysis seems ill fit for, and thus 
complements the presentation of the identified themes in Section 4.3 following the narrative. 
What follows is, by intention, a predominantly descriptive account of the SharePoint 
community. A deeper analysis and interpretation of the narrative is conducted (see: Chapter 
0) after the narrative (this section), thematic (Section 4.3), and survey results (Section 5.2) 
are presented.  
4.2.1 Origins of the SharePoint community 
That the Microsoft SharePoint community exists is not remarkable; it is just one of 
many enterprise technology systems with an active user base who gather, in person and 
online, to discuss and share knowledge about the technology they have in common. 
SharePoint, itself, is an enterprise-level software product designed for document-based 
collaboration. The most recent release (SharePoint 2013) incorporates “social features” – 
technologies such as wikis, blogs, and status messaging – that are borrowed from the “social 
Web” ecosystem. These new features are intended to expand the collaboration capabilities of 
SharePoint customers by enabling collaboration beyond mere document-sharing. This raison 
d‟être of collaboration and information-sharing in the SharePoint platform is seen by some to 
be part of the reason the product has developed an active community. “The nature of the 
SharePoint platform is why the community is like it is – it‟s about collaboration,” explained 
Eck, a long-time SharePointer, consultant, and community leader. Another SharePoint 
consultant and active community participant elaborates: 
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[T]here is one point about the SharePoint Community that I think makes us 
different (that I am not sure has been noted) and that is the product itself. As 
we all know, SharePoint at its root is very much about collaboration and 
empowering the end users of sites. I like to think that one of the inherent 
strengths of our community is that we are in many ways simply following the 
principles of the software in trying to collaborate and SHARE experiences 
and ideas. 
Another aspect of SharePoint that seems to have precipitated this community is the 
origins of the product as a thrown-together technology solution with little support from 
Microsoft, or as Blake, another long-time SharePoint consultant put it, “[SharePoint was] a 
shoddy product with no documentation.” The community of users helped to solve the many 
challenges that early adopters faced. Microsoft Content Management Server (MCMS, the 
predecessor to SharePoint) was first released in 2002. At the time, Microsoft‟s TechNet 
website was a fledgling resource for I.T. professionals and featured a discussion board and 
technical articles about MCMS and other Microsoft technologies. TechNet and email-based 
discussion forums were the only online outlets for the pre-SharePoint community.  
The decade that has passed since the release of MCMS has seen TechNet expand into 
a vast library of technical information and tools, and it has also seen an expansion in the 
range of online spaces beyond the Microsoft domain. Even with the increase in available 
knowledge resources and the advances in SharePoint technology, the complexity of the 
platform still demands teamwork, collaboration, and community support. SharePoint may no 
longer be a shoddy product, but documentation still falls short of resolving many of the 
complex requirements and issues that arise in day-to-day use of SharePoint, so the 
community is as vibrant as ever. “It takes a team to run SharePoint,” explains Jamie, a 
SharePoint author, speaker, and community participant, “and as a result, these people 
naturally look to others for support.” The complexity of SharePoint derives from two main 
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factors: First, it is more of a platform than a product, so every SharePoint customer gets a 
basic “out-of-the-box” solution that needs to be (but often is not) tailored to their particular 
needs. Secondly, how a given SharePoint installation is configured depends on many 
variables in the environment. Understanding the dependencies – both technological and 
organizational – and how they factor into a SharePoint installation has two results: First, the 
community is populated by many SharePoint consultants who build up their knowledge 
through exposure to diverse SharePoint installations. Second, one of the many community 
jokes inside the SharePoint community is that there is one right answer to any SharePoint 
question, and it is the answer Alvin – a SharePoint consultant and speaker – gives at the end 
of the session described in the following excerpt from field notes: 
There‟s a slide in Alvin‟s deck that I recognize as a regular-appearing 
problem for organizations deploying SharePoint: Basically, how do I figure 
out how many servers I need? How many licenses? How much will it cost? 
This is a highly contextual question; many socio-technical factors come into 
play, well beyond the obvious questions of how many users the system will 
have: The size of files that will be stored in the system (a technical issue) and 
how they will be secured, retained, and protected against, say, unauthorized 
access (socio-technical issues.) There are many other factors that may or may 
not pertain to an individual context. When an attendee in this introductory-
level session describes his specific situation – 1000 users, using a pre-existing 
SQL Farm, wanting to deploy SharePoint Services for mostly remote access – 
Alvin, a professional consultant of many years, has the experience to answer 
confidently: “It depends.” 
The high degree of dependency to SharePoint installations and challenges also seems 
to fuel the active face-to-face community events and commercial conferences. What these 
events offer over TechNet, SharePoint blogs, and other online knowledge sources is probably 
obvious: It is, as it was described to me by a SharePoint engineer at a community-run event 
in Philadelphia, “the ability to improvise.” Working out SharePoint problems often require a 
richer interaction environment than the Internet can easily provide. Companies can (and 
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sometimes do) hire SharePoint consultants to come on-site and bring their knowledge, 
experience, and troubleshooting prowess. A more affordable option is to send an employee to 
SharePoint training or a conference (costing at least hundreds of dollars for conference 
attendance, and up to a few thousand dollars for a week of training) or to a “free” 
community-run event, as is the case with Scott from Boston, described in the following field 
notes excerpt: 
Scott from Boston works for a large IT company. His employer agreed to fund 
the travel so that he could attend the conference under the following 
conditions: He will attend specific sessions while he is at the conference, and 
when he returns to work he will do a training session. He says he likes the 
idea of being known as the guy who goes out and gets knowledge and brings it 
back, “like Robin Hood.” He describes what sounds like a knowledge 
management system in his company – an electronic repository that he will 
contribute a slide-deck or technical report from the event. The company even 
has a rating system for these contributions where employees can rate the 
quality of each document. However, as Scott explains, the company lacked the 
level of participation, and hired subject matter experts to rate the quality of 
the content of the documents.  
External knowledge acquisition is not the only reason companies support their 
employees‟ community participation. As I started to make friends in the community I would 
wait after their speaking sessions at community events to chat. I was never alone, and most 
others who lurked about seemed to have either the same (social) motive I had, or they had a 
question for the speaker that was not answered in the speaker‟s presentation. One of the 
attendees I chatted with after Alvin‟s session was Karl, a field engineer at Microsoft. He 
traded a few war stories about SharePoint with Alvin, and then the topic moved on to the 
event and the SharePoint community in general. “Yeah, I gotta start submitting stuff,” Karl 
lamented. “That‟s one of my things at Microsoft … to blog and contribute … give more 
value to the community.” He was not excited to participate in or contribute to the 
community, although he enjoyed the community events and learned from them. Everyone I 
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met in my 18 months of event attendance did SharePoint at work or was the husband, wife, 
daughter, or in some other relation with someone who did. Most SharePointers I met who 
attend community events at the behest of their employer do so in order to learn; however, a 
minority of attendees, like Karl, work for employers who encourage or require contribution 
to the community – in addition to or instead of – learning from the community. As I describe 
in section 4.2.5 below) these individuals almost exclusively have roles in their work 
organizations that are oriented towards sales and marketing of SharePoint-related services or 
software products. 
4.2.2 Support before the Internet, and knowing who to go to 
I decided to build a small SharePoint server of my own in order to help make some 
sense of the technical language of the SharePoint community, and with hopes that I would 
have something to say when SharePointers are “talking tech.” Jimmy, the primary informant 
to the research project and main informal technical support for my SharePoint endeavors, 
lead me to believe that a non-production (i.e., not for “real” SharePoint use) can be built 
rather easily. I ran into two problems while building my SharePoint server. Well, I ran into at 
least a dozen problems, but two issues came up that I could not resolve or work around on 
my own. They were both resolved by searching the Internet with Google for strings of text 
from the error messages. It took a few attempts with different parts of the error message – the 
log files provide plenty of text to sift through to identify potentially useful error messages. 
Because the version of SharePoint I was installing was so new – it was the first release of 
SharePoint 2013 – a there aren‟t a lot of posts in the usual places online, like TechNet, or 
Stack Overflow. A handful of blog posts that showed up in the search results seemed to be in 
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the ballpark. I read the posts, found one that seemed to address the same symptoms as I was 
seeing, and eventually adjusted their recommended solution to resolve my issue. 
When I showed Jimmy the solution, his response was laughter: “Wait, YOU figured 
this out? WHAT?!” I assured him that I barely understood the problem and even less the 
solution. I was sure I could not have figured what the error logs were telling me about the 
problem, where they could be found, and I certainly could not troubleshoot the error message 
on my own. I told him, “I Googled the answer to both of the problems… eventually.” I don‟t 
know how I could have been successful without the index of the Web being so complete that 
the one the blog post of the myriad SharePoint blog posts was found and returned near the 
top of my results. I asked Jimmy how people got help with problems like what I was running 
into before Google. There was no hesitation in the response: “You called Microsoft.” 
One night I noticed Jimmy was on Twitter venting about a similar late-night 
troubleshooting session. The next time he and I talked I asked about the problem, and who in 
the community he would go to for problems like this that he cannot solve on his own or 
through information written in technical documentation or the online community. His first 
answer was Harold, a European community member who Jimmy has also mentioned as being 
one of the first MCMS/SharePoint community members in the early 2000‟s. Harold‟s 
Website – a mix of technical articles and self-promotion, describes him as “a strong 
community advocate, supporting and speaking at the UK SharePoint User Group and helping 
others through his blog, forums and public events such as the SharePoint Conference.” 
Jimmy‟s answer comes quickly, but not just because Harold knows a lot about this topic 
(although he does) or a lot about SharePoint in general (though he does) but because Jimmy 
knows Harold, and “likes picking his brain.” The two met at the MVP Summit over ten years 
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ago and became friends. Nowadays Jimmy doesn‟t get to pick Harold‟s brain like he used to, 
and the difficulty in gaining access to the expert is connected – at least in Jimmy‟s mind – to 
his status as an expert: 
Harold is in the elite tier of Microsoft-focused consultants. He‟s an MCM, 
runs with the big names and Microsoft people, and is generally too busy for 
the common man. He can say what he wants. He can choose who he talks 
with. 
Jimmy mentions other community members as a source of knowledge and help with 
SharePoint. Some are names I recognize while others are not. Jimmy lists a dozen names, and 
stops: “There are probably a bunch of other people that I don‟t even know about.” These 
other people Jimmy lists may know the answer, but to emphasize just how much Harold 
knows, Jimmy mentions that Harold teaches the Microsoft Certified Master (MCM) class. 
That is, he isn‟t just an MCM himself, but he teaches classes and runs the SharePoint MCM 
program for Microsoft. At SPS Philly 2013, Rick H. – an active and popular community 
speaker who has recently gone to work for Microsoft – explained to me that the MCM is an 
in-person exam that can be taken only after you have completed all of Microsoft‟s written 
exams on SharePoint. And according to Rick, the exam isn‟t just about technical knowledge; 
there‟s a social element to the exam: “You should be able to ask an MCM anything about 
SharePoint and they either know the answer, or they know who to go to for the answer.”  
Knowing who to go to is a skill that is evident in conversations I have had with many 
though not most of the people I have met in the SharePoint community. For example, during 
the unstructured “networking time” at one of the Philadelphia-area SharePoint User Group 
meetings, an attendee approaches Mack – a co-organizer, and this month‟s presenter – with a 
problem he is facing at work. Mack is engaging, but quickly mentions that the problem is not 
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in his area of expertise, suggesting twice that “Don can chime in as well.” Don – the other 
half of the duo who organize the Sate-wide SharePoint User Group – is setting up for his half 
of the presentation at the podium nearby. The attendee repeats the scenario, but Don 
apologizes: “sorry, that‟s just not an area I play in.” Don goes on to recommend Harold (from 
above) though not by name, but by the URL of his Web site. “He‟s an MCM out of 
Scotland,” Don submits. “He writes about that sort of thing.” The attendee continues to 
discuss the situation – a SharePoint server farm sharing data between an office in the U.S. 
and an office in India. Don returns to setting up at the podium. Mack continues to explore the 
problem with the attendee, discussing load balancing servers and special SharePoint-aware 
routing technology that might help to resolve the company‟s problems. 
At another user group meeting – this time in the Washington D.C. area – I spent the 
“networking time” that precedes each month‟s presentation chatting with a few of the people 
I knew from previous meetings. The speakers at this event – Blake and Nigel – are not locals. 
I met Nigel at SPS D.C. 2011 at a session he gave with Rick H. (mentioned above). I asked 
Nigel how he is doing and how Rick is doing on the road. They‟re both doing well, Nigel 
responds. “I saw him two weeks ago at the Twin Cities event, where I‟m from.” Blake is 
sitting nearby and chimes in: “You guys talking about Rick H.? He‟s a good guy.” Somewhat 
jokingly I asked where in the world Rick this this week. “He‟s in Australia right now,” Nigel 
responds, though Blake follows immediately: “Wait, is he? Or is he in Singapore?” They 
debate briefly, and agree that he‟s certainly somewhere on the other side of the globe. Later, 
when announcing who will speak at the following month‟s user group meeting, Blake jokes: 
“I see some of these folk more than I see my own kids, and often in foreign lands.” Blake 
wraps up his talk with contact information displayed on the presentation screen. He invites 
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anyone to email him or even call him with questions, particularly if he can leverage what he 
seems clearly to consider a strength of his: “One thing I‟m good at is pointing you in the 
direction of someone in the community who can help you.” 
4.2.3 It’s good know; it’s good to be known 
I first met Rick H. at the SharePint (the informal social event, usually held at a bar 
near a SharePoint Saturday location or user group meeting) for the 2011 edition of 
SharePoint Saturday D.C. He approached me at the event because he is – and is known to be 
– a consciously active networker. He is immediately very engaging, and as soon as I 
introduce my research project he pours out recommendations and thoughts about the 
community. Just from chatting at SharePint there was little doubt how much of an expert he 
is, and this is confirmed when I attend his workshop session the next day. Beyond being 
knowledgeable, he conveys the professional manner of a consultant, and even has his own 
headshot on his business card. Throughout the weekend (SPS-DC-2011 was an experimental 
3-day event) I see him in a couple of sessions as an audience member, though he is not just 
another attendee. He is recognized and commended by other speakers as a community expert, 
and is “picked on” from the podium by another speaker in a manner that assumed a high 
level of familiarity. The speaker jovially clarifies: “For those of us who don‟t know Rick, it‟s 
great how he‟s always a good sport to be picked on.” Not everyone in the audience knew 
this, because not everyone in the audience knows Rick.  
At the 2012 edition of SharePoint Saturday NYC, I attended a talk about using 
SharePoint for project management in the cloud by Eck Malcolm Chi. I already knew a bit 
about Eck, and had exchanged a couple of pleasantries with him on Twitter after Jimmy 
introduced us via the same medium. From Jimmy and from a handful of encounters at this 
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event, I get the impression that Eck is a major player in the SharePoint community. 
According to Jimmy, “he‟s one of the names, but there are other names.” Eck‟s session at 
this SPS NYC was not remarkable in terms of attendance – perhaps 15 attendees. One of the 
attendees walks in and immediate greets Eck in a very familiar manner – he reciprocates. 
Another attendee who is already in his seat – front row center – addresses the two and joins 
in the camaraderie. The new attendee laughs and refers to himself as Eck‟s marketer. “Eck 
likes to be famous,” Jimmy later points out. Eck is an MVP, a published SharePoint author, 
and a regular on what many in the community call “the speaker circuit.” But there are lots of 
experts at the event, and it‟s not clear to me that they all like to be famous in the way Eck 
seems to. 
Certain SharePointers enjoy being known in the community, or what is described to 
me as “fame” or “celebrity” (discussed in section 4.2.4 below) and they enjoy it either on a 
personal level or as a practical matter. However, it‟s not just famous people who benefit from 
being known. After building my own SharePoint server, I decided to take to Twitter to, as so 
many had recommended, get advice and support from others in the community. I gave up on 
Twitter, after a few attempts to get advice from Twitter went without response (with the 
exception of one reading recommendation, which came from the author of the book herself.) 
At the next SharePoint Saturday event (in Richmond, VA) I mentioned this experience on 
Twitter in a session about community participation. In the session, I debated with Blake. and 
Jordon, two long-time community members who were promoting the idea that Twitter can be 
used by individuals to get technical support. I contend that in my experience, getting answers 
from sending public tweets with the #SharePoint hashtag had been unsuccessful. Both Blake 
and Jordan. vocally disagree. Blake contends that he gets plenty of responses whenever he 
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posts tech questions to the Twitter SharePoint community, but I wonder aloud: Is that 
because of who he is, and how many people actually know him in the community?  
Jordon and Blake acquiesce, and, over time, my Tweets and my posts on other social 
media platforms seem, slowly, to garner some response, but never to any great degree. Even 
now, being recognized by many to be a regular in D.C. area SharePoint community events by 
virtue of doing my field work, I rarely see my comments or questions reciprocated beyond 
the handful of people with whom I would say I have developed a real friendship. 
4.2.4 Rockstars of the SharePoint community 
SharePoint Saturday was initially intended to be a free, open, community-driven 
event where attendees could immerse themselves in educational sessions on SharePoint 
related technologies and business practices. Additionally, SPS events aimed to foster the 
development of new SharePoint experts by showcasing talent from local SharePoint user 
groups; however, in the words of a community member and SPS coordinator in a Midwest 
U.S. state, “SharePoint Saturdays were a proving ground for new and upcoming speakers, 
[but] it has morphed into all-star lineups that have rockstars offended if they are not chosen 
to speak.” Jimmy refers to this group, somewhat pejoratively, as the “inner circle” of 
speakers, and describes the problem as he sees it in the passage below:  
Recently I‟ve felt like there is too much “inbreeding,” people travel around to 
various conferences just to see each other. As Mike stated [in a recent blog 
post] the SharePoint Saturdays have become events with rockstars in many 
places, not as much a local thing. I don‟t think it‟s all bad, but it seems to be 
getting insular in some respects. […] It‟s probably like most communities in 
its evolution, right? 
Terms like rockstar, superstar, and celebrity are common in the community, and are 
used to make reference to leaders in the community, but also suggest attention-seeking, self-
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interested reasons for contributing, and a degree of charlatanism being a person‟s 
participatory motivations. Others acknowledge an underlying problem of ego-driven 
participation, but still see rockstar status being a legitimate goal: 
The SharePoint Community IS the most amazing in the world but there sure 
are some out of control egos that could be checked. […] But there is bright, 
young amazing talent surfacing every day. I met one on-line last week, [name 
omitted]. It‟s up to the “oldies” to mentor and nurture and help them become 
rockstars so the community can grow in the best way possible.  
Others use the term to suggest a positive identity, such as Lisa, a SPS volunteer and 
co-organizer of the local Richmond SharePoint User Group, who comforts Blake when his 
speaker session draws a paltry three attendees: “Don‟t worry Blake, you‟re still a rockstar to 
me.” Presentations by (and access to) community rockstars draws attendees to user group 
meetings and larger events; however, the conflation of popularity and expertise is a source of 
controversy in the community. A European SharePoint professional – a vocal and often 
provocative community member, but a recognized SharePoint expert as well – describes 
certain motivating factors behind being on the speaker‟s circuit:  
These days, money and prestige seems to be the main motivators, maybe not 
as much for the old-timers, but certainly for both ISVs, consulting houses, and 
perhaps especially for new people arriving at the scene, drawn by the smell of 
money, boothbabes, and recognition. The sad fact is that this is detrimental to 
the very community we try to maintain. [In the early days] there weren‟t any 
SharePoint Saturdays with fans lining up to meet you, nor 7,000 people 
conferences where the superstars never had to buy a single beer at the 
ensuing BeerSphere. Heck, there wasn‟t even BeerSphere. 
Not all active SharePoint community contributors are drawn to the “money and 
prestige” that seem to motivate others. During a break at the Philadelphia SPS event, Jimmy 
introduced me to one of the community members with whom he has interacted on Twitter but 
had not yet met in-person. Like Jimmy, Kyle has made friendships in the community, and 
though he is not part of the “inner circle” he sees both the knowledge and camaraderie as a 
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strength of the community: “To be honest, I don‟t think I‟d be doing SharePoint anymore if it 
wasn‟t for the community. It‟s too frustrating.” Jimmy agrees, adding that it‟s nice to know 
there are others out there with the same frustrations. The community is also a source of 
resources for Jimmy, and Kyle agrees: “Yeah, the community‟s a great source of 
knowledge… and someone to have a drink with.” 
Likewise, Stan, a speaker at both the Philadelphia and D.C. SPS events, shared a 
more community-oriented motivation to do what he is otherwise reluctant to do: he applies to 
be a SPS speaker because he “can and should contribute” his own knowledge to a community 
he has learned so much from. I first met Stan at a BeerSphere gathering in D.C., where he 
mostly kept to himself until Jimmy introduced us. I saw Stan again in the common area at the 
Philadelphia SharePoint Saturday, again largely keeping to himself. In D.C. he told me that 
he “still feels like an outsider” at these events, though he wonders out loud as he looks 
around the room “whether that‟s about the community” or if it‟s just him. 
4.2.5 Vendor participation in the community 
Individual members of the SharePoint community are not the only actors in the 
community. SharePoint is a Microsoft product, and as part of the company‟s enterprise-level 
I.T. offerings, SharePoint customers typically use other Microsoft products such SQL Server 
for their database platform, Exchange for their e-mail platform, and others. However, 
Microsoft does not supply all of the software and services that a SharePoint customer may 
need, so an ecosystem of software and service vendors exists to meet these demands. These 
companies – referred to categorically as “ISVs” (Independent Software Vendors) or 
“vendors” for short, inclusive of software and service vendors – have a presence throughout 
the SharePoint community at user groups and in online spaces.  
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Vendors are quite visible at SharePoint Saturdays, and most (though not all) of the 
SPS events I attended began with a scene similar to this, from SPS Philly 2012: 
I met Jimmy at the door as he walked in, and we went to the registration desk 
to check in. The volunteer asks Jimmy if he would like to “support SharePoint 
Saturday by receiving email from sponsors.” Jimmy hesitates and says no, not 
really. The volunteer politely persists: “Really? You don‟t want to support 
SharePoint Saturday?” I chime in, knowing that Jimmy already gets the 
emails we all three know will be coming if he says yes: “Yeah Jimmy, you 
don‟t you wanna support SharePoint Saturday?” Jimmy laughs and gives in, 
and as he jots down his email address on the sign-up sheet he says, “it‟s not 
like I don‟t get all this spam already anyway.” As he continues the 
registration process I tell the volunteer that I‟m surprised they even ask. She 
concurs. The volunteer seated next to her confesses: “I just sign „em up 
anyway.” 
Vendors support SharePoint Saturdays by purchasing “sponsorship packages” which 
provide the necessary financial capital to cover the cost of the event. The major costs for 
SharePoint Saturdays include rental of a venue (except in cases where Microsoft or another 
company volunteers a space), insurance for the venue space, the “speaker dinner” for invited 
speakers the night before the event, and food for up to a few hundred attendees. The purchase 
of a sponsorship package buys a vendor certain benefits and opportunities at the event, 
including but not limited to the “opt-in” list of attendee email addresses. While details and 
costs vary, each SharePoint Saturday typically follows a template. Table 8 below lists the 
sponsorship package details for the 2012 edition of SharePoint Saturday Portland. 
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Table 8: Sponsorship package details for SPS-Portland-2012 
Sponsor Level Quantity Cost Opportunity 
Title 4 $3,500 Prominent logos on Speaker Shirt, Attendee Shirt, event signage. 
Sponsorship of one of the following: 
Breakfast at event. 
Lunch at event. 
Speaker Dinner. 
Sunday Social Event. 
Guaranteed speaking spot for up to two people. 
10 foot booth in main reception area. 
Full page ad in event guide. 
List of opt-in attendees after event. 
Invitation for 1 to attend speakers‟ dinner. 
Event 6 $1,750 Logo placement on event signage. 
6 foot table in main reception area. 
Guaranteed speaking spot for one person. 
Elevated consideration for speaking spot for one person. 
Half page ad in event guide. 
List of opt-in attendees after event. 
Web-Only Unlimited $250 Logo listed on website and event guide. 
Mention of sponsorship during opening and closing remarks. 
Raffle Only   Mention of sponsorship during final raffle. 
 
 
Vendor participation in SharePoint Saturday is not limited to providing financial 
support. Speakers at community-run events typically frame their introductions in terms of the 
type of SharePoint work they do. This often has practical import; for example, an “I.T. Pro” 
is a certain kind of job with a certain skill set, so the job function helps relay the type of 
presentation that is upcoming. Additionally, presenters often introduce themselves as 
employees of a certain company. This may also have practical import, particularly in the 
D.C. area where Federal and, especially, Defense employees work with SharePoint in such 
unique environments that this context helps the audience understand the perspective of the 
speaker and the knowledge he or she is presenting. In other cases, a speaker session runs 
closer in tone and content to what SPS organizers expressly try to avoid: sales pitches for 
SharePoint-related software or services. SPS organizers have to balance the goal of the event 
as a venue for learning about SharePoint with the vendor‟s expectations, particularly those 
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who have provided sponsorship money at a level which guarantees them a speaker slot. The 
balance seems easy for organizers to reach, at least for sponsored vendor sessions; after all, 
vendor solutions are a type of solution, ostensibly to a problem that some SharePointers have 
or will have in the future. 
The value of community participation for vendors is not limited to the opportunity to 
display software or services to potential customers. Two other reasons for vendor are evident; 
the first, lead generation, is related to the commercial interests of selling software and 
services. As mentioned above, financial sponsorship provides a list of attendee e-mail 
addresses. On occasion, a vendor will use the speaker session of an employee to promote 
products or gather more leads. One of the more aggressive instances of this practice was 
observed at SPS-Philly 2012. While Melanie, a generally well-received “branding expert”8 
prepared for her speaker session, representatives from Perficient – a technology and 
management consulting firm, Melanie‟s employer, and a regular SPS sponsor – interacted 
with the session attendees. One representative hands out pieces of paper – a lead generation 
form (Figure 5 below) that will be used to raffle off a book at the end of the session. While 
one Perficient representative hands out the forms, the other introduces Melanie and shares a 
short pitch about the company, their local office, and how they can be reached in case any of 
the attendees in the room are on the market for the services Proficient provides. 
I was initially somewhat surprised at the final reason for vendor participation in the 
SharePoint community: Recruiting. In retrospect, my ten years of I.T. consulting and 
                                                 
 
8
 “Branding” (in this context) is a term used in the SharePoint community for re-designing the “look and feel” of 
the standard SharePoint Web interface. It has a nominal connection to the “personal branding” that is discussed in section 
4.2.7, “Branding, top-tens, and the Microsoft MVP award.” 
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management experience in the D.C. area should have prepared me for the ubiquity of 
recruiting signs like Figure 6 and Figure 7, below. To be sure, the majority of vendor exhibits 
at SharePoint Saturday events were not recruiting-oriented; however, there was typically at 
least one recruiting firm – i.e., not a SharePoint- or Microsoft-related software vendor 
recruiting for internal hiring, but a firm that specializes in placing SharePoint professionals in 
jobs – represented among SPS sponsors. At the SPS-Philly-2011 SharePint, I ask Todd, one 
of the speakers, how his company justifies the expense of sponsoring an event and sending 
the handful of employees to attend. He says that it‟s “thousands per event and they don‟t 
really track the benefit or value – not even the leads.” I ask him what his hunch is. “It‟s a 
recruiting tool for us. I don‟t think we get any business out of it.” There‟s an ambivalence to 
the presence of recruiters at the user group events. “It has always been a touchy subject” 
according to Mack, one of the organizers of the D.C. area FedSPUG. Having recruiters at 
community events presents job opportunities to community members, but the community is 
also present to potential vet the recruiter and the jobs they are pitching. 
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Figure 5: A vendor's lead generation form. 
  
 
 
Figure 6: Vendor recruiting sign  
at SPSPhilly. 
 
Figure 7: Vendor recruiting and prize giveaways 
advertised at SPSPhilly. 
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4.2.6 Ask an expert, win a prize 
The New York SPS event is one of the larger community-driven events on the 
SharePoint community calendar. The size of the regional market for SharePoint and 
SharePoint-related software and services results in a large regional population of SharePoint 
users. Additionally, New York City‟s proximity to other large I.T. markets brings many 
regional attendees to the events; most notably, from the Washington D.C. metropolitan area, 
where the I.T. support and services industry for the Federal government precipitates multiple 
SharePoint user groups. The Microsoft office in mid-town Manhattan hosts this year‟s NYC-
SPS event, and is at capacity with a diverse group of SharePoint professionals. I spent much 
of the day in the “Ask-an-Expert” room, a standard office conference room set up for 
attendees to discuss directly with SharePoint-related issues with any one of the dozen experts 
who volunteered to spend time in the conference room. The experts – sitting at the far-end of 
a long conference table, all wearing the black SPS polo shirts issued as the uniform for 
speakers at this event – typed at their laptops and chatted between themselves for most of the 
time I was present. In an explicit attempt to instigate discussion (as announced before the 
keynote talk and repeatedly in the “Ask-an-Expert” room) attendees could earn raffle tickets 
for asking questions, starting conversations, or otherwise contributing to the SharePoint-
related discussion in the room. Every SharePoint Weekend and most user group meetings 
close with commercial sponsors raffling off prizes ranging from technical books and software 
licenses to televisions and laptop computers. Not everyone shows at these closing 
ceremonies, but there is generally a large crowd lingering with raffle tickets in hand. 
The lunchtime break in the “Ask-an-Expert” room was quite busy, largely due to the 
limited space to eat the lunch provided by the commercial sponsors of the event. An attendee 
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started up a conversation with one of the room‟s experts who, I later learned, was one of the 
core engineers of FAST, the search engine technology Microsoft integrated into the latest 
version of SharePoint. The attendee, Dave, talked across the middle of the conference table 
with Juan, the FAST expert. Dave‟s extensive questioning earned him a stream of raffle 
tickets from the room‟s facilitator charged with dispensing them. As Dave leaves the room, 
leaving his tickets behind, he laments that he would rather stay and ask Juan more questions. 
He is able to return almost immediately, and goes right back to jotting down notes while 
interrogating Juan, who seems quite the willing participant in a rather one-sided technical 
discussion. I suspect Juan‟s observable energy to engage Dave comes from his own 
enjoyment in talking FAST, but also because he finally has someone to talk to. Prior to 
Microsoft‟s acquisition of FAST, Juan would have had no reason to participate in the 
SharePoint community; therefore, he does not share the history that bonds many of the black-
shirts in the room who continue to talk SharePoint and gossip about the comings-and-goings 
of the members of the community‟s inner circle. Back in the “Ask-an-Expert” room the raffle 
tickets start to flow again, but Dave remains visibly disinterested. When someone chimes in 
that the tickets are his reward for participating and that he could win a prize, he chuckles and 
gestures to Juan: “I‟m getting my prize!” 
Dave‟s visible disinterest in the raffle tickets indicates a motivation to participate – at 
least in the conversation with Juan – by the knowledge he will gain by interacting with the 
FAST expert. SharePoint event attendees often linger between speaker sessions and after user 
group meetings where experts present SharePoint “best practices” or similar generalized 
knowledge; they do so to get one-on-one help from these experts that is not addressed by the 
presentation. Issues that arise in an implementation of SharePoint are often specific, highly-
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contextualized problems that escape the advice of textbook knowledge or “best practices” 
and it is these interstitial moments at community events that afford lesser- and non-experts a 
short but valuable opportunity to talk through their problem with an expert who is perceived 
to have greater breadth and/or depth of knowledge. This phenomenon is often referred to in 
the community as free consulting. However, as much as it may seem that the attendee is 
getting something for nothing (knowledge, and a solution to a vexing technical problem in 
the workplace) attendees at these events often seemed quite cognizant of what their 
reciprocal value is in the community. For example, Colin, “a mere admin” (in his words) 
shared his views on this matter as we chatted in the “Ask-an-Expert” room: 
Colin is local to New York City and attends the local SharePoint User Group 
meetings. I ask Colin why he came to this event; it‟s a Saturday after all, and 
a beautiful day in the middle of Summer to boot. He comes here to hear the 
experts and to ask them questions, he says. Admins have to support 
SharePoint operations in the workplace, and they come to these events, 
according to Colin, to learn how to do their job. It‟s not an engagement or a 
short-term project – they have to support SharePoint every day.  
Colin picks up the schedule of sessions and gestures to the page. Each session 
has a speaker name listed under it. You see these people, he asks rhetorically, 
these people write the books, and you can talk to them here, and you can read 
their blogs. He continues: “They get something out of this too, okay? But I 
don‟t begrudge them this.” Later, I ask him what he meant by this. Colin 
gestures to the end of the room where the experts – all wearing black 
SharePoint Weekend polo shirts – are gathered. These people are consultants, 
he says. They have to market themselves or they work for companies who 
market them. They have to be known in the community. Colin laughs: “Guys 
like Eck, they‟re like famous, you know?” 
Experts are recognized by more than the color of their shirt indicating their role as an 
event speaker – a convention at SharePoint Saturdays that is on the wane due to so many 
speakers already having an ample collection of SharePoint speaker shirts. Some experts are 
“famous” like Eck, and are recognized by name or nickname; others are recognized (and 
introduced) by their Twitter handle. A speaker session may draw a crowd because of the 
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intriguing topic; but attendees frequently make their selections based on the quality of the 
speaker, independent of the topic. This seemed to be true of knowledgeable attendees with 
prior firsthand experience of a given speaker, as well as first-time attendees who seemed to 
quickly learn the reputation of popular speakers from other attendees, other members of the 
community, and from co-workers. Even I, after a few months of event attendance, became a 
useful source for first-time attendees who asked for advice for selecting which speaker 
session to attend. Figure 8 below is a result he result of one such discussion – in this case, I 
had recommended to the holder of this schedule certain speakers independent from the topics 
they were presenting. 
 
Figure 8: SharePoint Saturday schedule with attendee‟s notes about session/speaker selections 
 
Skilled SharePoint professionals dominate the speaker roster for SharePoint Saturday 
and user group events. However, there were many observed instances of individuals 
exchanging knowledge and experiences with peers beyond those listed on speaker schedules 
or made available in a dedicated space such as the Ask-an-Expert room at SPS-NYC. At the 
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2013 edition of SPS-Philly, many of the conference rooms were used as sitting areas at lunch 
time, and while no designated experts were in the few rooms I sat in, the discussions about 
SharePoint flowed freely. There were a number of professionals in attendance from 
Vanguard, one of the Philadelphia region‟s bigger SharePoint customers. In the first lunch 
room, there were two Vanguard employees, and one was quite knowledgeable in SharePoint 
at least in the topic of metadata management, the topic of inquiry by a third individual in the 
room who was facing a migration challenge. “Managed metadata” is a new feature in the 
latest version of SharePoint, and is the source of much discussion in the community. The 
various options, opportunities, challenges, and pitfalls a SharePoint professional might face 
in deploying managed metadata features to a SharePoint user-base fueled the discussion in 
this lunch room, though the Q&A was quite one-sided with the Vanguard employee fielding 
all of the questions. At a point, one of his inquisitors apologizes ”for asking so many 
questions” to which the second Vanguard employee, who has been largely external to the 
conversation, laughs and chimes in: “don‟t worry, he loves it.” The first employee laughs and 
agrees: “I love questions.” This is all the questioner needs to immediately continue to seek 
further advice from the Vanguard expert. 
4.2.7 Branding, top-tens, and the Microsoft MVP award 
As would be expected of any knowledge-sharing community, knowledge and skill in 
the SharePoint community is unevenly distributed both in type – there are diverse areas of 
SharePoint knowledge and skill – and in the amount of knowledge and skill an individual 
possesses, which ranges within and across SharePoint and SharePoint-related domains. For 
the SharePoint professional who seeks to provide evidence of technical skills and aptitude, 
Microsoft offers a series of training programs and certification exams. 
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In addition to skill-based credentials, Microsoft operates a “Most Valuable 
Professional” (“MVP”) award program designed, according to the company‟s Web site for 
the program, to recognize exceptional community leaders from around the world who 
voluntarily share their deep, real-world knowledge about Microsoft technologies with others. 
The nomination process – which can be initiated by anyone in the SharePoint community – 
asks for basic information about the nominee including which Microsoft technologies or 
products are the nominee‟s area of expertise and specific examples of on-line or offline 
community activities in which the nominee participates. Beyond Microsoft‟s statement that 
“to receive the MVP Award, you must be passionate about Microsoft technology,” comments 
made by individuals in the community suggest that “it‟s not clear what criteria Microsoft 
uses to choose who gets the award.” 
An independent software developer recently had his MVP award renewal denied, 
launching an active discussion on Twitter and in posts from various bloggers about 
experiences with the MVP program. As the sole developer of a popular and free open-source 
add-on to Microsoft‟s closed-source programming language, his values about transparency – 
and the potential for conflict with the MVP program are evident in his critique: 
One of the problems with the MVP program is that the whole thing is 
basically a mystery. Here‟s where I first knock heads with the program. I 
value transparency and openness, even if it‟s difficult or sometimes painful. 
The MVP program does not value openness. That‟s why it‟s basically a 
mystery how you get nominated for a MVP or what you have to do to get one. 
Others have suggested that there are certain ways to become a MVP even though 
there are no official criteria. Across the multiple blogs and many blog comments regarding 
the matter, a range of views reflect diverging thoughts and opinions about the program: 
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MVP and the Certifications are about promoting Microsoft products. That‟s 
it, nothing else really. The reward I get for doing the Certifications isn‟t the 
cert, it‟s the fact that my company will pay me a bonus. Why do they care? 
Because they want employees with certs to maintain their Microsoft status. 
Why do they want that? Because of sales. Makes sense, and a nice cooperative 
relationship. I win, they win, Microsoft wins.  
I was awarded as a MVP 8 times for the period between 1999 and 2007. Many 
years ago the MVP award was for answering questions on Compuserve and 
then NNTP newsgroups. Nothing else. If you happened to like answering 
questions and knew what you were talking about you might get a MVP award. 
If you had a website/blog or http forum, good for you, but you wouldn‟t get an 
award. It was about answering the direct posts of people who needed and 
answer. So things change, but we don‟t have to like it. Today any douchebag 
with a blog could get one. Marketing is king. 
Not all bloggers and commenters view the program negatively or with such skepticism: 
Don‟t forget that being MVP is a PRIVILEGE, NOT A RIGHT. Sure, you built 
a cool framework, but in all fairness it was probably your bitter attitude that 
you‟ve expressed here as well that made your MVP not be extended. 
Achieving a MVP award means you did *something* to deserve it. You were 
involved with usergroups, code camps, speaking engagements, posting on 
forums, writing blogs, writing books, etc. The fact that Microsoft is 
recognizing your accomplishments isn‟t something to take for granted, 
regardless of how secretive and closed the selection process is (a favourite 
complaint of many). 
“There‟s no oral examination or review board that you have to confront. It‟s 
simply a measure of how you support the community. Is it a bad measure? 
Maybe. Is it better than any other community program by any other software 
company – absolutely.” 
At a point in the MVP nomination process, each nominee completes a form – either a 
spreadsheet, and on-line form, or other document. The technology and the process has been 
the target of criticism: 
When I came up for renewal, I had to *defend* why I should have my award 
renewed using a bad Excel spreadsheet and a really bad on-line form which 
don‟t even allow me to capture my real contributions. Shouldn‟t it be a MVP 
Lead‟s job to know his MVPs and what it is they are doing? 
Don‟t get me started about that “silly” Excel form... I complained about that 
one, refused to fill it out and sent a bulleted email instead. 
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Not all comments observed during the study were negative towards these forms or their role 
in recognizing contributions to the community: 
IMHO, it‟s reasonable for CT to ask what you did to be a MVP once a year - 
it‟s hardly a monumental task (although the site/spreadsheet is ridiculously 
painful to work with). 
I asked Blake – a recently renewed MVP in the community, and someone who Jimmy 
refers to as “a medium-level celebrity” – to discuss the nomination process with me. In 
addition to sharing information about the selection process, he shared the document he sent 
to the Microsoft representatives instead of the standard spreadsheet. His 10-page document 
outlined his many activities in the SharePoint community throughout the year. The document 
bears comparison to the following criticism from Bob E.‟s blog post mentioned above: 
The spreadsheet you have to fill in already shows what kind of people 
Microsoft really wants to be a MVP: people who volunteer to do their PR, 
their evangelisation, the marketing of their products, in short: sales people 
who don‟t cost a dime! (well, perhaps the [software] licenses, but they 
actually don‟t cost CT any money) So for CT, a person who did a lot to spread 
the Microsoft gospel among fellow community members, that kind of person 
becomes a MVP. Not a person who actually did something for the community, 
like contribute a lot. I created with my work a community with thousands and 
thousands of developers from all over the world, but there‟s no way to specify 
that in their „spreadsheet‟. You did the same thing, no way to say “I wrote a 
widely used system and therefore contributed to thousands of projects 
everywhere.” 
Bob brings into contrast “a person who did a lot to spread the Microsoft gospel 
among fellow community members” (to wit, Blake‟s professional title is Evangelist, a term 
and job title that is not rare in the community) with “a person who actually did something for 
the community, like contribute a lot.” This reflects Bob‟s scheme of perceived value that is 
emblematic of his role as an open-source software developer; i.e, he values code 
contributions above all other forms of contribution to the community.  
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The content of Blake‟s self-designed nomination form reflects drastically different 
values: He also produced a series of short videos highlighting community experts sharing 
their answers to the question, “what is the one thing everyone needs to know about 
SharePoint 2012?” and community-spoofing videos such as “Behind the Music: The biggest 
fake SharePoint band, ever.” Blake has been the most prolific speaker at usergroups and 
worldwide SPS events in recent months (he lists 44 speaking engagements in his MVP 
dossier) and he is often seen at these events handing out t-shirts capturing a range of 
community memes and inside jokes. Finally, he authored a “free” e-book (it “costs” the 
reader an email address, paid to Blake‟s employer) the title of which – Inside the SharePoint 
Community: 4 Strategies for Building Your Personal Brand – reflects his perspective on the 
value of doing pro-active forms identity work he (among others) refers to as personal 
branding.  
Ultimately, both Bob and Blake received a 2012 MVP Award; the former reluctantly, 
the latter with conspicuous fanfare from his employer, a software and services firm that 
released a press release with the following headline: 
Axceler Evangelist Blake Doe Receives Microsoft‟s MVP Award: Doe 
Recognized as Top-Tier Technology Influencer and Community Leader in the 
SharePoint Category. 
The firm‟s press release continues, claiming that the award is “also an acknowledgement 
from Microsoft of Excelsior‟s broad contributions to the SharePoint community.” Other 
firms like Titus announce their employee‟s MVP achievement by email broadcast and 
company blogging. Planet Technology hands out MVP “trading cards” which prominently 
feature employees, their area of expertise, and icons representing MVP and other 
certifications and achievements (Figure 9 below). Marketing emails from commercial firms 
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broadcast throughout the community advertise access to commercial software tools and 
services, as well as the MVP-identity of their employees, with blog titles and email subject 
lines like the following: 
SharePoint 2013 with Microsoft MVP Blake Blakely and Harmon.ie. 
Join Idera for the free monthly SharePoint webcast on simplifying SharePoint 
2010 administration with MVP Nicholas Nichols. 
Such emails are received by the dozen each week because of my participation in the 
commercially supported community events. Not all such emails broadcast access to MVPs, 
but the practice is common and the purpose is quite clear: MVPs draw crowds, whether on-
line or in-person, and those crowds are potential customers for the firms who financially 
support the presence of MVPs at community events.  
The commercial use of employee identity is not limited to experts who are MVP. For 
example, at the SPS-Philly-2012 event, a tee-shirt (Figure 10 below) handed out by the 
software company, Idera, reads, “Scott McDonough had a farm… ei ei o!” Maintaining 
clusters of SharePoint servers – known in SharePoint language as “farms” – is one of the 
SharePoint markets in which Idera sells product and services. Sean is recognized as an expert 
in SharePoint, particularly in administration and disaster recovery, an area in which he also 
leads Idera‟s product development. Scott‟s name and face feature prominently in the email 
and social media marketing campaigns, messages offering free tools, trial versions of 
commercial software, and Scott‟s “Top 3 Tips for the Well-Armed Admin.” The presentation 
of commercial software solutions or services in close juxtaposition to community-based 
knowledge sharing is not an uncommon occurrence in presentations at user group meetings. 
At the December Virginia user group meeting, Blake is in town for his schedule talk at the 
group‟s monthly meeting. He asks the audience of 20 who is migrating terabytes of data from 
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one version of SharePoint to another. One of the attendees states his case, and mentions what 
sort of plan he has for common challenge of SharePoint admins. Blake laughs: “I have a tool 
that could help you.” Some of the crowd laughs too. Excelsior, Blake‟s employer and 
perhaps the most prominent commercial sponsor of community events, sells a “Migration 
Resource Kit” that is – along with a series of tips and tricks for SharePoint server migration – 
is the focus of Blake‟s presentation, which is at once a source of knowledge, a solution to a 
problem, and sales pitch. 
 
Figure 9: Trading card-style handouts at a vendor table at 
SharePoint Saturday. The cards depict employees, their 
MVP awards, and other technical certifications 
 
Figure 10: A vendor prize from a SharePoint Saturday. 
 
4.3 Results of Thematic Analysis 
The Thematic Analysis framework (Braun & Clarke, 2006) was used to guide the 
selection and analysis of key passages from data collected in the field that was used to 
construct the preceding narrative account. The Thematic Analysis method states that the 
question of whether a theme is considered “key” is not made based on how frequently it 
appears in the data. While a key them would, ideally, be identified in multiple instances, it is 
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not the number of instances that make a theme a key theme, but “whether it captures 
something important in relation to the overall research question” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 
82). The themes identified in the qualitative data are presented in Table 9 (below). These 
themes are grounded in the qualitative data and form the basis of the quantitative survey 
instrument, the results of which are presented in the following chapter. 
4.3.1 Selection of themes for inclusion 
Included in the final list of themes (Table 9, below) are all of the concepts I identified 
in the ethnographic data that represented, to my mind, a participatory behavior, or a 
motivation to do participatory behavior. The notion that these concepts are comprehensive to 
all possible ways of and reasons for participation betrays the constructionist approach that 
underpins the ethnographic methodology. However, two strategies were used in the iterative 
process of defining and re-defining these themes in order to mitigate the likelihood that there 
are omissions: First, the primary informant regular had regular input during the construction 
of the list. Secondly, these themes are eventually used in a survey, so respondents were also 
asked if anything is missing. No new themes were identified from the few responses to this 
open-ended question.  The phases of code generation are described in Table 26 in the 
appendix. 
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Table 9: List of themes about participatory motivations identified in data from field work 
Theme Description 
Access to experts Events like SharePoint Saturday and user group meetings give SharePoint 
professionals one-on-one access to discuss technical issues with SharePoint 
experts. This is often referred to in the community as "free consulting" – a term 
that reflects two aspects of the theme: (1) the “consulting” aspect differentiates it 
from listening to speaker sessions, where there is less interaction and fewer 
opportunities for improvisation; and (2) the “free” aspect reflects the notion that 
the other option – perhaps the only other option – is to hire experts or the 
company they work for to provide consulting services. 
Condition of employment Nearly everyone I met at SharePoint events worked with SharePoint. However, 
certain individuals – like Karl (the Microsoft field engineer) and Blake (the 
“Product Evangelist”) – participate because they have a job that requires or at 
least strongly condones participating in the community. 
Fame Gaining "fame" or "being famous" in the SharePoint community is 
distinguishable – at least conceptually – from being recognized as an expert. 
While it may be the case that a SharePoint expert can become highly-recognized 
– and therefore “famous” – by virtue of sharing a great deal of expertise, other 
experts are certainly less-than famous. 
Improve job skills Individuals participate in the community in order to learn how to do their job 
better. This happens in multiple ways; e.g., interacting one-on-one with peers and 
experts, participating in “code camps” and hands-on lab events, and listening to 
speaker sessions and user group presentations. 
Making and sustaining personal 
friendships 
For some, participation in the SharePoint community is a social activity in 
addition to any other motivations they might have. The sentiment of camaraderie 
echoed by some – and, indeed, experienced by myself while conducting the 
research – seems to motivate people to attend events even when it seems that they 
benefit very little from what they learn at the event. 
MVP Award Despite the suggestion by some that Microsoft and the community itself frowns 
upon attempts to explicitly seek the MVP award, the possibility of earning the 
award still motivates certain individuals to participate in and contribute to the 
community. 
Networking with others In addition to the social connections certain community members maintain, 
building and maintaining connections to others in the SharePoint community is 
good for job-hunting, finding new employment, and finding new contract-work 
for those who do consulting or other itinerant work.  
Prizes You can win giveaways and prizes at community events, ranging from technical 
manuals and tee-shirts to gaming consoles and laptop computers. 
Reciprocity Some individuals contribute to the SharePoint community because they believe it 
is not right to take from the community unless you give back. 
Recognition Some individuals are recognized in the community as being SharePoint experts. 
Building a reputation as an expert may be related to the theme of “fame” but may 
also be distinguished as a specific kind of fame. 
Recruiting for  
your company 
Individuals representing companies participate in the community in order to 
recruit good SharePoint people from the community. These individuals either 
have a formal role as a recruiter for their employer or a staffing agency, or do 
“informal” recruiting at community events. 
Sales and marketing Participating in community events is a good way to market products and services. 
Vendor-support for communities Without community participation the vendors would not financially support the 
events. 
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CHAPTER 5: INFORMAL CULTURAL CONSENSUS ANALYSIS 
Themes of motivation were identified during participant observation in the 
SharePoint community. As an ethnographer, I am, by definition, an outsider to the 
SharePoint community. Even now, after conducting fieldwork, I cannot assume to have the 
requisite contextual knowledge and understanding to judge the importance of the identified 
themes to community writ large; therefore, it is necessary to systematically assess the degree 
to which each theme is salient to the community or to particular sub-communities. To what 
degree, if any, do these themes represent what SharePointers themselves think are motivating 
factors for participation? This chapter presents results from a survey study, the purpose of 
which is to use the insights from ethnographic field work and the quantitative methods of 
Informal Cultural Consensus Analysis (Informal CCA) to estimate what the SharePoint 
community consider “the right answers” to the question of what motivates participation. The 
quantitative results are discussed below, with analysis and interpretation following in Chapter 
0. 
5.1 Survey instrument construction and data collection 
The themes of motivation identified during participant observation in the SharePoint 
community were used to construct a survey instrument to collect data for the Informal CCA 
method. The survey consists of three components: (1) An introduction and IRB disclaimer; 
(2) a rank order task, which asks the respondent to rank the themes of motivation (see Table 
10) according to how much they motivate people to participate in and contribute to the 
SharePoint community; and (3) questions about the respondent‟s relationship to SharePoint 
and the community. A paper-based survey and a Web-based survey were used; the same 
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rank-order task and questions were used in each version. The survey can be found in the 
appendix, p. 201 (paper) and p. 205 (Web-based). 
5.1.1 Constructing respondent-by-item matrix from rank order lists 
Results from the rank-order exercises consist of a list of items for each respondent 
ranked in descending order of perceived level of motivation; i.e., the theme that a respondent 
thinks to be most-motivating in the community is listed first. Examples of rank order list 
results can be found in Table 11. Complete lists can be found in the appendix, beginning on 
page 211. 
Table 10: Themes of motivation used in the rank-order exercise. Only the “survey prompt” is included  
in the actual survey questionnaire. 
Theme Survey prompt 
Access to experts Getting "free consulting" -- one-on-one access to discuss technical issues with 
SharePoint experts. 
Condition of 
employment 
Job requirements; i.e., people participate in the community because they have a 
job that requires community participation. 
Fame Gaining "fame" or "being famous" in the SharePoint community. 
Improve job skills Learning about SharePoint to improve performance of job-related skills. 
Making and 
sustaining personal 
friendships 
Making or sustaining personal friendships with others in the community. 
MVP Award The possibility of gaining Microsoft MVP status. 
Networking with 
others 
Being socially-connected to others in the SharePoint community is good for job-
hunting or finding new contract work. 
Prizes You can win giveaways and prizes at community events. 
Reciprocity It's not right to take from the community unless you give something back. 
Recognition Becoming a recognized SharePoint expert. 
Recruiting for your 
company 
Recruiting good SharePoint people from the community for your employer or a 
staffing agency. 
Sales and marketing Participating in community events is a good way to market products and 
services. 
Vendor-support for 
communities 
Without community participation the vendors would not financially support the 
events. 
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Table 11: Examples of respondent rank-order lists. 
RESP7 RESP9 RESP11 RESP12 RESP13 
FAME JOB_SKILLS RECIP_RIGHT FREE_CONSULT MVP 
MVP RECIP_RIGHT JOB_SKILLS JOB_SKILLS EXP_REC 
 JOB_NETWORKING JOB_NETWORKING JOB_NETWORKING JOB_NETWORKING 
 FREE_CONSULT FRIENDS JOB_REQ FREE_CONSULT 
 FRIENDS SELLING SELLING FAME 
 RECRUIT RECRUIT FAME JOB_REQ 
 SELLING JOB_REQ EXP_REC VENDORS 
 EXP_REC FREE_CONSULT MVP JOB_SKILLS 
 FAME MVP   
 JOB_REQ EXP_REC   
 VENDORS VENDORS   
 MVP PRIZES   
 PRIZES FAME   
 
 
Rank-order lists from each respondent are used to construct a respondent-per-item 
valued matrix where xij = the rank of item i according to respondent j. Respondents had the 
option to omit any item from ranking if they did not believe an item motivated participation 
in the community. In each case where respondent j omits item i from his or her list, xij = 0.  
The resulting valued matrix is the basis of analyses in the later steps. A subset of the 
respondent-per-item valued matrix can be found in Table 12. The complete matrix can be 
found in Table 36 in the appendix. 
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Table 12: A subset of respondent-by-item matrix derived from respondents' rank-order lists. 
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RESP7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
RESP9 4 5 9 3 13 2 11 12 10 8 6 1 7 
RESP11 8 4 13 3 12 1 11 9 7 10 6 2 5 
RESP12 1 0 6 3 0 0 0 8 4 7 0 2 5 
RESP13 4 0 5 3 0 0 7 1 6 2 0 8 0 
 
 
5.1.2 Confirm the presence of a single response pattern and independent themes 
An initial step in the analysis of data from the Informal CCA survey is to confirm that 
there is a single response pattern, made evident by a high degree of agreement among 
respondents. A respondent-by-respondent agreement matrix (Table 36 in the appendix) is 
constructed from the pairwise Pearson correlation scores between rows (i.e., respondents) in 
the respondent-by-item matrix (Table 34 in the appendix). Cronbach‟s alpha (α) is calculated 
from pairwise correlations between respondent scores to determine the level of agreement 
about the domain in question, i.e., what motivates participation in the community. 
Additionally, α is calculated from pairwise correlations between item rankings. In this case a 
low α is desirable as it indicates that the items on the rank-order lists are independent 
concepts.  
Table 13 summarizes the desired and actual α values for the respondent-by-
respondent agreement matrix and item-by-item agreement matrix (Table 35 in the appendix). 
Both tests produce desirable α results: A single response pattern exists in the data about what 
motivates participation in the SharePoint community, and the items ranked by respondents 
represent sufficiently-independent themes of motivation. 
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Table 13: Desired and actual values for reliability tests. 
 Desired value Rational Actual value Result 
Respondent-by-
respondent 
correlation 
α > .70 A high Alpha 
indicates agreement 
among respondents 
regarding the “right” 
answers about what 
motivates 
participation in the 
community. 
Alpha = 0.941 There is high 
agreement 
among 
respondents. 
Item-by-item 
correlation 
A very low α A low correlation 
between items 
indicates the items in 
the rank order list 
exercise represent 
independent concepts. 
Alpha  0.069 Items 
reresent 
independent 
concepts. 
 
5.1.3 Testing the fit of the data to the Informal CCA model 
The data must meet two assumptions of the Informal CCA model: There must be 
“one culture” represented by a single response pattern, and there must be no “negative 
competence” scores. Results from the minimum residuals factor analysis of the respondent-
by-respondent matrix are listed in Table 14. The eigenvalue ratio (3.761) is adequate, but 
there are two respondents with negative competence scores. Table 15 lists the results after 
removing the two respondents with negative competence scores. The scores of the removed 
respondents (RESP7 and RESP13) can be found in Table 16 and are discussed in section 
5.2.4. 
Table 14: Model fit before removing respondents with 
negative competence scores. 
No. of negative competencies: 2 
Largest eigenvalue: 13.848 
2nd largest eigenvalue: 3.682 
Ratio of largest to next: 3.761 
 
Table 15: Model fit after removing respondents  
with negative competence scores. 
No. of negative competencies: 0 
Largest eigenvalue: 13.6 
2nd largest eigenvalue: 2.941 
Ratio of largest to next: 4.624 
  
 
5.2 Results of Informal CCA survey 
The following sections present the results and discussion of the Informal CCA survey 
analysis. 
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5.2.1 Estimates of respondent “cultural competence”  
Once the negative competence scores are removed and a single response pattern is 
confirmed in the remaining matrix, the next step is to estimate the “cultural competence” of 
each individual respondent, and then use those answers to estimate what the “culturally 
correct answers” about what motivates participation in the SharePoint community. Each 
respondents “competence” is the proportion of cultural beliefs shared between that individual 
and the group, estimated by calculating the degree to which individual responses correspond 
to the group‟s aggregate response. The “Consensus Analysis” package in UCINET is used to 
calculate these scores, listed in Table 16 (below). The same results can be derived from the 
minimum residuals factor analysis of the transposed respondent-by-item matrix, where the 
respondent “competence” is reported as the respondent‟s loading on the principal factor. 
Table 16: Respondent “competence” scores. 
Rank Respondent Competence Rank Respondent Competence  
1 RESP43 0.943  17 RESP20 0.652 
2 RESP35 0.939  18 RESP49 0.648 
3 RESP45 0.874  19 RESP42 0.647 
4 RESP41 0.823  20 RESP27 0.645 
5 RESP29 0.822  21 RESP11 0.617 
6 RESP44 0.810  22 RESP19 0.583 
7 RESP51 0.786  23 RESP52 0.553 
8 RESP9 0.778  24 RESP39 0.552 
9 RESP25 0.750  25 RESP12 0.457 
10 RESP32 0.743  26 RESP15 0.440 
11 RESP40 0.734  27 RESP28 0.429 
12 RESP37 0.724  28 RESP30 0.328 
13 RESP23 0.703  29 RESP47 0.263 
14 RESP50 0.694  30 RESP16 0.075 
15 RESP46 0.679  31 RESP33 0.045 
16 RESP36 0.661     
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5.2.2 Answer key to the question, “what motivates participation in the SharePoint 
community?” 
The answer key (i.e., the “culturally correct” rank order list of themes of motivation) 
is calculated by weighting each respondent‟s rank order list according to “competence” 
scores, and aggregating to the most likely answer. That is, more weight is put on the 
responses from more knowledgeable respondents than the less knowledgeable ones. The 
weighted results are listed in Table 17. 
Table 17: Rank order list of motivations to participate in the SharePoint community 
Rank CC-Answer Survey Item 
1 12.17 Learning about SharePoint to improve performance of job-related skills. 
2 10.43 Being socially-connected to others in the SharePoint community is good for 
job-hunting or finding new contract work. 
3 9.80 Getting "free consulting" -- one-on-one access to discuss technical issues 
with SharePoint experts. 
4 8.60 Making or sustaining personal friendships with others in the community. 
5 7.10 Recruiting good SharePoint people from the community for your employer 
or a staffing agency. 
6 6.82 Participating in community events is a good way to market products and 
services. 
7 6.12 Becoming a recognized SharePoint expert. 
8 3.89 You can win giveaways and prizes at community events. 
9 3.88 It's not right to take from the community unless you give something back. 
10 3.73 Job requirements; i.e., people participate in the community because they 
have a job that requires community participation. 
11 2.48 Gaining "fame" or "being famous" in the SharePoint community. 
12 2.44 The possibility of gaining Microsoft MVP status. 
13 2.00 Without community participation the vendors would not financially support 
the events. 
 
 
5.2.3 Predictors of Competence: do levels of expertise, experience, or activity predict 
competence? 
Respondents were asked how long they have been working with SharePoint, and to 
self-report their levels of SharePoint expertise and community activity. These three variables 
(Community activity level, Years working with SharePoint, SharePoint Level of Expertise) 
were used as independent variables in a linear regression model to test their predictive power 
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for Respondent Competence (the dependent variable). However, the model does not fit the 
assumptions necessary for a linear regression test. A linear relationship must be observed 
between each of the predictor variables and the dependent variable; however, two of the three 
predictor variables (“Years working with SharePoint” and “SharePoint Level of Expertise”) 
fail this assumption (see Figure 11 below). 
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Figure 11: Scatterplots for Linear Regression Model. Two of the Three Predictor Variables Fail the Assumption of Linear Correlation. 
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5.2.4 Analysis of outliers to consensus 
The removal of respondents with negative “competence” scores from the 
calculation of the “culturally correct” rank order of motivations must be addressed. The 
responses provided by the outlying respondents are listed in Table 18. What is different 
about these responses, and is there a pattern to those responses that might constitute a 
“sub-culture” within the SharePoint community? 
Table 18: Rank order lists provided by respondents scoring low on primary factor. 
RESP16 RESP33 RESP13 RESP7 
EXP_REC EXP_REC MVP FAME 
FRIENDS JOB_NETWORKING EXP_REC MVP 
SELLING FRIENDS JOB_NETWORKING 
MVP SELLING FREE_CONSULT 
FAME RECIP_RIGHT FAME  
JOB_SKILLS VENDORS JOB_REQ  
 FAME VENDORS  
  JOB_SKILLS 
 
 
The most extreme outlier (RESP7) reports the cultural belief that two things 
motivate participation in the SharePoint community: Fame and the MVP Award. These 
two themes show up in three of the four “outlier” lists. The exception (RESP33) is the 
most moderate outlier, scoring low on both the dominant cultural pattern (factor 1) and 
the possible sub-culture (factor 2) according to the factor analysis scores derived earlier 
and reported in Table 20 (below.)  
Four respondents is the minimum number recommended for Informal CCA 
(Weller, 2007), and would require very high agreement among those respondents to fit 
the method. Using the same procedure for all respondents, but using only the “outlier” 
responses, the results listed in Table 19 are achieved. 
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Table 19: Informal CCA results for “outlier” respondents. 
Resp# Competence 
7 1.617 
13 0.276 
16 0.227 
33 -0.054 
 
Theme Score 
MVP 12.23 
FAME 12.18 
FREE_CONSULT 1.34 
JOB_NETWORKING 1.15 
JOB_REQ 1.07 
FRIENDS 1.03 
VENDORS 0.73 
PRIZES 0 
RECIP_RIGHT -0.24 
 
Model fit 
 
No. of negative 
competencies: 
1 
Largest eigenvalue: 2.744 
2nd largest eigenvalue: 1.070 
Ratio of largest to next: 2.564 
 
  
 
One negative competence score and an eigenvector ratio of 2.564 means that there 
is not a consensus within this possible subculture. More respondents may eventually lead 
to the identification of a sub-culture, but with the data available, we must be cautious 
about the conclusions we make about these individuals. RESP33 can be viewed as an 
outlier in both the predominant cultural pattern and the possible sub-cultural pattern that 
may emerge for further data collection. This subculture – if it were to emerge as such – 
would cohere around the belief that the MVP Award and Fame motivate participation 
above all else. 
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Table 20: Respondent scores on first factor ("competence") and second factor 
 
Factor 1 Factor 2 
  
Factor 1 Factor 2 
RESP43 0.948 -0.045 
 
RESP27 0.651 -0.129 
RESP35 0.936 -0.062 
 
RESP20 0.640 0.443 
RESP45 0.881 -0.149 
 
RESP49 0.638 0.154 
RESP29 0.822 -0.218 
 
RESP11 0.626 -0.283 
RESP41 0.813 0.383 
 
RESP19 0.582 0.178 
RESP44 0.812 -0.200 
 
RESP39 0.563 -0.134 
RESP51 0.786 0.222 
 
RESP52 0.557 -0.376 
RESP9 0.779 -0.079 
 
RESP12 0.439 0.599 
RESP25 0.761 -0.065 
 
RESP15 0.434 0.029 
RESP32 0.742 -0.140 
 
RESP28 0.424 0.389 
RESP37 0.732 0.089 
 
RESP30 0.309 0.533 
RESP40 0.732 -0.130 
 
RESP47 0.277 -0.197 
RESP50 0.709 -0.553 
 
RESP16 0.057 0.511 
RESP23 0.680 0.416 
 
RESP33 0.049 0.124 
RESP36 0.669 -0.276 
 
RESP13 -0.065 0.818 
RESP46 0.663 0.427 
 
RESP7 -0.497 0.493 
RESP42 0.656 0.216 
    
 
 
 
Figure 12: Scatterplot for respondent factor loadings on first factor (competence)  
and loadings on second factor 
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5.2.5 Reflection on sampling and respondent bias  
Two areas of sampling challenges and potential response bias were discussed in 
section 3.3.2.2: The geographic limitations of studying a community largely based in and 
around D.C. and its distinct professional culture, and survey respondents supplying 
socially-desirable responses to self-report questions (Furnham, 1986). To the first point, it 
became clear in the course of research that a benefit of attending events in New York 
City and D.C. is that the larger size and popularity of these events drew a geographically-
diverse crowd. There remains an over-representation of the D.C. area, but the beliefs and 
values reported in the survey do not meaningfully differ for respondents beyond the 
nation‟s capital, and so these responses need not be interpreted as a set of “D.C. beliefs” 
held by SharePointers in that region, nor as a a product of “Federal I.T. culture.” 
A possible exception is the identification of outlying respondents (described 
above) whose responses tell a less-positive story about motivations to participate in the 
SharePoint community. These respondents (nos. 7, 13, 16, and 33) report their location as 
Ireland, California, the United Kingdom, and Washington State, respectively. The 
measurement of agreement among these four respondents is strong, but does not provide 
statistical evidence for a sub-cultural pattern in the CCA method. The pattern that is 
emerging in this subset of response data supports the alternative story of participation that 
the MVP Award and “fame” motivate participation above all else, despite these factors 
being among the lowest reported reasons for participation in the community. What this 
may suggest about response bias in the community is that to some degree SharePointers 
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may be self-reporting their values in a biased way that minimizes the negative image of 
regular participants in the community as fame- and status-seekers. 
5.2.6 Summary: Motivations according to cultural (and possible sub-cultural) 
consensus 
This chapter presented results from a survey using results from thematic analysis 
of ethnographic field work and Informal Cultural Consensus Analysis to estimate what 
the SharePoint community considers “the right answers” to the question of what 
motivates participation. The dominant culture in the SharePoint community places 
learning and connecting with others at the top of the list of participatory motivations. The 
subculture – if it were to emerge as such – would cohere around the belief that the MVP 
Award and “fame” motivate participation above all else. Levels of expertise, experience, 
and activity in the community were collected in order to test whether these variable 
predicted an individual‟s cultural competence score; however, the relationship between 
the variables and competence scores failed the linear relationship test necessary to build a 
regression model. This limitation is discussed in Section 6.5. 
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION: MOTIVATIONS AND INCENTIVES IN 
SHAREPOINT HYBRID-ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
This chapter discusses findings from the data analysis presented in prior chapters. 
First, learning and connecting with others represent the principal themes of motivation to 
participate in the SharePoint community (discussed in section 6.1). Across all five 
thematic areas of participatory motivations, actors draw on the rules and resources (i.e., 
the structural properties) of the marketplace and the commons, and the modalities of the 
two divergent structures have a complex relationship of mutual interdependence such that 
the community cannot be reduced to either a market or a commons. The result of this 
interdependence is that the SharePoint community should be thought of not as a 
community or a marketplace, but as a hybrid-economic community (discussed in section 
6.2). Finally, using the MVP Award as an example, section 6.3 discusses the “spirit” of a 
social information system designed to recognize, reward, and incentivize participation in 
a hybrid-economic community setting. 
6.1 What motivates participation in the SharePoint community? 
The first research question concerns participatory motivations in the SharePoint 
community, and is oriented to developing an understanding of how and why participation 
occurs in a professional community-based knowledge sharing social context: 
Research question #1: How do participatory behaviors and motivations to 
participate vary across constituents of a professional community-based 
knowledge sharing social context? 
A combination of social scientific methods was used to respond to this question. 
Fieldwork in the SharePoint community‟s on- and off-line contexts was conducted, and 
the Thematic Analysis method was used to identify themes in the qualitative data that 
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represent participatory motivations. These themes were used to construct a survey 
instrument, the goal of which was to assess the distribution of knowledge and beliefs 
about participation across the SharePoint community. The qualitative and quantitative 
data were presented in chapters 4 and 5, respectively. In this section, I discuss the 
participatory motivations in the SharePoint community, moving from descriptive themes 
about participation to conceptual representations of the themes that are identified in the 
data. The themes listed in the answer key found in Section 5.2.2 represent the “culturally 
correct” rank order list of themes of motivation. These themes are collected into thematic 
areas, summarized in Table 21 below, and described in the following sections. 
Table 21: Participatory themes by thematic area of motivations to participate in the SharePoint community. 
Degree of 
motivation  
to participate 
Thematic area Themes (consensus rank) 
High Learning and  
access to 
knowledge 
Learning about SharePoint to improve performance of job-related skills.  
(Rank: 1) 
Getting "free consulting" – one-on-one access to discuss technical issues with 
SharePoint experts. (Rank: 3)   
 Connecting  
with others 
Being socially-connected to others in the SharePoint community is good for 
job-hunting or finding new contract work. (Rank: 2) 
Making or sustaining personal friendships with others in the community.  
(Rank: 4) 
  
Moderate Firm-based 
motivations 
Recruiting good SharePoint people from the community for your employer or a 
staffing agency. (Rank: 5) 
Participating in community events is a good way to market products and 
services. (Rank: 6) 
Job requirements; i.e., people participate in the community because they have a 
job that requires community participation. (Rank: 10) 
  
  
Moderate-to-
low 
Systems of 
recognition, 
reputation,  
and reward 
Becoming a recognized SharePoint expert. (Rank: 7) 
You can win giveaways and prizes at community events. (Rank: 8) 
Gaining "fame" or "being famous" in the SharePoint community. (Rank: 11) 
The possibility of gaining Microsoft MVP status. (Rank: 12) 
  
Low Reciprocity  
and support 
It's not right to take from the community unless you give something back. 
(Rank: 9) 
Without community participation the vendors would not financially support the 
events. (Rank: 13) 
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6.1.1 Learning and access to knowledge 
The most prominent area of participatory motivations consists of themes 
representing ways in which SharePointers acquire knowledge in the community. Two of 
the three highest ranking themes represent the critical role of the community as a source 
of knowledge, but reflect different ways of knowledge acquisition. Events like 
SharePoint Saturday and user group meetings provide access to other SharePoint 
professionals and to SharePoint experts who teach sessions, share “best practices,” and 
update the community about new and upcoming features in SharePoint. Speakers impart 
lessons on their audience from their relative wealth of experience by virtue of being 
consultants (who have broad exposure to many more contexts that a typical SharePoint 
non-consultant professional) or by being subject-matter experts on a particular area and 
thus being in possession of a deeper body of knowledge than most SharePoint 
professionals. In addition to a depth of explicit knowledge that a subject-matter expert 
will have, successful SharePoint consultants typically have a set of tacit skills that are 
brought to bear in knowledge-sharing contexts and especially in cases of “free 
consulting.” When individuals bring specific problems from the workplace to discussions 
with experts, they do so in order to troubleshoot the specific problem. Learning about 
SharePoint is oriented towards general skills development, while “free consulting” is 
more problem-oriented; what they have in common is that the access to knowledge 
motivates participation in the SharePoint community. 
6.1.2 Connecting with others in the community 
The second thematic area consists of two themes concerning the motivation to 
maintain and establish connections with others in the community. The first of the two 
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themes (“Being socially-connected to others in the SharePoint community is good for 
job-hunting or finding new contract work”) reflects the professional side of the social life 
of the SharePoint community. The notion that social and economic action is embedded in 
networks of relations is not new (Granovetter, 1985) and the SharePoint community 
reflects this, particularly in and around the Washington D.C. area where the I.T. industry 
supporting the Federal government supports a large contract-based workforce. Freelance 
workers use community events to establish and maintain relationships that can lead to 
new work, and full-time SharePoint professionals use events to learn about new job 
openings. The lower-ranked of the two themes in this area (“Making or sustaining 
personal friendships with others in the community”) reflects the personal side of the 
social life of the SharePoint community; in the words of one respondent, there is a “sense 
of belonging to something. It may not even be important that it's SharePoint, just a 
community of friends.” The emergence of SharePint as a regular part of any SharePoint 
community event (and increasingly, a community event in and of itself) is an artifact of 
the social life of the community. The SharePints I attended in the course of fieldwork are 
attended by a minority of SPS attendees; anecdotally, if a SharePoint Saturday draws 200 
people, the number of expected SharePint attendees would be around 20, though 
individual factors will affect this, including but not necessarily limited to the weather, the 
location of the event, and the likelihood that vendors will be paying for a round of drinks. 
Whatever the number, there were certain individuals that I came to expect to see at 
SharePints, and others within this small group came to expect as well. Some members of 
the core community express the friendships they have made to be a reason they go to 
community events at all.  
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6.1.3 Firm-based motivations  
The third area of themes represent motivations that are grounded in the firm, 
either as a commercial entity or an employer of an individual who participates in the 
SharePoint community. These themes are connected by the source of the motivation, 
which is less the individual participant and more the company by whom he or she is 
employed. In the case of the first two themes (“recruiting” and “marketing products and 
services”) the individual SharePoint participant often operates as a formal representative 
(e.g., a recruiter or a salesperson, respectively) and often is an outsider to the community 
in the sense that they do not work with SharePoint on a day-to-day basis nor do they 
participate in community events except to the extent their formal position requires them 
to; for example, salespeople and recruiters were often the individuals responsible for 
staffing information tables at SharePoint Saturday events, but this is typically the extent 
of their participation.  
Additionally, there are SharePoint professionals whose role as a firm 
representative overlaps with the principle motivations individuals have for community 
participation; that is, learning and gaining access to knowledge and expertise. Speaker 
sessions and user group presentations are often delivered by representatives of 
commercial firms whose products or services are framed as solutions to problems that 
SharePointers face. Community organizers instruct speakers to avoid sales pitches for 
books they have authored or for products their employer sells; exception to this in 
practice are common, either as a case of a speaker disobeying this rule of the community, 
or the speaker is presenting as a representative of a sponsoring vendor, as discussed in 
section 6.1.5 below. Even in cases where a firm‟s representative follows the community‟s 
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rule and is not a sponsoring vendor, it is rare that the logo of a speaker‟s company is not 
visually featured in the speaker‟s slideshow.  
6.1.4 Systems of recognition, reputation, and reward 
Two of the themes in this area represent reputational benefits that motivate 
participation: becoming a recognized SharePoint expert and gaining "fame" or "being 
famous" in the community. The themes are similar in that they represent recognition and 
reputation, but the higher-ranked of the two motivations represents recognition as a 
SharePoint expert, where the lower-ranking theme represents the community-based 
“fame” that was identified in the fieldwork data. The difference in rank may have been 
more drastic with one change in the wording in the survey: Becoming a recognized 
SharePoint expert may be interpreted differently than merely becoming a SharePoint 
expert, which may have been interpreted as a learning-based motivation. In addition to 
reputational benefits, this thematic area encompasses material rewards (prizes) and 
symbolic recognition of contributions, both of which represent ways of rewarding 
participation from the relatively passive (any attendee can win a prize raffle at SharePoint 
Saturday) to the relatively active: The MVP Award is Microsoft‟s program to recognize 
exceptional community leaders who voluntarily share their deep, real-world knowledge 
about Microsoft technologies with others.  
The MVP award ranks low on the list of motivations to participate, even below 
the seemingly banal reward of winning the modest material prizes from raffles. There are 
likely two reasons for this: First, if the MVP Award ranks highly with a sub-culture, its 
score according to the primary culture will be “dragged down” and indeed does occur. 
The sub-culture identified in the analysis of the CCA data reflects the most divergent 
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cultural beliefs within the broader SharePoint community. The themes that are believed 
to be motivations according to these counter-cultural respondents are listed in Table 22: 
Table 22: Sub-cultural beliefs 
Theme Score 
MVP 12.23 
FAME 12.18 
FREE_CONSULT 1.34 
JOB_NETWORKING 1.15 
JOB_REQ 1.07 
FRIENDS 1.03 
VENDORS 0.73 
PRIZES 0 
RECIP_RIGHT -0.24 
 
 
The MVP Award and fame-seeking are the main motivating factors according to 
this small group of individuals with divergent cultural beliefs about participatory 
motivations. Additionally, even among those individuals whose cultural beliefs are more 
in-line with the consensus of the community, the MVP Award may not be seen as a 
motivating factor because of the force of the community in perpetuating the belief that 
the MVP Award should not be considered something to strive for; rather, it should be a 
reward earned, indirectly, for one‟s community contributions. The MVP Award and the 
perpetuation of its meaning throughout the community‟s history is a useful study in the 
context of Social Information Systems for the recognition of community contribution, 
and is discussed in more depth in section 6.3. 
6.1.5 Reciprocity and support 
Altruistic motivations and reciprocity have been associated with motivations to 
contribute to knowledge-sharing communities in online community contexts (Preece & 
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Shneiderman, 2009) and to open-source software communities, where the virtuous 
contribution of knowledge and labor to commons-based, non-market production of 
software and support (Benkler & Nissenbaum, 2006; Benkler, 2006; Lakhani & von 
Hippel, 2003) that rivals commercial platforms like SharePoint, itself. Microsoft‟s 
platform is a closed-source, commercial software product, yet some individuals met in 
the course of fieldwork likened the activity, commitment, and support found in the 
SharePoint community to that of open-source software communities. However, the 
virtuous sense of reciprocity – as measured by the statement from the survey that “it's not 
right to take from the community unless you give something back” – is not considered a 
highly motivating aspect of the community.  
The lowest-ranking motivation for participating in the SharePoint community 
(“without community participation the vendors would not financially support the events”) 
may be the most critical factor in certain SharePoint community events, especially 
SharePoint Saturday: Organizers of SharePoint Saturday events make it clear that without 
the financial support of vendors, SharePoint Saturday would not be feasible. This is not to 
say that the SharePoint community itself would flounder without vendor support, but the 
face-to-face meetings require financial support to cover considerable costs – the most 
costly being meeting space rental for recurring monthly user group meetings, and bigger 
spaces, event insurance, and food at SharePoint Saturday. Event speakers and organizers 
go out of their way to communicate the importance of vendor support, and increasingly, 
the better prizes at event raffles (e.g., televisions, laptops, and Microsoft‟s XBox game 
console) are awarded to winners of a raffle that can only be entered by attendees who 
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have completed a “bingo card” (figure 7) of vendor exhibits, proving, to some degree, 
that they have visited each vendor table at the event.  
Even though “supporting the vendors” is not a highly-motivating factor, vendor 
support is still generally forthcoming. No SharePoint Saturday has risked being cancelled 
for under-attendance, and only one event – an aborted attempt to extend SharePoint 
Saturday to a week-long conference – lacked adequate vendor support. Attendees may 
attend to learn and network, but as long as they are there and as long as there is adequate 
attention paid to vendors, the vendor support continues. The goal of supplying this 
attention to vendors (and only to sponsoring vendors) is evident in discourse and practice, 
e.g., there are a limited number of “vendor slots” for each event in order to both mitigate 
the negative impact on SharePoint Saturday speakers must show the event‟s official 
“thanks to the sponsors” slide, usually at the beginning and end of their talk. The design 
of space and interactions at SharePoint events is also aimed at providing access to 
potential customers. In addition to the previously-mentioned “bingo card” (Figure 13 
below) of vendor exhibits, SharePoint organizers also provide, for the right price, 
sponsorship of the Speakers‟ Dinner and SharePint events that bookend a SharePoint 
Saturday (Figure 14, below). These side-events to a SharePoint Saturday attract vendor 
sponsorship because they either provide access to an event‟s Speakers‟ Dinner where 
presumed “thought leaders” who are more likely to hold influence in the community 
gather the night before the event, or they provide access to the open, but still “focused” 
(in the words on the sponsorship-seeker in Figure 15 below) group of SharePointers. All 
this is designed primarily to turn opportunities for learning and networking (those 
motivations which do draw people to events) into opportunities to market products and 
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recruit new talent by providing access to a large number of attendees and/or privileged 
access to a smaller group of higher-quality market targets. 
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Figure 13: "Sponsor bingo" is a common mechanism used to get more attendees to talk to vendors at events. 
 
 
Figure 14: SharePint mugs given at an 
SPS Speakers' Dinner, sponsored by the 
company RackSpace 
 
Figure 15: Community members court sponsorship for social events, 
offering either a large number of attendee/customers, or, as in this 
case, "such a focused group of SharePointers." 
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6.1.6 Summary: What motivates participation? 
As summarized in Table 23 (below), learning, access to knowledge, and social 
connections dominate the motivations to participate in the SharePoint community. To a 
lesser degree, SharePointers have workplace-based motivations to participate, and are 
motivated by systems of recognition and reward that exist in the community. Supporting 
the community – either by contributing out of sense of reciprocal duty, or indirectly by 
supporting vendors who financially support events – is the least-motivating theme to be 
identified in the data. In each of these areas there are interactions between individual 
social actors and between individuals and certain organizational structures – specifically, 
the community, the firm as an employer, and commercial entities.  
Table 23: Thematic areas of motivations to participate in the SharePoint community 
Degree of motivation to participate Thematic areas 
High 
Learning and access to knowledge 
Connecting with others 
Moderate Firm-based motivations 
Moderate-to-low Systems of recognition, reputation, and reward 
Low Reciprocity and support 
 
  
There is very little use for SharePoint beyond enterprise-level document 
management and collaboration; that is, SharePoint is almost strictly a office-based 
technology. Given this, it should be of no surprise that themes representing learning, job 
skills, and solving work-challenges dominate the list of motivations. Similarly, the 
commercial software and services economy that surrounds SharePoint due to Microsoft‟s 
“partnership” model of supporting third-party SharePoint-related vendors precipitates the 
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next highest-ranking area. What is surprising to me, even given the commercial aspects 
of the SharePoint community, is that the themes representing reciprocity and support rank 
so low. Recall that this thematic area consists of the following two themes:  
 “It's not right to take from the community unless you give something back. (Rank: 9) 
 Without community participation the vendors would not financially support the events. 
(Rank: 13) 
The lowest-ranking among all themes is the less-surprising of the two. As discussed 
above, supporting the vendors who support the community is important, but it does not 
directly motivate individual participation. However, the idea that reciprocity ranks so low 
– on par with winning prizes and job-required participation – is surprising given the 
rhetoric surrounding the virtuous contribution of knowledge and labor to commons-
based, non-market production of software and support (Benkler & Nissenbaum, 2006; 
Benkler, 2006; Lakhani & von Hippel, 2003). Even certain SharePoint community 
leaders likened the highly-active community to open-source communities, citing as 
evidence non-economic motives for participation, and a general vibe or culture that is 
connected to SharePointers generally having the same challenge: figuring out how to 
make SharePoint work for their organization. What clearly distinguishes the SharePoint 
community is that it is not an open-source product, and however much of a “community 
vibe” there might be, the idea that it precipitates a virtuous cycle of reciprocity is simply 
not supported by this data. 
The SharePoint community does not, by and large, follow the logic of the 
commons, but it is still no-less of an active community with many members interacting 
and participating in events and in online spaces. I now turn to a discussion of these 
interactions from the structurational perspective in order to develop a fuller 
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understanding of the relationship between individual participation and structures in the 
SharePoint community. 
6.2 Structuration processes in the SharePoint community  
The second research question concerns the social and technological structures in 
the SharePoint community, focusing on the way they shape – and are shaped by – the 
participatory behaviors and motivations discussed in the prior section. The following 
research question guides this analysis: 
RQ2: What socio-structural and technological factors exist in the 
professional community-based knowledge sharing context, and how do 
they shape and get shaped by participatory behaviors and motivations? 
The theoretical framework for analysis – described in section 3 – is based on the 
structuration theory of society and its application to the study of information systems 
design and use in organizationally-bound contexts. In this section, I describe the market 
and the commons as two prominent structures in the SharePoint community, and 
illustrate the ways in diversely-motivated community actors selectively draw on and 
reproduce structural properties (i.e., the modalities) resulting in an emergent social 
structure I refer to as the hybrid-economic community. The Microsoft MVP Award and 
the “spirit” and “appropriation” (DeSanctis & Poole, 1994) of the award and its attending 
technologies is then discussed in the context of the complex relationship between 
structuration processes of the market and the commons. 
6.2.1 The modalities of market and non-market structures 
In a given instance of time-space, actors in the SharePoint community may draw 
on either market-based or commons-based structures; that is, the rules of the marketplace 
and the rules of the commons govern behavior and are reinforced through practice. 
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Economists have long distinguished between markets and nonmarket institutions that 
govern economic transactions (Arrow, 1969). A sociological view of action in markets 
defines markets as “situations in which some good or service is sold to customers for a 
price that is paid in money (a generalized medium of exchange)” (Fligstein, 1996). On 
this view, markets are based on conceptions of control: “the understandings that structure 
perceptions of how a market works and that allow actors to interpret their world and act 
to control situations” (Fligstein, 1996, p. 658). In other words, these understandings of 
the marketplace are the modalities of the marketplace as a social institution, e.g., property 
rights, command-and-control governance structures, and rules of exchange. Firms that 
compete in knowledge-intensive markets carefully manage the creation and retention of 
knowledge, and “are most effective when they manage both to facilitate internal 
knowledge transfer and to block external knowledge spillover” (Argote & Ingram, 2000). 
So, in the context of learning and knowledge-sharing, market modalities should be 
considered to be generally oriented towards either knowledge-retention or knowledge-
exchange for profit. 
Generally-speaking, non-market systems of knowledge production and exchange 
operate in contrast to the institutions of the marketplace. The multitude of open-source 
software projects is held up as the quintessential success story of non-market modes of 
software production (Benkler, 2006; Von Hippel, 2001) and peer-to-peer support for 
users of free, open source software (Lakhani & von Hippel, 2003) and users of closed-
source, commercial software alike (Jeppesen & Frederiksen, 2006). No property rights 
are granted to open-source developers, and governance structures that exist have emerged 
to meet the needs of particular social norms and practices in a particular environment. To 
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function in non-market situations, actors must adopt understandings that allow them to 
act to control situations in the commons; or, in structuration-theoretic terminology, they 
must draw on the modalities of the appropriate structure – the marketplace or the 
commons.  
The SharePoint community is oriented around a closed-source, commercial 
software platform. However, throughout fieldwork and through the results of the 
Consensus Analysis survey, we find that certain individuals echo the sentiment that the 
SharePoint community shares at least some rules and principles with open-source 
software communities. The rules of exchange in the market and non-market alike, “define 
who can transact with whom and the conditions under which transactions are carried out” 
(Fligstein, 1996, p. 658). Where market exchanges are typically financial transactions 
between buyers and sellers, non-market exchanges operate on rules of reciprocal 
exchange. Transactions that characterize non-market institutions are referred to as gift 
exchanges: “informally enforced agreements to give goods, services, information, or 
money in exchange for future compensation in kind” (Kranton, 1996, p. 830). When gift 
exchange of information or knowledge occurs between two actors it is direct reciprocity; 
e.g., a SharePointer may provide knowledge to another because she expects to receive 
knowledge from her exchange partner in the future. Additionally, a SharePointer might 
provide knowledge to another SharePointer under the expectation of generalized 
reciprocity: 
In such a system, people receive favors (intangible as well as tangible), 
but not necessarily from those to whom they provide favors. Thus, in a 
group where a system of generalized exchanges exists, people expect 
favorable treatment from any member of the group, provided that they are 
accepted as members of the system (Yamagishi & Kiyonari, 2000, p. 128). 
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Generalized reciprocity may be bound to the group or “system” within which an 
actor expects favorable treatment (generalized in-group reciprocity), while lesser degrees 
of out-group reciprocity and cooperation with group non-members has been repeatedly 
verified in experimental studies (Dawes, 1980). Yamagishi & Kiyonari (2000) suggest 
that a group‟s outward appearance (e.g., its homogeneity, closeness, common fate, and 
interactions) gives rise to its entativity (the perception of a group as an entity). Within the 
group, members expect favorable treatment (i.e., generalized in-group reciprocity), but 
are also expected to reciprocate with others in the group. Punishment for violating norms 
(including norms of reciprocity) comes mostly from within the group rather than from 
outside (Shinada, Yamagishi, & Ohmura, 2004), and monitoring cues – visual 
representations of social monitoring – have been found to promote altruistic behavior 
toward in-group members, but not toward out-group members (Mifune, Hashimoto, & 
Yamagishi, 2010). 
6.2.2 Is the SharePoint community a market or a commons? 
Market and commons modalities may enter into any of the actions and 
interactions represented by the thematic areas identified in previous chapters. Below, I 
describe the SharePoint community as a market structure and as a commons, focusing on 
the structuration processes that occur in the context of a selected thematic area. The 
specific thematic area I focus on is the one which most motivates participation – learning 
and access to knowledge – and is also, as I will show, a complex relationship of market 
and commons structures. 
Learning and access to knowledge can be facilitated strictly through interactions 
which draw on and re-produce market structures. The market institution that is pertinent 
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to the SharePoint community is the commercial firm, e.g., Microsoft, and all of the 
vendors of SharePoint-related software and services. The primary attribute of the market 
structure that firms use to provide access to knowledge is the modality of facility: Firms 
facilitate learning and access to knowledge through the allocation and coordination of 
material and human resources. Individuals reproduce the market structure by paying for 
training courses and access to knowledgeable consultants. Companies enter into 
employment arrangements with individual actors and either own or lease the physical 
facilities required, for example, to conduct a SharePoint training class. The commercial 
firm invests the financial resources necessary to mobilize these resources in order to 
profit from the provisioning of the services by individuals who want to learn about 
SharePoint. Indeed, providing training courses and materials is one of the active areas for 
SharePoint vendors, with courses ranging in price, with a week of classroom-based 
training typically costing around $2000 in the U.S. 
Structures of signification
Modality: Interpretive schemes
System of interaction: Making (or 
attempting to make) meaning through 
communication.
Structures of domination
Modality: Facilities
System of interaction: Power exercised 
through the allocation and coordination of 
material and human resources.
Structures of legitimation
Modality: Norms
System of interaction: Establishing 
normative sanctions such as codes of 
conduct or etiquette.
Behavior situated in the SharePoint community
related to learning and access to knowledge
 Firms facilitate learning and access to knowledge by allocating and 
coordinating material and human resources through financial 
exchanges (e.g., class fees, consulting contracts, employment.)
 Individuals reproduce market structures by paying for training 
courses and access to knowledgeable consultants.
 Learners acquire knowledge from proprietary sources; do not own 
content, e.g., cannot use the materials to start own training course.
The marketplace as a social institution
 
Figure 16: Learning and access to knowledge through the enactment of structures of domination 
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Providing learning opportunities and access to knowledge through commercial 
training classes and consulting services establishes a commercial firm‟s role in the 
SharePoint knowledge market through structures of domination (Figure 16 above). 
However, the market cannot establish codes of conduct or rules of etiquette in 
community, nor does the enactment of market modalities in consumer behavior re-
produce the structures of the commons. There is a market presence throughout 
SharePoint community events, and reliance on vendor support to facilitate community 
events like user group meetings and SharePoint Saturday was evident throughout the 
course of fieldwork. The community cannot financially support itself – or at least, it 
cannot itself support events like SharePoint Saturday – but it and does can establish 
normative sanctions that community members must follow. While there is, at times and 
to some degree, a sense of reciprocity evident in the SharePoint community, the culture 
of the community is not a culture of reciprocity in the “knowledge commons” sense. By-
and-large, SharePointers are not motivated to participate out a sense of reciprocity; rather, 
they participate in order to learn, access knowledge, and connect with others for personal 
and professional reasons.  
Given that this is the case, why is there a supply of knowledge and expertise at 
SharePoint community events at all? The market cannot profit from providing learning 
and access to knowledge in the commons (but it still provide its resources to the 
community) and community members are not governed by rules of reciprocity (but 
enough people contribute that the community is considered a source of knowledge). How 
does the SharePoint community survive? A simple explanation is that like so many online 
communities, participation in and contribution to the SharePoint community follows 
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roughly a 1-9-90 rule (Nielsen, 2006) where a vast majority of community members 
merely “read” while a small minority contribute and “lead” (Preece & Shneiderman, 
2009). This is true of the SharePoint community as well: There are a small group of 
highly-active SharePointers who contribute to a disproportionately high degree; however, 
this does not explain why the commons needs resources from the marketplace or why the 
market provides them. To examine this further, we must look in detail at the structuration 
processes in the SharePoint community; specifically, the structures of signification and 
legitimation that are enacted in the course of SharePoint community events and how they 
relate to market structures.  
Certain of the processes that are evident in the SharePoint community are directed 
at moderating the behavior of commercial firms in the community, as well as behaviors 
of non-commercial actors directed towards the marketplace. For example, the community 
generally imposes rules stating that speaker presentations cannot include promotional 
material and sales pitches, with the exception of “sponsored sessions” where expectations 
about product demonstrations are looser, but are still required to be educational.  
6.2.3 A hybrid-economic system for knowledge production and exchange 
Examining the structural elements of the SharePoint community and the behaviors 
that re-produce them helps to unearth the underlying systems of interaction situated not in 
a market or a commons, but in a social context where market- and commons-based 
structures co-exist in complex ways. It is possible to analytically separate the market and 
the commons in the SharePoint community (Figure 17, below). However, in reality the 
situated behaviors of seeking and providing access to knowledge cannot be reduced to 
either market-based or commons-based behaviors; rather, the behaviors draw on 
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modalities that are attributes of a system established to moderate between the two.  As a 
result, the logics of the two modes of production are increasingly overlapping. The 
structures that will emerge from the recurring interactions of actors representing the two 
progenitor economies of what Lessing calls the hybrid economy: 
Commercial economies build value with money at their core. Sharing 
economies build value, ignoring money […]. The hybrid is either a 
commercial entity that aims to leverage value from a sharing economy, or 
it is a sharing economy that builds a commercial entity to better support 
its sharing aims. Either way, the hybrid links two simpler, or purer, 
economies, and produces something from the link. (Lessig, 2008, p. 177) 
The concept of a hybrid economy is relatively new, and even more-so are its 
structures. It is the structuration processes that underlie the behaviors and motivations 
represented in Figure 18 below, which constitute Lessig‟s “links” between the two 
economies. As I have described it, the hybrid economy is a single emerging institution, 
and the behaviors that reproduce its structures can be characterized as rules that, in 
general, moderate the relationship between market-based organizations (e.g., vendors and 
SharePoint customers) and the community as a commons-based organization. The 
motivations, behaviors, and modalities constitute the “links” between the two economies, 
as detailed in Table 24 (below). 
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Modalities of the marketplace
Financial exchange
Competition
Ownership
Modalities of the commons
Reciprocity
Gift exchange
Cooperation
Behavior situated in the SharePoint community
(e.g., seeking or providing knowledge)
Certain recurring behaviors in the 
SharePoint community re-produce 
market structures by drawing on 
market modalities.
Certain recurring behaviors in the 
SharePoint community re-produce 
communal structures by drawing 
on commons modalities.
 
Figure 17: Dual-economy view: Seeking or providing access to knowledge can reproduce market structures or 
commons-based structures 
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Figure 18: Hybrid-economic view: The market and the commons co-exist  
in a mutually dependent state. 
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Table 24: Structuration processes in the SharePoint hybrid-economic community structure. 
Relationship 
in  
Figure 9 
Motivation 
 
Provision 
Reproduces  
structure(s) of… 
A Actor seeks learning and 
access to knowledge, 
either through speaker 
sessions or "free 
consulting." 
 Commons provides non-
market (i.e., "free") 
access to experts via 
User Group meetings 
and SharePoint Saturday 
events. 
Signification & 
Legitimation: 
Community events come 
to mean "free" alternatives 
to market-produced 
training and consulting. 
B Community seeks 
resources to facilitate 
face-to-face events. 
 Market provides 
financial resources to 
community events 
through sponsorship. 
Domination: Resources 
necessary to facilitate 
community events are 
provided by the market. 
C Market actors (i.e., 
vendors) provide  
material resources to 
community events as a 
system of market 
exchange. 
 In exchange for 
resources, the commons 
produces community 
events that functions as 
a concentration of 
attention from 
consumers of 
SharePoint-related 
software and services. 
Signification: Event 
attendees are framed as 
"community members" 
but do not directly 
reciprocate according to 
commons-based economy; 
rather, they "reciprocate" 
by implicitly accepting 
their role in the market-
based exchange of 
material resources for 
"attention resources." 
C Market actors (vendors 
and organizations that 
have purchased 
SharePoint) provide 
human resources to 
community events in 
order to acquire 
knowledge. 
 The community supplies 
organizations with new 
knowledge by providing 
employee training and 
opportunities for "free 
consulting" at 
community events, and 
by providing recruiting 
opportunities to hire 
new knowledge workers 
who attend community 
events. 
Legitimation: 
Community events and 
the speakers chosen to 
present at events become 
recognized as experts. 
 
 
6.2.4 Summary of the structural properties in the SharePoint Community. 
Non-market systems of community-based knowledge production and exchange 
are typically contrasted to comparable institutions of the marketplace; that is, 
communities are framed as either market-based “consumer communities” or non-market 
commons-based communities. While the two structures are analytically-distinct, in the 
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reality of the SharePoint community the market and commons structures exhibit complex 
mutual dependencies such as summarized in Table 24 above; as a result the community 
as an emerging social institution cannot be reduced to, or fully explained through 
recourse to, pre-existing market- or commons-based structures. In the SharePoint 
community, actors draw on the rules and resources (i.e., the structural properties) of the 
market and the commons, and the modalities of the two contrasting structures have a 
complex dynamic, interdependence such that the community cannot be reduced to either 
a market or a commons.  
I refer to the structure that is (re-)produced through recurring participation in 
SharePoint community events as a hybrid-economic community. The concept of the 
hybrid economy, borrowed from Lessig (2008), is not new; however, the functioning of 
such an economic structure is not well-explored. What is described in this section is the 
identification and examination of specific structuration processes that result in a hybrid-
economic structure, and their impact on the conditions of knowledge-sharing in the social 
context. In the SharePoint community, market agents depend on the community for 
legitimacy and to assemble community members in such ways that enable marketing and 
recruiting efforts; conversely, the commons depends on the material resources provided 
by the market due to the demand for physical, face-to-face access to SharePoint experts. 
Other structuration processes and dynamics might result in hybrid-economic structures 
that “look” different from the SharePoint community; however, what we should conclude 
from this study is that the co-existence and, moreover, the co-dependence of the market 
and commons market is basic to hybrid-economic structures. It should also be expected 
that systems for incentivizing preferred types of participation will be shaped by this 
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newer economic structure. In the following section I turn to a discussion of the Microsoft 
MVP award, a product of the hybrid-economic SharePoint community and progenitor to 
social information systems for recognition, reputation, and reward. 
6.3 The alignment of spirit: The spirit and appropriation of the MVP Award in 
the SharePoint community 
In this final section, I respond to research question 3 by describing Microsoft‟s 
MVP Award as a product of hybrid-economic structure and progenitor to social 
information systems for recognition, reputation, and reward. The research question is, 
how do existing incentive systems inform our understanding of the design and use of 
social information-based incentive systems? In this section I focus mostly on the MVP 
Award and its attending information technologies in the context of the hybrid-economic 
social structure. 
6.3.1 Structure and spirit of the MVP award 
The MVP award can be described in terms of its structural features (“the specific 
types of rules and resources, or capabilities, offered by the system”) and its spirit, “the 
general intent with regard to values and goals underlying a given set of structural 
features” (DeSanctis & Poole, 1994, p. 129). Spirit can be identified by treating the 
technology as a “text” and developing a reading of its philosophy based on analysis of 
elements of the system such as its design metaphor, the inclusion and exclusion of 
features and their naming and presentation, the nature of the user interface, and 
supplemental materials provided with the system (DeSanctis & Poole, 1994, p. 126). 
Spirit provides for legitimation by supplying “a normative frame with regard to behaviors 
that are appropriate in the context of the technology” (1994, p. 126) and can also 
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contribute to processes of domination by presenting certain types of influence moves to 
be used with the technology, which may privilege some users or approaches to use over 
others. Finally, spirit can function as a means of signification, helping users understand 
and interpret the meaning of a technology.  
The MVP award is part of a sociotechnical system constituted by the SharePoint 
community, the Microsoft product teams (in this case, the SharePoint product team) who 
make the award decisions, and the Web-based forms
9
 used to nominate an MVP 
candidate and to mediate the communications from individuals who nominate potential 
MVPs to the Microsoft product team. Once the MVP award announcements are made, 
award recipients are permitted to use the MVP logo in communications, on social media 
sites, and elsewhere. The award in visual form then becomes part of mediated 
communications and acts as a symbolic representation of the individual. Social 
Information Systems are defined in section 2 as a digital technology, or aspect thereof, 
designed or used for the purpose of capturing, processing, or presenting information 
about individuals, their social relationships, and the activities and behaviors used to 
maintain them. Recent social media systems are designed to measure such social 
constructs as “influence” and “reputation” based on community participation, and 
recognize and reward participation, contributions, and achievements in a community 
setting. Such systems emerged recently on the public Web, e.g., Klout, PeerIndex, and 
the many “badge systems” (Antin & Churchill, 2011; Halavais, 2012) designed into Web-
based community platforms like StackOverflow. These systems have also entered 
                                                 
 
9
 The Web-based form discussed here recently replaced the Excel spreadsheet discussed by Blake and others in the 
course of fieldwork. 
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education and training areas where badge systems and platforms promise new but 
untested modes of engagement (Muntean, 2011) and assessment (Lee & Hammer, 2011; 
Simões et al., 2012). These systems are making their way into workplace-based social 
computing (e.g., Maybury, 2002) typically ushered in under the idiom of Gamification, 
“the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” (Deterding et al., 2011). How 
these systems are designed and the information they are designed to mediate will shape 
(and be shaped by) the ways in which users appropriate the technology in the course of 
participating in knowledge communities. 
Part of what makes the MVP award a useful study as a progenitor of social media-
era social information systems like those listed above is that structuration is a historical 
process. Systems like Klout and the computational methods upon which they are based 
are too new to have developed the sorts of routine practices that, over time, lead to the 
development of a sociotechnical spirit that shapes and is shaped by the technology‟s 
social context. Therefore, though the MVP award is not a complex information system, its 
spirit, history, and role in the sociotechnical hybrid-economic system that is the 
SharePoint community is worth examining. Some key aspects of the spirit of the MVP 
award – derived from ethnographic and survey data – are presented below. 
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Figure 19:The symbolic representations of achievement from the Microsoft ecology (from left to right): The Microsoft 
MVP Award icon; the social media scoring system, Klout; A SharePoint vendor‟s “Top 25 SharePoint Online 
Influencers” list; and Microsoft‟s badging 
 
6.3.1.1 Signification and the MVP award: What the MVP award is (and is not) for. 
Much of what makes the MVP award a compelling study is its capacity to signify 
social cues within the context of the SharePoint community. Certain aspects of the award 
contribute to its capacity for signification. What the award means to individuals, vendors, 
and Microsoft is at times a source of contention within the community. First, the MVP 
award is earned for an individual‟s community contributions. This may seem obvious, 
but it is an important point because it distinguishes the award from many technical 
certifications offered by Microsoft that can be achieved by passing a written exam. 
Additionally, the MVP is not a “business-to-business” award. Microsoft operates 
programs to support corporate partners such as the many vendors that sell SharePoint-
related software and services, but the MVP award is explicitly award to individuals 
regardless of whether they work for a Microsoft vendor or not, and many SharePoint 
MVPs do. Finally, Microsoft embeds certain language in the description and the online 
version of the nomination form. For example, when nominating someone for an award, 
the following statements must be confirmed:  
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Nominee is regarded as a community influencer/technical advocate via 
online and offline contributions in forums, user groups, speaking 
engagements, projects or other publicly accessible venues.     
Nominee has made impactful contributions to Microsoft technology 
communities in the past 12 months. 
Additionally, the description of the MVP award according to Microsoft includes the 
following language: 
There is no set benchmark for becoming an MVP, in part because it varies 
by product and product life-cycle. Some of the criteria we evaluate include 
the impact of a nominee‟s contributions to online forums such as 
Microsoft Answers, TechNet and MSDN; wikis and online content; 
conferences and user groups; podcasts, Web sites and blogs; and articles 
and books. 
To become an MVP, it takes truly exceptional, voluntary contributions to 
Microsoft-related social and technical communities, coupled with 
outstanding community leadership and a willingness to freely share deep 
technical knowledge with others. 
Microsoft has designed into the MVP award such positive values as volunteerism, 
expertise, and helpfulness – the MVP award is for thanking individuals for realizing those 
values. However, evidence was found in fieldwork that there is conflicting sentiment 
about what the award is for: 
What's the benefit of an MVP other than being a cheap support and 
evangelist for Microsoft? You can't say anything against them or you lose 
it. They give you free MSDN subscriptions and you work for them as an 
active support guru and evangelist. 
MVPs are slaves of MSFT which act as cheap evangelists and only post 
the MSFT PR spam from the official blogs in their personal blogs. 
The spreadsheet you have to fill in already shows what kind of people 
Microsoft really wants to be an MVP: people who volunteer to do their 
PR, their evangelisation, the marketing of their products, in short: sales 
people who don't cost a dime! 
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Thus the spirit of the MVP award can be characterized as ambivalent in the sense 
that it has two sides: On the one, it is a community-supporting system of recognition and 
gratitude from Microsoft for supporting community; on the other, it is a the product of a 
structure of domination by which Microsoft controls the resources of the community in 
order to offload the production and dissemination of technical support. In a pure market- 
or commons-based economy, in would be easier to resolve the apparent conflict between 
communal knowledge-sharing practices and market-based product evangelism. However, 
in a hybrid-economic community the logics of the market and the commons are often 
inseparable, and the practice of doing product evangelism meets both market and 
community needs.  
At SharePoint community events, a balance between market- and community-
oriented intentions is maintained by insisting that a product evangelist (and any other 
speaker) meets the norms of the community by balancing the marketing message . The 
norms in this community typically allow for some level of salesmanship and marketing (a 
high level, in the case of presentations as a function of vendor sponsorships) but being 
able to monitor a speaker‟s message allows for organizers to sanction the speaker if she 
violates these norms at the risk of her reputation and her company‟s reputation. The 
lesson here is this: Identifying participatory behaviors – e.g., sharing product knowledge 
– is not always adequate to judge whether a behavior should be rewarded. In those cases 
where the message cannot be monitored, a reward system risks re-producing market 
incentives by mistaking market-motivated knowledge-sharing for communal knowledge 
sharing.  
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6.3.1.2 The MVP award is not (explicitly) an incentive system 
Ultimately it is Microsoft who decides who gets an MVP award in a given year; 
there is no set of rules and no algorithm. In the words of one pro-MVP community leader, 
Microsoft wants to recognize and reward those whom they feel contributed 
much to the community in the prior year. That's it – that‟s their only 
clarification. 
It also became evident that Microsoft and members of the community work to shape 
discourse in order to sustain the following normative frame: The MVP award must be 
earned, but cannot be chased. For example, the following question was posted to the 
SharePoint online community on Yammer: 
Its a general question which I ask many times but no concrete answer. 
How to become MVP? I contributed a lot in Silverlight UG. But no one 
recognised my contribution. I am desperate to become MVP. Because I 
love to speak about MS subject. Again no one gives me a chance to speak 
in conference as I am not a MVP. Speaking in local event doesn‟t help me 
to be visible. Coz many times only 5 or 10 ppl attending UG. Anyone can 
help me please. I really want to contribute for MS. 
There were multiple responses from other Yammer members, including the following: 
Respondent 1: The first rule of Fight Club is you never talk about Fight 
Club. In all seriousness, MVP is an award. Similar to any other award, 
asking how to get one almost disqualifies you, so you are better off not 
pestering people about how to get an Oscar or a Nobel award, and simply 
do what you do best. 
Respondent 2: Even if you do a lot for your local technical community, 
that won't necessarily earn you an MVP award. But as he said, you 
shouldn't be doing the community support to get the award. You do it 
because it's fun and your community needs it and it can help you 
professionally.  
Respondents 1 and 2 share a sentiment that is prevalent in the community: The MVP 
award is not something that should be chased or pursued for its own sake. There was no 
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single and obvious reason given why it is so important that the award not be seen as an 
incentive system, though the third response to the Yammer post reveals a likely source: 
Respondent 3: Reading through the original post, there's one piece of 
advice for you... I think it's important. You shouldn't do any community 
contributions with recognition in mind. That's flawed logic. Until you can 
get past seeking contribution you'll have the same challenge you have 
today. That may sound harsh, but you may never get recognized or you 
may become an MVP next cycle. Never do it for a reward or recognition 
or you contribute to the problem... one that really hurts the program. 
The philosophy that underlies this dimension of the MVP award‟s spirit is that a 
community member should not contribute for the sake of recognition. Doing so only 
perpetuates “the problem” that respondent 3 – and others in the community – thinks is 
hurting the MVP program: The value of community contributions is diminished when 
people contribute for the sake of recognition and not simply for the sake of contributing.  
Rewarding performance in the workplace and classroom with pay structures and 
grades is a ubiquitous phenomenon; it makes sense that information system designers 
have turned to digital versions of the same concepts in an attempt to increase 
participation and shape behavior in social media technologies. The concerns raised about 
such systems in this section extend a long-standing objection to a view of human 
behavior grounded in pop behaviorism: “[a] version of behaviorism, whereby we try to 
solve problems by offering people a goody if they do what we want” (Kohn 1999:L117). 
Pop behaviorism is not a new phenomenon the workplace, nor society writ large, and on 
Kohn‟s account it is uncritically and problematically accepted: 
The core of pop behaviorism is "Do this and you'll get that." The wisdom 
of this technique is very rarely held up for inspection; all that is open to 
question is what exactly people will receive and under what circumstances 
it will be promised and delivered. We take for granted that this is the 
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logical way to raise children, teach students, and manage employees. We 
promise bubble gum to a five-year-old if he keeps quiet in the 
supermarket. We dangle an A before a teenager to get her to study harder. 
We hold out the possibility of a Hawaiian vacation for a salesman who 
sells enough of the company's product. (Kohn 1999:L171) 
Kohn critically points to Taylorism and Scientific Management-style systems of 
task assignment and performance reward – including pay systems and material incentives 
– as the historical basis for social media incentive and reward systems. Similar criticisms 
of externally-mediated rewards for behavior change are found in the social psychology 
and sociology literatures. A meta-analysis of experiments examining the effects of 
extrinsic rewards on intrinsic motivation found that across all reviewed studies, all 
tangible and non-tangible rewards, and all expected rewards significantly undermined 
intrinsic motivation (Deci, Koestner, and Ryan 1999).  
It is this system of pay-for-performance that underpins the MVP award and social 
media incentive and reward systems, and this study presents evidence that SharePoint 
community members have mixed responses to such systems. The idea that community 
members are aware of – and perhaps weary of – people who seek reward through 
participation and contribution raises concern for the design and practice of Gamification 
as an assessment method and as a motivational device. Findings from this study suggest 
that community members are tacitly aware of possible long-term, negative outcomes of 
“gamifying” community contributions by allowing the MVP award to become a reward 
that can be achieved by following prescribed behavior. Ongoing game-based behavior 
such as this risks a change to the structural rules of the community, which are currently 
oriented to balancing market-based and communal interests. Having community 
contributors motivated by chasing points, stars, badges, and awards, instead of 
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contributing for the sake of contributing may lead to new practices in the community that, 
over time, alter the “equilibrium” that exists in this hybrid-economic community.  
6.3.1.3 Recognizing fame or expertise? Reproducing reciprocity or insularity?  
Similar to – and possibly worse than – contributing for the sake of recognition is 
fame-seeking: the performance of knowledge-sharing behavior in order to gain 
popularity. One SharePoint vendor has posted a “Top 25 Online SharePoint Influencers” 
list for each of the last few years (Figure 20 below). And while the list does generally 
represent a “who‟s who” of SharePoint experts, the release of the list is also met with 
negative reactions such as the following response to the 2012 list: 
We all appreciate your attempt to recognize influencers in the community 
but this list falls well short of recognizing many people out there that are 
consistently influencing the SharePoint community outside of being 
“twitter whores” […] by simply engaging in mutual round-robin ass 
kissing via reciprocating blog comments, cross-links, and referrals to each 
other. 
 
 
Figure 20: The top 25 “SharePoint Influencers” list for 2012. The list is produced by the CEO of a SharePoint vendor, 
and is used to promote his company‟s name in the community and the book he wrote about “Online Influence.” 
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Two problems can be identified here. First, selective reciprocity breeds insularity. 
Others in the community echoed the sentiment in the quote above that a certain group of 
community members – described elsewhere as an “insular clique” of “high-reputation 
[…] rockstars” who regularly speak to packed rooms at SharePoint events – reproduce 
their fame and reputation “via reciprocating blog comments, cross-links, and referrals to 
each other.” Moreover, the relatively close-knit group of SharePoint experts are a source 
of knowledge for SharePointers throughout the community because of their expertise 
with the SharePoint technology and also their knowledge of others in the community. 
Creating a social information system that rewards “being a member of an insular clique” 
is meaningless; however, this is just what is re-produced, however indirectly, in the 
perpetual awarding of the MVP award to individuals who (often consciously) work to 
improve the strength of the personal/professional SharePoint network.  
A related problem is that expert status in a hybrid-economic community is a 
double-edged sword: Learning in order to become an expert and sharing your expertise is 
generally well-regarded by the community; however, being a highly-visible expert and 
speaker in the community often leads to fame, and fame-seeking is generally frowned 
upon. This may be inescapable state of affairs as so many SharePoint experts are 
professional evangelists and consultants. The need to maintain expertise and visibility to 
compete on the SharePoint knowledge market leads to the appearance of fame-seeking, 
and may be indistinguishable from simply doing your job as an evangelist engaged in the 
SharePoint community. For example, even respondent 2 from above, who suggested that 
“you shouldn't be doing the community support to get the award,” acknowledges the 
market-value of community exposure and recognition: 
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I'm addicted to using PowerShell with SharePoint, and I think it‟s a skill 
every SP Dev or SP Admin can benefit from, so it‟s easy for me to talk 
about it. All the public speaking helps distinguish me from other 
SharePoint consultants. 
There are SharePointers who neither seek nor achieve a level of recognition that 
would be considered “fame,” but are regarded, by those who know them, as experts. 
However, in the SharePoint community where reciprocity ranks low as a motivation for 
contributing, the resources needed to produce events like SharePoint Saturday are 
provided by the market, and this includes knowledge resources. In other words, if it were 
not for the market-based incentives for contributions, there may not be enough motivated 
speakers for all of the community‟s events. So while fame-seeking is frowned upon by 
many in the community, many of the resources needed to execute SharePoint community 
events are indirectly motivated by the need to stand out on the attention market. It may be 
easy to say that top-25 lists, MVP awards, badges of recognition, and so-on should be 
designed so that they recognize expertise while not rewarding fame-seeking; however, in 
the reality of the SharePoint community, expertise and fame are not easily teased apart. 
The inability to reliably distinguish fame-seeking from recognition of expertise is 
exacerbated by two findings from the cultural consensus survey: First, “gaining 
expertise” ranked considerably higher than the former as a motivation for participation, 
so the two are not only different phenomena, but are generally valued much differently. 
Also, the possible sub-culture in the SharePoint community is based exactly on the idea 
that the MVP award and fame-seeking are the exclusive motivations for contributing 
knowledge to the community. One hope for a solution is to rely on human judgment to 
support computational methods for deriving metrics for recognition, rewards, and 
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reputation, but these systems exist in the SharePoint community, and are too-often 
received with ridicule and apathy (e.g., Figure 21).   
 
  
Figure 21: Jokes and negative views about reward and recognition systems. 
 
6.3.1.4 (Mis-)appropriation of the MVP award 
The use of the MVP award can also be informative if we look at how it is 
appropriated in community contexts. Appropriation describes “the immediate, visible 
actions that evidence deeper structuration processes [of a] technology”. Appropriations 
are not determined by technology designs; rather, individuals actively select how 
technology structures are used in a manner that is either consistent with the spirit and 
structural design (“faithfully”) or not consistent (“unfaithfully”). Earning an MVP comes 
with no explicit strings attached; there are no expectations or requirements designed into 
the award, and an MVP can simply accept the award and go about their professional life 
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as they did before with no substantive appropriation of the award. Others use the award in 
various ways, and often this is for commercial benefit. According to a Blake, the MVP 
described in section 4.2.6, 
what many MVPs do is to leverage their award status and recognition 
to do even more -- or maybe move from local community activities to 
larger venues. Invitations to present at TechEd and SharePoint 
Conference go out to MVPs first, and many try to take advantage of this to 
build out their names or their company brands. 
This appropriation of the community-based award reflects the market-based structuration 
processes of a hybrid-ecomic system. The award is perhaps most visible in the many 
advertisements and emails by companies who seek to re-appropriate an employee‟s 
award for market-based purposes. Blake‟s company released a press release when he won 
his first MVP. The release included the following quote from the company‟s CEO: 
“The MVP Award is a well-deserved recognition of [Blake‟s] technical 
thought leadership and his tireless efforts as a SharePoint advocate. It‟s 
also an acknowledgement from Microsoft of Axceler‟s broad contributions 
to the SharePoint community.” 
There are few, if any, rules about what a company can say about the MVP award 
in this context, and the MVP logo is regularly used by individuals and companies in 
promotional materials. The notion that the award is “an acknowledgement from 
Microsoft of Axceler‟s broad contributions to the SharePoint community” conflicts with 
the stated intentions of the award to recognize the individual‟s “truly exceptional, 
voluntary contributions to Microsoft-related social and technical communities […] and a 
willingness to freely share deep technical knowledge with others.”  
The MVP award confers on its holder a certain status, and by promoting the 
employee-as-MVP, a vendors hopes to leverage the value of the award to further its 
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market-based interests. Market-based motives are thus served by the community-based 
award, especially the need to gain a larger share of the attention economy which is 
achieved – to some degree – by vendors who hire the most MVPs because MVPs draw 
the largest crowds to their speaker sessions, blogs, and Webinars. Market-oriented, firm-
based motivations were reported by survey respondents to be moderately-ranked 
motivations for participation; in particular, recruiting and marketing of products were 
behind only learning and networking as motivations to participate. In promoting an 
employee-MVP as source of knowledge through community channels, a vendor 
commodifies the employee and the community contributions which earned her the award. 
The company does so in order to increase the effectiveness of its marketing of 
knowledge-based products and services, especially in the case of consulting where the 
employee-MVP herself is the product for sale.  
Are the appropriations of an employee‟s MVP award by the employer unfaithful 
to the spirit of the award when used to market the company or its products and services? 
It may be tempting to want to reject the idea that market appropriation of community-
based awards does conflict with the spirit of the award. The award is designed to 
recognize voluntary contributions to community learning and knowledge, and perhaps 
(the argument would go) it should not be used to sell product and services. However, if 
the ability for vendors to “market” their MVPs were to be taken away, so too would the 
individual‟s power to demand the wage premium that the MVP can and often does 
demand. As long as the structural elements of the system – the design of the nomination 
form and the process of deciding who earns the award – successfully mediates the 
market-based and commons-based elements of the hybrid-economic community, then the 
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MVP award (and any social media-based replacement for it) can be expected to be of a 
spirit that aligns with the community.
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Figure 22: Individuals (above) and companies (below) use the MVP award logo in 
digital and physical representations of their selves (in the case of this Twitter profile) 
and employees (in the case of the business cards, below) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23: The Mozilla Open Badges project is among the current active organizations 
promoting the use of visual representations of skills and accomplishments 
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Figure 24: Attendees of SharePoint community events who allow vendors to contact 
them receive email regularly receive announcements about opportunities to listen to 
online sessions from MVP-employees and MVP-holding non-employees who a 
company can hire to give talk on their behalf.  In this case, Titus is appropriating MVP 
status of an employee and non-employee for their Webinar. 
 
Figure 25: Companies also use MVP awarding announcements as an opportunity to 
send out press releases about the accomplishment of their employee and, by 
conspicuous extension, the company itself. 
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6.3.2 Summary: Implications for the design of SIS 
How can the MVP award inform our understanding of the design and use of social 
information-based systems for recognition, reward, and reputation? Several challenges and 
opportunities are identified in this study and are described below. Guidelines for the design 
of social information-based systems for recognition, reward, and reputation are slow-coming 
in the literature, so to compare the MVP award to its social media-era equivalent I will use 
Antin and Churchill‟s (2011) five social psychological functions for badges as points of 
comparison: (1) facilitating goal setting, (2) providing instruction about what types of 
activity are possible within a given system, (3) provide information on the basis of which 
reputation assessments can be made, (4) advertising social status and facilitating personal 
affirmation of accomplishments, (5) and representing group identification. In each of these 
areas the MVP award can potentially improve upon the design and use of social information-
based systems for recognition, reward, and reputation. 
6.3.2.1 The product evangelist challenge 
Contributing to the community by sharing knowledge about commercial software and 
services is both a marketing tactic and a source of knowledge for the community. 
Distinguishing these two practices (product evangelism and knowledge-sharing) is dificult. 
As long as product evangelism is a viable marketing tactic and a useful source of knowledge 
in hybrid economic community settings, SIS design and practice should focus on maintaining 
the coupling of commons-based and market-based value. In strictly commons-based settings, 
rewarding the sharing of knowledge for even indirect commercial gain constitutes a mis-
appropriation of the award; therefore, SIS in commons-based settings should attempt to filter 
market-oriented knowledge-sharing and emphasize the rewarding of behaviors that re-
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produce commons-based structural rules such as knowledge gift-exchange and reciprocity. In 
a hybrid-economic context, the signal-noise metaphor does not apply because the signal is 
both a marketing message and knowledge-sharing and therefore cannot be filtered out. 
However, a hybrid-economic community does, out of necessity, include provisions for 
marketing messages. In the case of the SharePoint community, these provisions are what the 
commons offers in exchange for the resources necessary to hold the community‟s face-to-
face events. 
6.3.2.2 The pop-behaviorism challenge 
The value of contributions is perceived to be diminished when people contribute for 
the sake of recognition of their contributions. Community members are tacitly aware of 
possible long-term, negative outcomes of “gamifying” community contributions by allowing 
the MVP award to become a reward for following the rules of the game. By obscurring the 
MVP selection process Micrsoft has – perhaps accidentally – created an “non-gameable” 
system.  Because the rules and requirements of the MVP are opaque, the community has 
been able to maintain the disourse of signification that frames the award as something you 
cannot explicitely chase and that you should just contribute without expectation of receiving 
the award. This challenge implicates the design goal for badges of “facilitating goal setting” 
and it places the designer/practitioner in a dilemma. On the one hand, rules and requirements 
for achieving an award – the use of which Deterding (2011) and Antin and Churchill (2011) 
seem to promote – provides the community member a path to accomplishment. On the other 
hand, awareness of the rules and regulations of a system allow for what some SharePointers 
voiced concerns about: the ability to “game the system” and achieve an accomplishment in a 
spurious fashion. The designer/practitioner  
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Both the product evangelist and pop-behaviorist problem have a common underlying 
cause: the dificulty in determining the motivation in participatory behavior. On a certain level 
it probably should not matter; if a SharePointer is contributing knowledge to such an extent 
that he has become a “rockstar” it may not matter that he is largely motivated by vain self-
interest. However, a basic premise of the sociotechnical structuration-theoretic understanding 
of how practice, structure, and technology interact is that recurring behaviors, enabled by 
technology or otherwise, shape the structure that is the context in which future behaviors are 
conducted. Identifying the motivations behind participatory behaviors is important because 
the outwardly-observable behavior – e.g., sharing knowledge – is not always adequate to 
judge whether a behavior should be rewarded, and over time a different structure emerges 
from self-interested fame-seeking than would emerge from relatively altrustic communal 
interests.  
6.3.2.3 The challenge of cleaving fame-seeking and expertise 
One of the five functions for badges is to advertise social status and facilitate personal 
affirmation of accomplishments. In the SharePoint community, doing knowledge-sharing in 
order to gain popularity and gain a “famous” status is a concern of some members of the 
SharePoint community. While they likely constitute a small minority, there are status-seekers 
who seek the MVP award for the boost in fame and reputation. This was evident in 
fieldwork, and is tentatively supported by the sub-cultural belief that what motivates 
individuals is nothing more than fame and the MVP. Achieving community fame may be, in 
and of itself, quite harmless; however, the issue arises when popularity is a motivation (more 
so when it is the motivation) that sharing expertise and knowledge become secondhand 
citizens, marginalized to the point where the topics of speaker sessions, blog posts, and 
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TechNet articles are explicitly aimed at getting attention rather than producing or sharing 
knowledge. Somewhat ironically, the most common example of a topic being used to draw 
attention is the question of how to earn an MVP award. 
6.3.2.4 Market Appropriation 
The MVP Award has considerable market value, so companies appropriate the award 
in order to gain a larger share of the attention economy which is achieved – to some degree – 
by vendors who hire the most MVPs because MVPs draw the largest crowds to their speaker 
sessions, blogs, and Webinars. Also, vendors frequently appropriate the symbolism of the 
MVP award in promotional material to increase the effectiveness of its marketing of 
knowledge-based products and services, especially in the case of consulting where the 
employee-MVP herself is the product for sale. 
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, LIMITATIONS, AND OUTLOOK 
This dissertation was based on three research questions exploring participation and 
motivations to participate in the SharePoint hybrid-economic community. Below, I summarize 
what I discovered about each research question. 
The first research question asked, how do participatory behaviors and motivations to 
participate vary across constituents of a professional community-based knowledge sharing 
social context? Individual, local knowledge and beliefs about what kinds of activities warrant 
higher levels of credibility were expected to vary across the community. The dominant culture in 
the SharePoint community places learning and connecting with others at the top of the list of 
participatory motivations. Where variation in beliefs exists is in the subcultural belief that 
Microsoft‟s MVP Award and the pursuit of “fame” motivate participation above all else. Few 
survey respondents responded thusly, but the language of fame, rockstars, cliques, and popularity 
appeared throughout the course of ethnography. It may be a relatively small set of individuals 
who hold the belief that fame and awards motivate participation above all else, but these are 
components of the SharePoint community nonetheless.  
The second research question examines the socio-structural and technological elements 
that shape – and get shaped by – the participatory behaviors and motivations observed in the 
particular social context. Specifically, this question asked, what socio-structural and 
technological factors exist in the professional community-based knowledge sharing social 
context, and how do they shape and get shaped by participatory behaviors and motivations? The 
SharePoint community cannot financially support events like SharePoint Saturday without 
financial resources from the marketplace actors, i.e., vendors of SharePoint-related products and 
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services. The community cannot mobilize adequate financial resources, but it can (and does) 
establish normative sanctions that vendors and their representatives must follow in order to gain 
access to the “attention market” that community events represent. These are not rules of 
reciprocity and exchange that would govern a purer form of a knowledge commons nor are they 
strictly speaking a marketplace; rather, the norms and sanctions that govern the SharePoint 
community govern the relationship between the marketplace and the commons, the result of 
which is a structure I have described in detail in this dissertation as a hybrid-economic 
community.  
Finally, while this speaks to the socio-structural elements of the SharePoint community, it 
speaks less-directly to the socio-technical elements at play. There is an apparent value to 
community members in meeting in face-to-face settings despite being a technical population who 
are, by and large, highly active in technology-mediated and online spaces. The attraction (and 
professional benefit) of social events like the recurring “SharePint” happy hours is unavoidable; 
however, what establishes the norm of regular, face-to-face events is the general challenge of 
doing “free consulting” (or pay-consulting for that matter) in a technology-mediated setting. 
When individuals bring specific problems from the workplace to discussions with experts at 
face-to-face events, they do so in order to troubleshoot specific problems that are not easily or 
efficiently codified into posts on Yammer, TechNet, or Twitter. As a result, the demand for 
financial resources is higher, which in turn increases the demand (and at times, competition for) 
vendor support for community events, which in turn necessitates a large-enough audience to 
keep the vendors invested in the community. As long as the demand for “free” face-to-face 
knowledge sharing exists, or until technology-mediate environments suffice to meet this demand, 
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the community must support marketplace so that the marketplace continues to support the 
community. 
The broader purpose of this dissertation is to inform the design of social information 
systems that incentivize participation in professional community-based knowledge sharing social 
contexts. To that end, the final research question asked, how do existing incentive systems inform 
our understanding of the design and use of social information-based incentive systems? The 
findings focused largely on one existing incentive system: Microsoft‟s MVP Award. Part of what 
makes the MVP award a useful study as a progenitor of social media-era social information 
systems like those listed above is that structuration is a historical process. Social media-era 
systems like Klout and the computational methods upon which they are based are too new to 
have developed the sorts of routine practices that, over time, lead to the development of a 
sociotechnical spirit that shapes and is shaped by the technology‟s social context. The MVP 
Award has been part of the SharePoint community for more than a decade, and has come to 
signal expertise and proficiency. The MVP Award also has considerable market value, so 
companies appropriate the award in order to gain a larger share of the attention economy which 
is achieved – to some degree – by vendors who hire the most MVPs because MVPs draw the 
largest crowds to their speaker sessions, blogs, and Webinars. Also, vendors frequently 
appropriate the symbolism of the MVP award in promotional material to increase the 
effectiveness of its marketing of knowledge-based products and services, especially in the case 
of consulting where the employee-MVP herself is the product for sale.  
As such, the MVP Award is seen as a product of the hybrid-economic structure; it is 
neither a market product nor a product of commons-based peer production. As social media 
continue to evolve in these environments where market and commons intersect, we must move 
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beyond a false dichotomy of market and commons; we must approach the system as a single yet 
complex hybrid-economic context in order to understand how these technological and 
informational artifacts are produced and reproduced.  The remainder of this final chapter presents 
some concluding thoughts about the implications of the study of the SharePoint community, 
including avenues of future research to build on this study, and the discussion of the study‟s 
limitations. 
6.4 Implications and views on future work 
The main theoretical contribution of this study is the identification and analysis of the 
hybrid-economic structuration processes that emerged from the study of the SharePoint 
community. Rather than assuming that peer-based knowledge-sharing practices follow a 
commons-based logic of reciprocity and gift-exchange, I conducted a mixed-methods 
ethnographic study exploring the underlying processes of structuration found in the situated 
knowledge-sharing practices that recursively (re-)produce the meanings, rules, and norms that 
constitute the context for ongoing participation. Through a structuration-theoretic analysis of the 
motivations to participate in the SharePoint community, I found that market structures and 
commons-based structures have complex co-dependencies. In such a system, motivations to 
contribute to knowledge-sharing activities could not be adequately described by either market- or 
commons-based structures; rather, both the direct and indirect conditions and motivations need 
to be considered to comprehensively and accurately describe the conditions of knowledge 
sharing.  
Given the largely inseparable and interdependent market and commons structures that 
shape and are shaped by participation in the SharePoint community, I describe the community as 
a product of the hybrid economy that produces knowledge and knowledge-sharing contexts out 
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of a complex link between commercial market and commons-based sharing economies. The 
hybrid-economic community as a social structure varies from both commons-based and market 
structures, but it does not conceptually replace them. The market and the commons may be pure 
economic forms that are, in practice, rare; however, that should not mean that any commercial 
interest in a user community constitutes a hybrid-economic structure. This point notwithstanding, 
the knowledge-based economy continues to grow, and continued commercial interest in non-
market knowledge-sharing collectives should be expected. Therefore, future work should 
examine the conditions which precipitate the co-existence and, moreover, the co-dependence of 
the market and commons market that may be basic to hybrid-economic structures. Specifically, 
one of the pre-conditions for hybridity in the SharePoint community is the demand for face-to-
face interactions that require greater mobilization of resources. As the mobilizing of resources is 
a strength of market-based actors (at least compared to the commons), an important 
consideration and opportunity for future work is the question of whether the relatively low 
resource demands of online-only community participation systemically decouples the market and 
the commons, or whether market interest alone in online communities is sufficient in 
precipitating a hybrid-economic condition. Finally, the SharePoint community is oriented around 
a closed-source software technology, and while certain SharePointers likened the community‟s 
spirit to that of an open-source software community, the closed-source nature of SharePoint 
differentiates the community from so many open-source software communities. Abundant 
commercial interests exist in open-source technologies; therefore, hybridity in open-source 
communities should be expected, explored, and where found, compared to other hybrid-
economic communities studies such as this one. 
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The analysis of Microsoft‟s MVP award has implications for social information systems 
in hybrid-economic contexts and beyond. First, conceptualizing the MVP award as an incentive 
system turned out to be mistaken, but informative still. Results from cultural consensus analysis 
show that the MVP award is a negligible motivation, and to some, the award as an incentive 
represents ego-driven fame-seeking that is detrimental to the community. For practitioners 
turning to social information systems to incentivize participation, this may mean marginal 
improvements to the problems of participation through increased levels of preferred behaviors 
are all that can be expected, and these marginal improvements come at the risk of spawning a 
subversive culture of individuals reacting to perceived costs of implementing another system of 
behavioral based in the socio-psychological paradigm of pop-behaviorism.  
This conclusion has ramifications in particular for the use of social information systems 
as a component of Gamification used to effect higher levels and preferred types of participation. 
First, there is a general assumption that Game-oriented sociotechnical design requires the use of 
visible rules to “facilitate goal setting” and instruction about what types of activity are possible” 
(Antin & Churchill, 2011) in the Gamified setting. This should not be assumed. In the case of the 
MVP award, the idea that there could be concise, visible rules for how to achieve the award is 
generally rejected by Microsoft and by many – perhaps most – members of the community. For 
those who reject the call for implementing rules, the main concern seems to be the likelihood of 
people gaming the system, that is, conducting behavior in order to achieve “game success” 
without actually performing the required tasks; in short, cheating. It is hard to cheat at a game 
based on Microsoft‟s vague set of rules, and with such vague rules there is little recourse for 
those who think they should have earned the award. As an example, this is evident in the case of 
Bob, the open-source developer, who by-and-large targets Microsoft‟s alleged anti-open-source 
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reputation as the reason his contributions went unrewarded. Participation in the SharePoint 
community is too diverse and is too diversely motivated; therefore, the meta-rule that a Gamified 
social context should provide instructions and rules to structure activity and goal-setting is bad 
guidance for this community and communities like it. In other contexts, perhaps where action-
possibilities and motivations are less diverse and can be made more concise, the Antin and 
Churchill‟s original guidance in this area may remain productive. 
Finally, there is a conceptual fit between the “winnings” of a Gamified social context and 
the artifacts produced a social information system such as the MVP award, a physical or digital 
badge, a higher Klout score, and so on. In Antin and Churchill‟s Gamification definition, 
artifacts can visually mediate social status, facilitate personal affirmation of accomplishments, 
and represent group identification (2011). In the SharePoint community, group identification is 
sometimes mundane (e.g., community members often refer to themselves as a member of a 
functionally-defined group such as “IT Pro” or “Dev”) but in other cases, the social status is 
stratified by perceived value of contribution which carries the potential for othering and 
marginalization of non-member contributions. In the SharePoint community, being a member of 
the group of experts represented in the “Top 25 SharePoint Influencers” lists does, by-and-large, 
“facilitate personal affirmation of accomplishments” (Antin & Churchill, 2011); however, the 
perception that a community member actively courts such affirmation is generally looked down 
on. Encoding social information into an information artifact mediates status signals and group 
identification, but this encoding, as it has in the SharePoint community, can motivation 
beneficial contributions at the same time as it establishes conditions for marginalization and 
othering practices. In the SharePoint community – and perhaps other hybrid-economic contexts – 
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this is problematic due to the high number of in-group experts who represent commercial 
interests of their employers. 
In sum, Gamification presents design options to sociotechnical practitioners that may 
address a lack of participation in social contexts, or a lack of preferred types of participation, 
e.g., knowledge-sharing contributions. However, as is so often the case with new design 
metaphors, they introduce unexplored potential for negative consequences. When this 
dissertation was started, the Gamification “movement” did not have nearly the velocity it has 
today, but practice (or at least, marketing and hype) has outpaced research. Future work on 
Gamification – in research and in practice – should be mindful of the potential for negative 
consequences, and try, as I have in regards to the MVP award, to anticipate the conditions that 
precipitate successful and unsuccessful outcomes.  
The final area of implications and thoughts about future work is the integration of 
qualitative, ethnographic fieldwork with the (quantitative) cultural consensus analysis methods. 
There are epistemological challenges in this integration that need to be considered and are 
described below in the “Limitations” discussion. Despite these limitations, this study is, I 
believe, a compelling case for the use of thematic analysis to convert, in a sense, the written 
narrative of ethnographic fieldwork into a format (i.e., the list of themes) that can be effectively 
used to quantify the community‟s collective beliefs about participation, or any other culturally-
bound concept about which there are no externally-verifiable truths. This has a practical 
implication for information systems researchers who, like myself, wish to conduct and present 
ethnographic research in venues that are not always amenable to the written results of 
ethnography. While there may be other (let‟s say, ideological) boundaries to the presentation and 
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publication of ethnographic research that Thematic Analysis alone cannot address, I believe the 
method offers a favorable balance between rich(-enough) description and word count efficiency.  
This theory (such that it is one) will be tested in future work, possibly starting with a 
follow-up study to explore the following potential benefit of informal CCA. The CCA method 
generally asks respondents to report what people in the community believe about participatory 
motivations, not why they themselves participate. This may produce a different view of what 
motivates participation, especially in areas where response bias might lead to respondents 
reporting favorable motivations for participating. For example, learning and networking may 
remain high on the self-reported motivations to participate, but we might expect that reciprocity 
ranks higher on self-reported survey results, especially when written with the moral undertones 
with which it was worded in the current study: It's not right to take from the community unless 
you give something back. Verifying the general idea that self-report surveys about cultural beliefs 
and cultural consensus surveys can report different results would offer to researchers within and 
beyond sociotechnical research a toolkit for diversely analyzing social contexts and the 
motivated behaviors of technology-enabled participation. 
6.5 Limitations of the study 
As with any research project – dissertation or otherwise – certain trade-offs were made 
and certain limitations are now evident. The more impactful theoretical and methodological 
limitations are discussed below. 
6.5.1 Theoretical limitations due to alternate views of culture and methods for its study 
There are issues in the adoption of Informal Cultural Consensus Analysis (CCA) that fall 
from the general problem of using a cognitive anthropological method – where people say that 
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“culture can be viewed as information” (J. M. Roberts, 1987) – in a project that is, due to the 
researcher‟s background and personal epistemological leanings, guided by the cultural 
anthropologist‟s view of culture. On this view, 
[a] culture is expressed (or constituted) only by the actions and words of its 
members and must be interpreted by, not given to, a fieldworker. To portray 
culture requires the fieldworker to hear, to see, and, most important for our 
purposes, to write of what was presumably witnessed and understood during a 
stay in the field. Culture is not itself visible, but is made visible only through its 
representation.” (Van Maanen, 2011) 
The difference is most evident when we interrogate the cognitive anthropologist‟s nonchalance 
to the difference between knowledge about cultural norms made explicit when reported in 
surveys, and the tacit knowledge with which individuals deploy practice in everyday social 
contexts. What we hope to do when we ask respondents to tell us what people in the community 
think are motivations to participate is to exhume the tacit and have it “given” by respondents 
who complete whichever of the CCA survey methods are used for a given study. However, while 
I am of the position that the practice of cultural anthropological research (i.e., ethnography) can 
excel in representing cultures in written form (for example, section 4.1.1.2) it cannot directly-
enough respond to questions of distribution of beliefs except by its own mode of representation; 
i.e., it can only provide a description of a distribution in a narrative, which I do not find as 
convincing a representation of a quantitative attribute such as a distribution as the actual 
quantitative representation of the distribution. In order to overcome the limitations of these two 
systems of cultural analysis, thematic analysis was employed as an analytic technique to generate 
from the qualitative results (i.e., the written narrative) a research instrument to facilitate the 
collection of quantifiable results. With the exception of a few methodological limitations (see 
section 6.5.3 below) the mixing of these methods very much produced the desired outcome: a 
quantification of the distribution of cultural beliefs grounded in the ethnographic method. 
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6.5.2 Theoretical limitations due to a “socio-heavy” sociotechnical system 
Structuration theory and adaptive structuration theory have previously been deployed to 
study various complex information technologies and their use in situated social contexts. In the 
process of evaluating epistemological frameworks for the study of incentive systems I operated 
with the view that these social media-based systems had an important relationship to their social 
context and that the information technology‟s situatedness in the social context would be 
captured well through the lens of a sociotechnical structuration-theoretic lens. All of this I 
consider still to be true enough; however, the following limitations are now evident: First, I 
underestimated the importance of information technology complexity in the alignment of theory 
to the object of study. The structural elements of the MVP award are simply not complex. As 
such, the design decisions that do exist and that could potentially exist are mostly social design 
decisions, not technological design decisions. That being said, this study has shown there is 
value in understanding the MVP award – admittedly an information artifact more than an 
information technology – and the lessons it can teach us for the design of the system that may 
one day replace it. 
6.5.3 Methodological limitations 
Methodological shortcomings in the Informal CCA method introduced limitations to the 
execution and/or analysis of the data. Additionally, there were certain limitations in the 
execution of fieldwork. These limitations and their impacts are described below. 
6.5.3.1 Limitations of “closed list” exercise 
In the course of designing the survey exercise, multiple versions and styles of rank order 
exercise were tested by the primary ethnographer (myself) as well as by research colleagues and 
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Jimmy, the primary informant on the study. Certain lessons and limitations emerged from these 
tests, and are described below. 
First, there is a trade-off to be made in deciding whether to use a freelist design or a 
closed-list ranking exercise. In a freelist exercise the respondent would be responsible for listing 
all of the things that motivate participation in the SharePoint community. In this case, additional 
rounds of analysis and additional input from respondents are likely needed to resolve synonym 
problems (where multiple reported motivations represent the same idea) and part-whole 
problems (where one or more items is a sub-set of another item; for example, “learning new 
skills” and “getting better at your job” are part of the broader motivation for “job improvement.”) 
Due to concerns about getting follow-up access to respondents to help resolve these conflicts, a 
closed-list ranking system was chosen over the freelist exercise. This requires a trade-off in 
research design. The researcher can control the items on the list, thus avoiding synonym and 
part-whole problems, but must be sure to accurately and comprehensively represent all feasible 
motivations for participation. The risk that the researcher did not identify all feasible possibilities 
is mitigated by providing respondents an opportunity to list items they think were missing from 
the list. The trade-off this requires is the “everything looks important” problem, where items that 
are not important might still be included in the rank order list by respondents who thought they 
had to rank everything. The wording of the survey and the use of rank correlation analysis 
techniques (instead of co-occurrence techniques) were used to mitigate the impact of this issue. 
Additionally, there might (always) be more unidentified sub-communities, even after 
reaching consensus. In this study, one sub-community seemed to be emerging from the data. 
However, there is always a possibility that a sub-set of individuals exist somewhere in the 
community who have drastically divergent cultural beliefs about participation. The risk that this 
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is the case in this study is mitigated by two factors: First, demographic questions did not predict 
cultural competence, which I interpret to mean that those demographics (e.g., time in 
community, level of expertise) do not lead to non-consensus cultural beliefs; and secondly, while 
the majority of the respondents came from the United States, location within or beyond the U.S. 
did not predict cultural competence. Finally, the ability to reach consensus with a small sample 
size is a strength of Informal CCA; however, it limits the analysis of the same data with other 
methods and thus limits the options for secondary analysis. 
6.5.3.2 Ethnographic limitations 
Two limitations were identified in the execution of fieldwork. First, the inability to gain 
sustained access to SharePoint-related workplaces substantially limited what could be said about 
the workplace/community boundary. Discussions at community events with individuals about 
their work provided some insight in this area. Secondly, a common and perhaps inescapable 
limitation of participant observation is the inability to observe everything and participate 
everywhere. Doing SharePoint for work is an important part of the daily lives of SharePointers, 
and there is little that can be done to participate in that aspect of the community short of taking 
up a job as a SharePoint professional. In lieu of this, I built and tested multiple versions of 
SharePoint in a single user lab environment. Building SharePoint with minimal hardware and no 
budget was a frustrating and often enraging experience; but as such, the experience gave me 
ample material for small talk at community events and a firsthand sense of what drives 
SharePointers to SharePints.  
6.5.4 Transferability of findings 
The SharePoint community is oriented around a closed-source enterprise-level 
technology. Because of these factors, the community has come to value classroom-based 
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learning and face-to-face troubleshooting in order to facilitate interactive exchanges of tacit and 
explicit knowledge. Also, as a closed-source enterprise technology, SharePoint professionals 
have limited options for training without a SharePoint-related job, and even with a SharePoint 
job, commercial training solutions are financially costly. As a result, face-to-face knowledge 
sharing in SharePoint user groups and SharePoint Saturday events are more common and more 
active than in many – likely most – information technology communities. There is much written 
about the low barrier to participation in online knowledge-sharing communities that does not 
apply to the face-to-face settings in the SharePoint community. Therefore, transferring the 
findings from this study to similar but online-only settings must be approached with caution. 
Most notably, the active SharePoint marketplace and the high cost to hold face-to-face 
community events means that the marketplace has a high degree of interest and ample 
opportunity to be involved in the community. These results in the hybrid-economic community 
that has been discussed at length; however, the market-interests in the community are likely to be 
necessary conditions for the emergence of a hybrid-economic community. Therefore, in cases 
where there either market interest or resource demand is absent, these findings again may only be 
transferred with caution. 
6.6 Concluding remarks 
Conducting this study of the SharePoint community was richly rewarding. I expect to 
maintain my newly formed friendships with certain SharePointers, and the results have energized 
my interest in further exploring the benefits and consequences of the overlap between market- 
and commons-based knowledge-sharing communities. So much is written about the 
democratizing and enabling powers of the Internet and information and communications 
technologies, especially for their capacity to enable the virtuous non-market production of 
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knowledge and knowledge-based goods. I remain skeptical that the commons is an alternative to 
the market; rather, I consider these findings a partial validation of the view that commons-based 
peer-production occurs within – and is enabled and constrained by – broader market-based 
economic institutions. In short, while I do not share the unbridled optimism of open-source and 
peer-based knowledge communities, I do hold equally optimistic hopes for the future of the 
hybrid economy. 
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES AND FIGURES 
 
Table 25: Summary of participants. 
Type of interaction(s) Pseudonym  
in narrative  
Regional affiliation Professional title or description 
Primary informant. (Total number: 1) Jimmy Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Researcher conducted a semi-structured 
interview with these participants via 
electronic media  
(e.g., IM, Skype, or e-mail).  
 
In addition, each of these participants (with 
the exception of Carrie, the retired 
SharePointer) were part of multiple 
unstructured conversations that included the 
researcher during fieldwork. (Total number: 
4) 
Carrie Cedar Rapids, IA Retired SharePoint designer 
Blake Seattle, WA Product Evangelist 
Cate Washington D.C. Metro Area .NET and SQL Developer 
Bo Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
These participants were part of multiple 
unstructured conversations that included the 
researcher during fieldwork.  
(Total number: 17) 
Winston Baltimore, MD Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Rick H. Boston, MA SharePoint Consultant at the beginning 
of the study; now a Microsoft Employee 
Al Cape Town, South Africa Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Bret Chicago, IL SharePoint Architect and Consultant 
Nigel Minnesota Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Linda Richmond, VA Unknown; SharePoint-related 
Stan Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Alvin Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Todd Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Eck Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Raya Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Mike S. Washington D.C. Metro Area SharePoint Administrator 
Ronald Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Jesse Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Gary Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Norm Washington D.C. Metro Area Unknown 
Jessica Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
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Summary of participants (cont.) 
 Harold Edinburgh, UK Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Scott Boston, MA SharePoint Power User 
Colin New York City SharePoint Administrator 
Tony Oklahoma; moved to 
Washington D.C. Metro Area 
towards end of fieldwork 
SharePoint Engineer 
Mack Philadelphia, PA Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Don Philadelphia, PA Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Karl Philadelphia, PA Microsoft Field Engineer 
Lisa Richmond, VA Business-oriented SharePoint 
Professional 
Drew Richmond, VA SharePoint Administrator 
Melanie St. Lous, MO SharePoint Designer 
Jordan Washington D.C. Metro Area Community Liaison 
J.B. Washington D.C. Metro Area Microsoft Field Engineer 
Kyle Washington D.C. Metro Area Technical SharePoint Consultant 
Frasier Washington D.C. Metro Area Unknown; SharePoint-related 
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Table 26: Code and theme generation phases. 
Phase 
1. Familiarize  
with the data 
2. Generate 
 initial codes 3. Search for themes 4. Review themes 
5. Define themes 
6. Produce written report 
State of  
the codes  
Preliminary codes used to 
begin coding passages 
from data. 
Updated and expanded 
preliminary codes 
generated from 
interpretation of interesting 
passages in the data.  
Collating codes into 
potential themes. 
Generated and reviewed 
final list of themes 
compared to original 
themes. 
Define final themes and write 
narrative representation of 
themes. 
Codes or themes 
generated or updated in 
this phase 
Learning 
Teaching 
Exchanging knowledge 
Professional networking 
Socializing 
Technical certifications 
MVP award 
Vendors and firms 
Beliefs about participation 
and the community 
Social media 
 
152 codes generated, listed 
alphabetically in Table 27 
below. 
Codes generated in 
phase 2 were collated 
into themes initially 
defined by the original 
list, located in Table 28 
below.  
New themes were 
identified in the data, 
and the themes listed in 
phase 1 evolved, 
resulting in the final 
themes and codes located 
in Table 29 below.  
 
Access to experts 
Condition of 
employment 
Fame 
Improve job skills 
Making and sustaining 
personal friendships 
MVP Award 
Networking with others 
Prizes 
Reciprocity 
Recognition 
Recruiting for your 
company 
Sales and marketing 
Vendor-support for 
communities 
Definition of themes identified 
in phase 4 located in Table 30 
below. 
Written report located in 
Section 4.2: Narrative results 
of field work in the SharePoint 
community. 
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Table 27: Alpha-sorted list of all codes generated in phase 2 of analysis. 
Advertising an employee 
advertising at community event 
Advertising commercial software 
Advertising expertise 
Advertising experts 
Advertising knowledge sharing 
Advertising MVPs 
Advertising software 
authentic community participation 
Advertising credentials 
Branding in the community as a form of 
participation 
Certification benefits: more money for 
company 
Certification benefits: more money for 
employee 
Cliques in the community 
Commercial advertising 
commercial organizations doing 
advertising for community events 
commercial organizations providing 
giveaways and prizes to community 
events 
commercial organizations running a 
SharePoint Saturday 
Commercial support for community 
events 
Community has a common goal of 
making SharePoint work for them 
 
Community is a source of knowledge 
Community is a support structure for 
people who have to deal with SharePoint 
all day 
Community is anyone who wants to use 
SharePoint 
community is going downhill 
Community is important to Microsoft 
Community members are the SharePoint 
experts 
community participation by company 
directive 
community participation for the sake of 
enjoyment 
community recognition is valuable 
community used to be about knowledge-
sharing 
companies benefit from employee MVPs 
Companies benefit from employee 
participation in community 
Core community needs to expand 
corporate sponsorship of community 
events 
Defending the MVP program 
Diversity of knowledge supports 
community 
Don‟t expect to be nominated for MVP 
just because you are trying 
Employers send employees to community 
events to bring information back to the 
workplace 
Events exhibiting sponsor fatigue 
feeling obligated to give back to the 
community 
free consulting 
Friends in the community 
giveaways for participation 
If it wasn't for the community I wouldn't 
be doing SharePoint 
Inward trajectory into the SharePoint 
community usually begins in the 
workplace 
it is difficult to get recognized in the 
community 
Knowledge-sharing for the sake of 
recognition is bad 
lead generation at community events 
Learning 
Learning from MVP 
Life outside of SharePoint 
Losing the MVP left a bitter taste 
Marketing gimmicks at community events 
meeting people from twitter 
Microsoft does NOT require its 
employees to be part of the community 
Microsoft does not RUN the community 
Microsoft doesn't play a key role in the 
community 
 
Microsoft employees choose to be part of 
the community 
Microsoft participation in community is 
BAD for the community 
Microsoft provides financial support for 
events 
Microsoft shapes the community 
Microsoft should do more for the 
community 
Microsoft supports the community 
Mocking the MVP Program 
Most MVPs have a positive view of the 
program 
motivation to participate: social 
interaction 
MVP benefits: Access to knowledge 
MVP benefits: Can produce more 
information or knowledge 
MVP benefits: Connecting the community 
and Microsoft 
MVP benefits: Material 
MVP benefits: symbolic 
MVP for community participation 
MVP has no/little value 
MVP is a black box  
MVP is about marketing and PR for 
Microsoft 
MVP is about more than knowledge 
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Alpha-sorted list of all codes generated in phase 2 of analysis (cont.) 
MVP is an achievement 
MVP is bad for the community 
MVP is detrimental to individuals 
MVP is important to the community 
MVP is mutually-beneficial 
MVP is not a mutually-beneficial program 
MVP is valuable to individuals 
MVP isn't perfect but it's good 
MVP makes Microsoft look bad 
MVP program could be improved 
MVP program fosters peer knowledge 
MVP Program has been beneficial to my 
career 
MVP program has positives and negatives 
MVP program is a black box 
MVP program is different in emerging 
markets 
MVP program is good for the community 
MVP program needs to be more open 
MVP program should be more transparent 
MVP recognition is a privilege not a right 
MVP supports open source communities 
MVP used to be better 
MVPs are biased to Microsoft technology 
MVPs are experts 
MVPs are free labor for Microsoft 
MVPs are rigorously evaluated 
MVPs aren't the experts 
MVPs can be critical of Microsoft 
MVPs can NOT be critical of Microsoft 
MVPs don't have to sell Microsoft 
MVPs have a strong relationship with 
Microsoft 
MVPs have to sell themselves to 
Microsoft 
MVPs should help make Microsoft a 
better company 
MVPs tend to be active community 
members 
Networking for clients 
Networking for jobs in the community 
Not everyone in the online community is 
in the community 
Not everyone lives for SharePoint 
Origins of the community: shoddy product 
with no docs 
Participation for sake of recognition is bad 
for the community 
people do recruiting at community events 
 
People need to help improve MVP 
program 
people participate because they like to 
share their knowledge 
prestige-seeking motivates participation 
recruiters are bad for the community 
rockstars 
rockstars are bad for the community 
Seeking to be an MVP 
SharePint 
SharePoint community is unique among 
Microsoft communities 
SharePoint Saturdays are too big 
Social media technology supports 
community 
Social media makes it easier to share ideas 
some egos need to be checked 
Some people are "medium-level 
celebrities" 
Some people live for SharePoint 
Some SharePointers have ego-driven 
reasons for participating 
Standing out in the community 
Strengthening week ties from social media 
technical certifications are meaningless 
technical certifications can be bought 
technical contributions are different from 
community contributions 
The community is insular 
The community is losing its roots 
The MVP experience varies 
There are negative views towards the 
MVP program 
There are technical and non-technical 
MVPs 
There is an affinity between the nature of 
SharePoint technology and the community 
Trading war stories 
trading war stories with others about 
SharePoint 
Traveling speakers 
using blogging for knowledge-sharing 
Vendor participation is bad for the 
community 
Vendors provide financial support for 
events 
winning prizes at raffles at the end of 
events 
You get from the MVP program what you 
make it 
You need to be known to get a response 
on Twitter 
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Table 28: Codes categorized by initial theme. 
Theme: Learning Theme: Teaching 
Theme: Exchanging 
knowledge 
Theme: Professional 
networking 
Advertising knowledge sharing 
commercial organizations doing 
advertising for community events 
commercial organizations providing 
giveaways and prizes to community 
events 
commercial organizations running a 
SharePoint Saturday 
Commercial support for community 
events 
Community is a source of knowledge 
Companies benefit from employee 
participation in community 
corporate sponsorship of community 
events 
Diversity of knowledge supports 
community 
Employers send employees to 
community events to bring information 
back to the workplace 
free consulting 
 
Inward trajectory into the 
SharePoint community usually 
begins in the workplace 
Learning from MVP 
Microsoft does not RUN the 
community 
Microsoft shapes the community 
MVP benefits: Access to 
knowledge 
MVP benefits: Can produce more 
information or knowledge 
MVP program fosters peer 
knowledge 
MVPs are free labor for Microsoft 
people participate because they like 
to share their knowledge 
trading war stories with others 
about SharePoint 
Vendor participation is bad for the 
community 
Vendors provide financial support 
for events 
Advertising knowledge 
sharing 
Community is a source of 
knowledge 
community used to be 
about knowledge-sharing 
Knowledge-sharing for the 
sake of recognition is bad 
MVP program fosters peer 
knowledge 
people participate because 
they like to share their 
knowledge 
trading war stories with 
others about SharePoint 
Traveling speakers 
using blogging for 
knowledge-sharing 
Diversity of knowledge 
supports community 
feeling obligated to give 
back to the community 
trading war stories with 
others about SharePoint 
 
 
Networking for clients 
Networking for jobs in 
the community 
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Codes categorized by initial theme (cont.) 
Theme: Vendors and firms 
Theme: Beliefs about participation and 
the community 
Theme: Social media 
Advertising an employee 
Advertising experts 
Advertising MVPs 
commercial organizations doing advertising for 
community events 
commercial organizations providing giveaways 
and prizes to community events 
commercial organizations running a SharePoint 
Saturday 
Commercial support for community events 
Community is important to Microsoft 
community participation by company directive 
companies benefit from employee MVPs 
Companies benefit from employee participation 
in community 
corporate sponsorship of community events 
Employers send employees to community events 
to bring information back to the workplace 
events exhibiting sponsor fatigue 
Inward trajectory into the SharePoint community 
usually begins in the workplace 
Microsoft does NOT require its employees to be 
part of the community 
Microsoft does not RUN the community 
Microsoft doesn't play a key role in the 
community 
Microsoft employees choose to be part of the 
community 
Microsoft participation in community is 
BAD for the community 
Microsoft provides financial support for 
events 
Microsoft shapes the community 
Microsoft should do more for the community 
Microsoft supports the community 
MVP benefits: Connecting the community 
and Microsoft 
MVP is about marketing and PR for 
Microsoft 
MVP makes Microsoft look bad 
MVPs are biased to Microsoft technology 
MVPs are free labor for Microsoft 
MVPs can be critical of Microsoft 
MVPs can NOT be critical of Microsoft 
MVPs don't have to sell Microsoft 
MVPs have a strong relationship with 
Microsoft 
MVPs have to sell themselves to Microsoft 
MVPs should help make Microsoft a better 
company 
SharePoint community is unique among 
Microsoft communities 
Vendor participation is bad for the 
community 
Vendors provide financial support for events 
authentic community participation 
Branding in the community as a form of 
participation 
Community is anyone who wants to use 
SharePoint 
community is going downhill 
Community is important to Microsoft 
community used to be about knowledge-
sharing 
Core community needs to expand 
events exhibiting speaker fatigue 
events exhibiting sponsor fatigue 
Life outside of SharePoint 
Not everyone in the online community is in 
the community 
Not everyone lives for SharePoint 
Origins of the community: shoddy product 
with no docs 
SharePoint community is unique among 
Microsoft communities 
SharePoint Saturdays are too big 
Some people live for SharePoint 
technical contributions are different from 
community contributions 
The community is insular 
The community is losing its roots 
There is an affinity between the nature of 
SharePoint technology and the community 
meeting people from twitter 
Social media makes it easier 
to share ideas 
Social media technology 
supports community 
using blogging for knowledge-
sharing 
You need to be known to get a 
response on Twitter 
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Codes categorized by initial theme (cont.) 
Theme: MVP Award 
Advertising credentials 
Advertising MVPs 
companies benefit from employee MVPs 
Defending the MVP program 
Don't expect to be nominated for MVP just because you 
are trying 
Learning from MVP 
Losing the MVP left a bitter taste 
Mocking the MVP Program 
Most MVPs have a positive view of the program 
MVP benefits: Access to knowledge 
MVP benefits: Can produce more information or 
knowledge 
MVP benefits: Connecting the community and 
Microsoft 
MVP benefits: Material 
MVP benefits: symbolic 
MVP for community participation 
MVP has no/little value 
MVP is a black box 
MVP is about marketing and PR for Microsoft 
MVP is about more than knowledge 
MVP is an achievement 
MVP is bad for the community 
MVP is detrimental to individuals 
MVP is important to the community 
MVP is mutually-beneficial 
MVP is not a mutually-beneficial program 
MVP is valuable to individuals 
MVP isn't perfect but it's good 
MVP makes Microsoft look bad 
MVP program could be improved 
MVP program fosters peer knowledge 
MVP Program has been beneficial to my career 
MVP program has positives and negatives 
MVP program is a black box 
MVP program is different in emerging markets 
MVP program is good for the community 
MVP program needs to be more open 
MVP program should be more transparent 
MVP recognition is a privilege not a right 
MVP supports open source communities 
MVP used to be better 
MVPs are biased to Microsoft technology 
MVPs are experts 
MVPs are free labor for Microsoft 
MVPs are rigorously evaluated 
MVPs aren't the experts 
MVPs can be critical of Microsoft 
MVPs can NOT be critical of Microsoft 
MVPs don't have to sell Microsoft 
MVPs have a strong relationship with Microsoft 
MVPs have to sell themselves to Microsoft 
MVPs should help make Microsoft a better company 
MVPs tend to be active community members 
People need to help improve MVP program 
Seeking to be an mvp  
The MVP experience varies 
There are negative views towards the MVP program 
There are technical and non-technical MVPs 
You get from the MVP program what you make it 
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Table 29: Codes categorized by final theme. 
Theme: Access to experts 
Theme: Condition of 
employment 
Theme: Fame Theme: Improve job skills 
Theme: Making and sustaining 
personal friendships 
Advertising experts 
Community members are the 
SharePoint experts 
free consulting 
Diversity of knowledge supports 
community 
Advertising an employee 
Employers send employees to 
community events to bring 
information back to the 
workplace 
community participation by 
company directive 
Companies benefit from 
employee participation in 
community 
If it wasn't for the community I 
wouldn't be doing SharePoint 
Microsoft does NOT require its 
employees to be part of the 
community 
Traveling speakers 
Inward trajectory into the 
SharePoint community usually 
begins in the workplace 
Some SharePointers have ego-
driven reasons for participating 
Some people are "medium-level 
celebrities" 
prestige-seeking motivates 
participation 
rockstars 
rockstars are bad for the 
community 
some egos need to be checked 
Standing out in the community 
 
Community is a support structure 
for people who have to deal with 
SharePoint all day 
Community has a common goal 
of making SharePoint work for 
them 
Community is a source of 
knowledge 
Learning 
Employers send employees to 
community events to bring 
information back to the 
workplace 
trading war stories with others 
about SharePoint 
Cliques in the community 
community participation for the 
sake of enjoyment 
Friends in the community 
motivation to participate: social 
interaction 
SharePint 
Strengthening week ties from 
social media 
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Codes categorized by final theme (cont.) 
Theme: MVP Award 
Advertising MVPs 
Advertising credentials 
companies benefit from employee MVPs 
Defending the MVP program 
Don't expect to be nominated for MVP 
just because you are trying 
Learning from MVP 
Losing the MVP left a bitter taste 
Mocking the MVP Program 
Most MVPs have a positive view of the 
program 
MVP benefits: Access to knowledge 
MVP benefits: Can produce more 
information or knowledge 
MVP benefits: Connecting the community 
and Microsoft 
MVP benefits: Material 
MVP benefits: symbolic 
MVP for community participation 
 
MVP is about more than knowledge 
MVP is an achievement 
MVP is bad for the community 
MVP is detrimental to individuals 
MVP is important to the community 
MVP is mutually-beneficial 
MVP is not a mutually-beneficial program 
MVP is valuable to individuals 
MVP isn't perfect but it's good 
MVP makes Microsoft look bad 
MVP program could be improved 
MVP program fosters peer knowledge 
MVP Program has been beneficial to my 
career 
MVP program has positives and negatives 
MVP program is a black box 
 
MVP program is different in emerging 
markets 
MVP program is good for the community 
MVP program needs to be more open 
MVP program should be more transparent 
MVP recognition is a privilege not a right 
MVP supports open source communities 
MVP used to be better 
MVPs are biased to Microsoft technology 
MVPs are experts 
MVPs are rigorously evaluated 
MVPs aren't the experts 
MVPs can be critical of Microsoft 
MVPs can NOT be critical of Microsoft 
 
MVPs don't have to sell Microsoft 
MVPs have a strong relationship with 
Microsoft 
MVPs have to sell themselves to 
Microsoft 
MVPs should help make Microsoft a 
better company 
MVPs tend to be active community 
members 
People need to help improve MVP 
program 
Seeking to be an mvp 
The MVP experience varies 
There are negative views towards the 
MVP program 
There are technical and non-technical 
MVPs 
You get from the MVP program what you 
make it 
MVPs are free labor for Microsoft 
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Codes categorized by final theme (cont.) 
Theme: Networking with 
others 
Theme: Prizes Theme: Reciprocity Theme: Recognition 
Theme: Recruiting for 
your company 
Theme: Sales and 
marketing 
Networking for jobs in the 
community 
Networking for clients 
giveaways for participation 
winning prizes at raffles at 
the end of events 
feeling obligated to give 
back to the community 
people participate because 
they like to share their 
knowledge 
trading war stories with 
others about SharePoint 
it is difficult to get 
recognized in the 
community 
community recognition is 
valuable 
Knowledge-sharing for the 
sake of recognition is bad 
Participation for sake of 
recognition is bad for the 
community 
technical certifications are 
meaningless 
technical certifications can 
be bought 
people do recruiting at 
community events 
recruiters are bad for the 
community 
advertising at community 
event 
Advertising commercial 
software 
Advertising expertise 
Advertising knowledge 
sharing 
Advertising MVPs 
Advertising software 
Commercial advertising 
commercial organizations 
doing advertising for 
community events 
Marketing gimmicks at 
community events 
lead generation at 
community events 
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Codes categorized by final theme (cont.) 
Theme: Vendor-support 
for communities 
Theme: Beliefs about 
participation 
Theme: Beliefs about 
community 
Theme: Microsoft in 
the community 
Theme: Certifications Theme: Social media 
commercial organizations 
doing advertising for 
community events 
commercial organizations 
running a SharePoint 
Saturday 
commercial organizations 
providing giveaways and 
prizes to community 
events 
Commercial support for 
community events 
corporate sponsorship of 
community events 
Microsoft does not RUN 
the community 
Microsoft shapes the 
community 
Vendor participation is bad 
for the community 
Vendors provide financial 
support for events 
authentic community 
participation 
Not everyone lives for 
SharePoint 
Life outside of SharePoint 
Some people live for 
SharePoint 
technical contributions are 
different from community 
contributions 
events exhibiting speaker 
fatigue 
events exhibiting sponsor 
fatigue 
Branding in the 
community as a form of 
participation 
There is an affinity between 
the nature of SharePoint 
technology and the community 
Community is anyone who 
wants to use SharePoint 
community is going downhill 
Community is important to 
Microsoft 
Core community needs to 
expand 
community used to be about 
knowledge-sharing 
Not everyone in the online 
community is in the 
community 
Origins of the community: 
shoddy product with no docs 
SharePoint community is 
unique among Microsoft 
communities 
SharePoint Saturdays are too 
big 
The community is insular 
The community is losing its 
roots 
Microsoft employees 
choose to be part of the 
community 
Microsoft participation in 
community is BAD for 
the community 
Microsoft doesn't play a 
key role in the 
community 
Microsoft provides 
financial support for 
events 
Microsoft should do 
more for the community 
Microsoft supports the 
community 
Certification benefits: 
more money for 
company 
Certification benefits: 
more money for 
employee 
Social media technology 
supports community 
Social media makes it 
easier to share ideas 
You need to be known to 
get a response on Twitter 
using blogging for 
knowledge-sharing 
meeting people from 
twitter 
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Table 30: Final themes and descriptions. 
Theme Description 
Access to experts Events like SharePoint Saturday and user group meetings give SharePoint professionals one-
on-one access to discuss technical issues with SharePoint experts. This is often referred to in 
the community as "free consulting" – a term that reflects two aspects of the theme: (1) the 
“consulting” aspect differentiates it from listening to speaker sessions, where there is less 
interaction and fewer opportunities for improvisation; and (2) the “free” aspect reflects the 
notion that the other option – perhaps the only other option – is to hire experts or the 
company they work for to provide consulting services. 
Condition of employment Nearly everyone I met at SharePoint events worked with SharePoint. However, certain 
individuals – like Karl (the Microsoft field engineer) and Blake (the “Product Evangelist”) – 
participate because they have a job that requires or at least strongly condones participating in 
the community. 
Fame Gaining "fame" or "being famous" in the SharePoint community is distinguishable – at least 
conceptually – from being recognized as an expert. While it may be the case that a 
SharePoint expert can become highly-recognized – and therefore “famous” – by virtue of 
sharing a great deal of expertise, other experts are certainly less-than famous. 
Improve job skills Individuals participate in the community in order to learn how to do their job better. This 
happens in multiple ways; e.g., interacting one-on-one with peers and experts, participating 
in “code camps” and hands-on lab events, and listening to speaker sessions and user group 
presentations. 
Making and sustaining 
personal friendships 
For some, participation in the SharePoint community is a social activity in addition to any 
other motivations they might have. The sentiment of camaraderie echoed by some – and, 
indeed, experienced by myself while conducting the research – seems to motivate people to 
attend events even when it seems that they benefit very little from what they learn at the 
event. 
MVP Award Despite the suggestion by some that Microsoft and the community itself frowns upon 
attempts to explicitly seek the MVP award, the possibility of earning the award still 
motivates certain individuals to participate in and contribute to the community. 
Networking with others In addition to the social connections certain community members maintain, building and 
maintaining connections to others in the SharePoint community is good for job-hunting, 
finding new employment, and finding new contract-work for those who do consulting or 
other itinerant work.  
Prizes You can win giveaways and prizes at community events, ranging from technical manuals 
and tee-shirts to gaming consoles and laptop computers. 
Reciprocity Some individuals contribute to the SharePoint community because they believe it is not right 
to take from the community unless you give back. 
Recognition Some individuals are recognized in the community as being SharePoint experts. Building a 
reputation as an expert may be related to the theme of “fame” but may also be distinguished 
as a specific kind of fame. 
Recruiting for  
your company 
Individuals representing companies participate in the community in order to recruit good 
SharePoint people from the community. These individuals either have a formal role as a 
recruiter for their employer or a staffing agency, or do “informal” recruiting at community 
events. 
Sales and marketing Participating in community events is a good way to market products and services. 
Vendor-support for 
communities 
Without community participation the vendors would not financially support the events. 
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Paper version of survey instrument 
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Online Version of Survey Instrument 
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Frequencies for survey questionnaire response 
How many years have you worked with SharePoint? 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid 0 4 12.1 12.1 12.1 
1 5 15.2 15.2 27.3 
2 1 3.0 3.0 30.3 
4 4 12.1 12.1 42.4 
5 6 18.2 18.2 60.6 
6 2 6.1 6.1 66.7 
7 3 9.1 9.1 75.8 
8 4 12.1 12.1 87.9 
9 2 6.1 6.1 93.9 
10 1 3.0 3.0 97.0 
12 1 3.0 3.0 100.0 
Total 33 100.0 100.0  
 
Do you consider yourself an expert in SharePoint, or in any particular area of SharePoint? 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid No, not at all 3 9.1 9.1 9.1 
I have some skills, but  
I'm not an expert 
17 51.5 51.5 60.6 
Yes, I am an expert 13 39.4 39.4 100.0 
Total 33 100.0 100.0  
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Do you consider yourself an active member of the SharePoint community? 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid No, I do not consider myself 
a community member at all 
3 9.1 9.1 9.1 
I‟m a community member, 
but not an active one 
14 42.4 42.4 51.5 
Yes, I consider myself an 
active community member 
16 48.5 48.5 100.0 
Total 33 100.0 100.0  
 
Do you attend SharePoint-related PROFESSIONAL conferences? 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid I NEVER attend 
SharePoint-related 
professional conferences 
10 30.3 33.3 33.3 
I OCASSIONALLY attend 
SharePoint-related 
professional confer 
13 39.4 43.3 76.7 
I REGULARLY attend 
SharePoint-related 
professional conferences 
3 9.1 10.0 86.7 
I FREQUENTLY attend 
SharePoint-related 
professional conference 
4 12.1 13.3 100.0 
Total 30 90.9 100.0  
Missing System 3 9.1   
Total 33 100.0   
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Do you attend SharePoint-related COMMUNITY events? 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid I NEVER attend 
SharePoint-related 
community events 
4 12.1 13.3 13.3 
I OCCASIONALLY attend 
SharePoint-related 
community events 
12 36.4 40.0 53.3 
I REGULARLY attend 
SharePoint-related 
community events 
7 21.2 23.3 76.7 
I FREQUENTLY attend 
SharePoint-related 
community events 
7 21.2 23.3 100.0 
Total 30 90.9 100.0  
Missing System 3 9.1   
Total 33 100.0   
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Informal CCA data 
Table 31: survey respondent controlled lists (table 1 of 3). 
RESP7 RESP9 RESP11 RESP12 RESP13 RESP15 RESP16 RESP19 RESP20 RESP23 RESP25 
FAME JOB_SKILLS RECIPT_RT FREE_CONS MVP JOB_SKILLS EXP_REC JOB_SKILLS JOB_SKILLS JOB_SKILLS JOB_SKILLS 
MVP RECIPT_RT JOB_SKILLS JOB_SKILLS EXP_REC FREE_CONS FRIENDS FREE_CONS FREE_CONS NETWORK JOB_REQ 
 NETWORK NETWORK NETWORK NETWORK FRIENDS SELLING RECIPT_RT SELLING FRIENDS FRIENDS 
 FREE_CONS FRIENDS JOB_REQ FREE_CONS PRIZES MVP EXP_REC EXP_REC FAME FREE_CONS 
 FRIENDS SELLING SELLING FAME MVP FAME NETWORK NETWORK EXP_REC NETWORK 
 RECRUIT RECRUIT FAME JOB_REQ RECRUIT JOB_SKILLS  FAME FREE_CONS SELLING 
 SELLING JOB_REQ EXP_REC VENDORS EXP_REC   RECRUIT RECRUIT RECRUIT 
 EXP_REC FREE_CONS MVP JOB_SKILLS     MVP EXP_REC 
 FAME MVP       RECIPT_RT VENDORS 
 JOB_REQ EXP_REC       SELLING PRIZES 
 VENDORS VENDORS       JOB_REQ RECIPT_RT 
 MVP PRIZES       PRIZES MVP 
 PRIZES FAME       VENDORS FAME 
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Table 32: Survey respondent controlled lists (table 2 of 3). 
RESP27 RESP28 RESP29 RESP30 RESP32 RESP33 RESP35 RESP36 RESP37 RESP39 RESP40 
JOB_SKILLS EXP_REC FRIENDS FREE_CONS JOB_SKILLS EXP_REC JOB_SKILLS NETWORK EXP_REC JOB_SKILLS JOB_SKILLS 
NETWORK JOB_SKILLS JOB_SKILLS NETWORK FREE_CONS NETWORK FREE_CONS JOB_SKILLS RECRUIT SELLING NETWORK 
FREE_CONS FREE_CONS FREE_CONS SELLING FRIENDS FRIENDS NETWORK SELLING JOB_SKILLS NETWORK FRIENDS 
SELLING FRIENDS NETWORK FAME NETWORK SELLING FRIENDS FRIENDS SELLING RECRUIT RECRUIT 
JOB_REQ SELLING RECRUIT JOB_REQ PRIZES RECIPT_RT RECRUIT FREE_CONS NETWORK EXP_REC JOB_REQ 
PRIZES JOB_REQ PRIZES MVP  VENDORS SELLING PRIZES FREE_CONS PRIZES PRIZES 
RECRUIT FAME  JOB_SKILLS  FAME  VENDORS FRIENDS FRIENDS FREE_CONS 
 PRIZES  RECRUIT    RECIPT_RT PRIZES VENDORS SELLING 
 RECRUIT  EXP_REC    MVP JOB_REQ  MVP 
 MVP  VENDORS    JOB_REQ   FAME 
 VENDORS  FRIENDS    RECRUIT   EXP_REC 
 NETWORK      EXP_REC   RECIPT_RT 
 RECIPT_RT      FAME    
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Table 33: Survey respondent controlled lists (table 3 of 3). 
RESP41 RESP42 RESP43 RESP44 RESP45 RESP46 RESP47 RESP49 RESP50 RESP50 RESP52 
NETWORK NETWORK JOB_SKILLS JOB_SKILLS FREE_CONS JOB_SKILLS RECRUIT JOB_SKILLS JOB_SKILLS FREE_CONS JOB_SKILLS 
JOB_SKILLS EXP_REC NETWORK FREE_CONS NETWORK NETWORK JOB_REQ FRIENDS FREE_CONS JOB_SKILLS FRIENDS 
FRIENDS SELLING FREE_CONS SELLING JOB_SKILLS EXP_REC SELLING NETWORK NETWORK NETWORK RECIPT_RT 
FREE_CONS JOB_SKILLS FRIENDS RECRUIT RECRUIT MVP NETWORK RECIPT_RT RECRUIT FRIENDS SELLING 
EXP_REC JOB_REQ EXP_REC FRIENDS FRIENDS FRIENDS FREE_CONS EXP_REC PRIZES EXP_REC NETWORK 
RECRUIT RECRUIT SELLING NETWORK EXP_REC FREE_CONS FRIENDS FAME FRIENDS JOB_REQ FAME 
SELLING FRIENDS RECRUIT RECIPT_RT PRIZES RECRUIT VENDORS FREE_CONS RECIPT_RT RECIPT_RT RECRUIT 
MVP FREE_CONS RECIPT_RT PRIZES RECIPT_RT   RECRUIT VENDORS SELLING PRIZES 
VENDORS VENDORS PRIZES FAME SELLING   SELLING JOB_REQ MVP FREE_CONS 
JOB_REQ   EXP_REC    VENDORS SELLING RECRUIT JOB_REQ 
FAME       MVP  VENDORS VENDORS 
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Table 34: Respondent-by-item valued matrix. 
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R7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
R9 4 5 9 3 13 2 11 12 10 8 6 1 7 
R11 8 4 13 3 12 1 11 9 7 10 6 2 5 
R12 1 0 6 3 0 0 0 8 4 7 0 2 5 
R13 4 0 5 3 0 0 7 1 6 2 0 8 0 
R15 2 3 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 7 6 1 0 
R16 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 6 3 
R19 2 0 0 5 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 
R20 2 0 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 4 7 1 3 
R23 6 3 4 2 12 9 0 8 11 5 7 1 10 
R25 4 3 13 5 10 11 9 12 2 8 7 1 6 
R27 3 0 0 2 6 0 0 0 5 0 7 1 4 
R28 3 4 7 12 8 13 11 10 6 1 9 2 5 
R29 3 1 0 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 0 
R30 1 11 4 2 0 0 10 6 5 9 8 7 3 
R32 2 3 0 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
R33 0 3 7 2 0 5 6 0 0 1 0 0 4 
R35 2 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 6 
R36 5 4 13 1 6 8 7 9 10 12 11 2 3 
R37 6 7 0 5 8 0 0 0 9 1 2 3 4 
R39 0 7 0 3 6 0 8 0 0 5 4 1 2 
R40 7 3 10 2 6 12 0 9 5 11 4 1 8 
R41 4 3 11 1 0 0 9 8 10 5 6 2 7 
R42 8 7 0 1 0 0 9 0 5 2 6 4 3 
R43 3 4 0 2 9 8 0 0 0 5 7 1 6 
R44 2 5 9 6 8 7 0 0 0 10 4 1 3 
R45 1 5 0 2 7 8 0 0 0 6 4 3 9 
R46 6 5 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 3 7 1 0 
R47 5 6 0 4 0 0 7 0 2 0 1 0 3 
R49 7 2 6 3 0 4 10 11 0 5 8 1 9 
R50 2 6 0 3 5 7 8 0 9 0 4 1 10 
R51 1 4 0 3 0 7 11 9 6 5 10 2 8 
R52 9 2 6 5 8 3 11 13 10 12 7 1 4 
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Table 35: Item-by-item correlation matrix. 
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FREE_CONSULT 1 -0.144 -0.325 0.25 0.155 -0.041 -0.248 -0.196 0.205 -0.196 0.183 0.463 -0.194 
FRIENDS -0.144 1 -0.256 0.015 0.279 0.252 0.092 -0.167 -0.191 -0.029 0.307 0.23 0.035 
FAME -0.325 -0.256 1 -0.325 -0.42 0.003 0.002 0.513 -0.018 0.18 -0.453 -0.379 0.056 
JOB_NETWORKING 0.25 0.015 -0.325 1 -0.081 0.22 0.309 -0.383 0.224 -0.074 0.255 0.215 0.176 
PRIZES 0.155 0.279 -0.42 -0.081 1 -0.033 -0.132 -0.308 -0.086 -0.359 0.322 0.42 -0.052 
RECIP_RIGHT -0.041 0.252 0.003 0.22 -0.033 1 0.167 -0.261 -0.138 -0.009 -0.027 0.17 0.033 
VENDORS -0.248 0.092 0.002 0.309 -0.132 0.167 1 -0.02 0.378 0.084 0.001 -0.387 0.299 
MVP -0.196 -0.167 0.513 -0.383 -0.308 -0.261 -0.02 1 0.083 0.192 -0.437 -0.268 -0.355 
JOB_REQ 0.205 -0.191 -0.018 0.224 -0.086 -0.138 0.378 0.083 1 -0.092 0.145 -0.123 0.326 
EXP_REC -0.196 -0.029 0.18 -0.074 -0.359 -0.009 0.084 0.192 -0.092 1 -0.205 -0.013 0.112 
RECRUIT 0.183 0.307 -0.453 0.255 0.322 -0.027 0.001 -0.437 0.145 -0.205 1 0.276 0.294 
JOB_SKILLS 0.463 0.23 -0.379 0.215 0.42 0.17 -0.387 -0.268 -0.123 -0.013 0.276 1 -0.05 
SELLING -0.194 0.035 0.056 0.176 -0.052 0.033 0.299 -0.355 0.326 0.112 0.294 -0.05 1 
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Table 36: Respondent-by-respondent correlation matrix with all respondents. 
 R7 R9 R11 R12 R13 R15 R16 R19 R20 R23 R25 R27 R28 R29 R30 R32 R33 R35 R36 R37 R39 R40 R41 R42 R43 R44 R45 R46 R47 R49 R50 R51 R52 
R7 1 -0.392 -0.465 0.103 0.436 -0.087 0.368 -0.332 -0.1 0.127 -0.628 -0.441 -0.164 -0.375 0.236 -0.332 -0.143 -0.385 -0.465 -0.568 -0.502 -0.269 -0.242 -0.568 -0.568 -0.383 -0.568 -0.048 -0.441 -0.122 -0.636 -0.454 -0.269 
R9 -0.392 1 0.83 0.298 -0.153 0.127 -0.035 0.739 0.518 0.658 0.495 0.36 0.132 0.561 0.166 0.463 0.222 0.717 0.478 0.387 0.269 0.414 0.537 0.409 0.778 0.747 0.708 0.451 0.127 0.838 0.592 0.722 0.725 
R11 -0.465 0.83 1 0.116 -0.332 0.02 -0.058 0.474 0.158 0.393 0.533 0.352 -0.082 0.416 0 0.307 0.166 0.583 0.571 0.295 0.303 0.478 0.401 0.4 0.611 0.535 0.501 0.34 0.245 0.587 0.526 0.652 0.698 
R12 0.103 0.298 0.116 1 0.603 0.017 0.144 0.456 0.701 0.444 0.444 0.602 0.452 0.137 0.842 0.287 -0.12 0.395 0.261 0.307 0.012 0.32 0.487 0.466 0.307 0.248 0.201 0.358 0.11 0.165 0.078 0.555 0.008 
R13 0.436 -0.153 -0.332 0.603 1 -0.031 0.135 0.273 0.238 0.256 -0.07 -0.051 0.116 -0.174 0.543 -0.039 -0.007 -0.143 -0.199 -0.108 -0.298 -0.149 0.305 0.134 -0.151 -0.418 -0.164 0.426 -0.192 0.006 -0.34 0.252 -0.593 
R15 -0.087 0.127 0.02 0.017 -0.031 1 0.215 0.237 0.177 0.361 0.301 0.171 0.534 0.655 -0.14 0.622 -0.47 0.43 0.186 0.401 0.178 0.441 0.376 -0.029 0.455 0.413 0.531 0.598 -0.219 0.178 0.383 0.318 0.04 
R16 0.368 -0.035 -0.058 0.144 0.135 0.215 1 -0.086 0.242 0.411 -0.038 -0.346 0.56 -0.106 0.075 -0.081 0.372 0.018 -0.073 0.179 0.199 -0.034 0.289 0.149 0.112 0.059 -0.115 0.32 -0.337 0.334 -0.55 0.079 0.096 
R19 -0.332 0.739 0.474 0.456 0.273 0.237 -0.086 1 0.54 0.503 0.296 0.308 0.235 0.336 0.113 0.445 0.111 0.385 0.311 0.325 0.104 0.118 0.383 0.292 0.674 0.461 0.638 0.51 -0.268 0.622 0.419 0.712 0.25 
R20 -0.1 0.518 0.158 0.701 0.238 0.177 0.242 0.54 1 0.579 0.336 0.544 0.538 0.313 0.629 0.292 0.077 0.618 0.241 0.658 0.45 0.284 0.6 0.569 0.633 0.67 0.557 0.442 0.094 0.467 0.231 0.438 0.249 
R23 0.127 0.658 0.393 0.444 0.256 0.361 0.411 0.503 0.579 1 0.34 0.185 0.377 0.605 0.333 0.525 0.2 0.614 0.239 0.422 0.268 0.569 0.711 0.362 0.647 0.538 0.574 0.762 -0.129 0.828 0.229 0.556 0.483 
R25 -0.628 0.495 0.533 0.444 -0.07 0.301 -0.038 0.296 0.336 0.34 1 0.657 0.522 0.624 0.301 0.572 -0.115 0.706 0.555 0.615 0.394 0.711 0.662 0.73 0.593 0.455 0.514 0.4 0.538 0.271 0.61 0.758 0.363 
R27 -0.441 0.36 0.352 0.602 -0.051 0.171 -0.346 0.308 0.544 0.185 0.657 1 0.222 0.503 0.495 0.537 -0.379 0.654 0.601 0.569 0.435 0.69 0.398 0.515 0.528 0.566 0.538 0.208 0.43 -0.014 0.684 0.423 0.297 
R28 -0.164 0.132 -0.082 0.452 0.116 0.534 0.56 0.235 0.538 0.377 0.522 0.222 1 0.279 0.226 0.33 -0.059 0.33 0.033 0.598 0.236 0.265 0.431 0.426 0.413 0.366 0.303 0.34 -0.04 0.206 0 0.421 0.06 
R29 -0.375 0.561 0.416 0.137 -0.174 0.655 -0.106 0.336 0.313 0.605 0.624 0.503 0.279 1 0.1 0.896 -0.17 0.847 0.608 0.5 0.397 0.791 0.662 0.305 0.751 0.7 0.816 0.604 0.237 0.504 0.817 0.547 0.506 
R30 0.236 0.166 0 0.842 0.543 -0.14 0.075 0.113 0.629 0.333 0.301 0.495 0.226 0.1 1 0.096 -0.072 0.436 0.171 0.216 -0.036 0.251 0.51 0.428 0.139 0.196 0.095 0.25 0.441 0.047 0.003 0.359 -0.09 
R32 -0.332 0.463 0.307 0.287 -0.039 0.622 -0.081 0.445 0.292 0.525 0.572 0.537 0.33 0.896 0.096 1 -0.151 0.705 0.724 0.356 0.305 0.679 0.535 0.201 0.708 0.604 0.723 0.513 0 0.425 0.753 0.553 0.455 
R33 -0.143 0.222 0.166 -0.12 -0.007 -0.47 0.372 0.111 0.077 0.2 -0.115 -0.379 -0.059 -0.17 -0.072 -0.151 1 -0.048 0.115 0.056 0.253 -0.285 0.185 0.326 0.218 -0.009 0.047 0.026 -0.008 0.488 -0.293 0.116 0.218 
R35 -0.385 0.717 0.583 0.395 -0.143 0.43 0.018 0.385 0.618 0.614 0.706 0.654 0.33 0.847 0.436 0.705 -0.048 1 0.694 0.624 0.514 0.729 0.807 0.56 0.821 0.842 0.793 0.582 0.452 0.566 0.734 0.667 0.575 
R36 -0.465 0.478 0.571 0.261 -0.199 0.186 -0.073 0.311 0.241 0.239 0.555 0.601 0.033 0.608 0.171 0.724 0.115 0.694 1 0.281 0.51 0.52 0.502 0.378 0.646 0.549 0.532 0.305 0.229 0.341 0.667 0.522 0.549 
R37 -0.568 0.387 0.295 0.307 -0.108 0.401 0.179 0.325 0.658 0.422 0.615 0.569 0.598 0.5 0.216 0.356 0.056 0.624 0.281 1 0.738 0.574 0.645 0.796 0.757 0.61 0.729 0.534 0.341 0.292 0.388 0.488 0.207 
R39 -0.502 0.269 0.303 0.012 -0.298 0.178 0.199 0.104 0.45 0.268 0.394 0.435 0.236 0.397 -0.036 0.305 0.253 0.514 0.51 0.738 1 0.46 0.517 0.658 0.612 0.493 0.506 0.369 0.181 0.32 0.372 0.165 0.39 
R40 -0.269 0.414 0.478 0.32 -0.149 0.441 -0.034 0.118 0.284 0.569 0.711 0.69 0.265 0.791 0.251 0.679 -0.285 0.729 0.52 0.574 0.46 1 0.585 0.456 0.579 0.542 0.587 0.521 0.346 0.275 0.633 0.455 0.494 
R41 -0.242 0.537 0.401 0.487 0.305 0.376 0.289 0.383 0.6 0.711 0.662 0.398 0.431 0.662 0.51 0.535 0.185 0.807 0.502 0.645 0.517 0.585 1 0.753 0.709 0.479 0.625 0.839 0.355 0.601 0.384 0.748 0.221 
R42 -0.568 0.409 0.4 0.466 0.134 -0.029 0.149 0.292 0.569 0.362 0.73 0.515 0.426 0.305 0.428 0.201 0.326 0.56 0.378 0.796 0.658 0.456 0.753 1 0.596 0.332 0.469 0.471 0.544 0.328 0.264 0.625 0.154 
R43 -0.568 0.778 0.611 0.307 -0.151 0.455 0.112 0.674 0.633 0.647 0.593 0.528 0.413 0.751 0.139 0.708 0.218 0.821 0.646 0.757 0.612 0.579 0.709 0.596 1 0.839 0.944 0.642 0.132 0.693 0.648 0.729 0.563 
R44 -0.383 0.747 0.535 0.248 -0.418 0.413 0.059 0.461 0.67 0.538 0.455 0.566 0.366 0.7 0.196 0.604 -0.009 0.842 0.549 0.61 0.493 0.542 0.479 0.332 0.839 1 0.817 0.332 0.18 0.577 0.659 0.453 0.728 
R45 -0.568 0.708 0.501 0.201 -0.164 0.531 -0.115 0.638 0.557 0.574 0.514 0.538 0.303 0.816 0.095 0.723 0.047 0.793 0.532 0.729 0.506 0.587 0.625 0.469 0.944 0.817 1 0.614 0.183 0.573 0.745 0.637 0.444 
R46 -0.048 0.451 0.34 0.358 0.426 0.598 0.32 0.51 0.442 0.762 0.4 0.208 0.34 0.604 0.25 0.513 0.026 0.582 0.305 0.534 0.369 0.521 0.839 0.471 0.642 0.332 0.614 1 -0.062 0.586 0.275 0.669 0.063 
R47 -0.441 0.127 0.245 0.11 -0.192 -0.219 -0.337 -0.268 0.094 -0.129 0.538 0.43 -0.04 0.237 0.441 0 -0.008 0.452 0.229 0.341 0.181 0.346 0.355 0.544 0.132 0.18 0.183 -0.062 1 -0.158 0.339 0.246 0.044 
R49 -0.122 0.838 0.587 0.165 0.006 0.178 0.334 0.622 0.467 0.828 0.271 -0.014 0.206 0.504 0.047 0.425 0.488 0.566 0.341 0.292 0.32 0.275 0.601 0.328 0.693 0.577 0.573 0.586 -0.158 1 0.294 0.569 0.652 
R50 -0.636 0.592 0.526 0.078 -0.34 0.383 -0.55 0.419 0.231 0.229 0.61 0.684 0 0.817 0.003 0.753 -0.293 0.734 0.667 0.388 0.372 0.633 0.384 0.264 0.648 0.659 0.745 0.275 0.339 0.294 1 0.466 0.507 
R51 -0.454 0.722 0.652 0.555 0.252 0.318 0.079 0.712 0.438 0.556 0.758 0.423 0.421 0.547 0.359 0.553 0.116 0.667 0.522 0.488 0.165 0.455 0.748 0.625 0.729 0.453 0.637 0.669 0.246 0.569 0.466 1 0.266 
R52 -0.269 0.725 0.698 0.008 -0.593 0.04 0.096 0.25 0.249 0.483 0.363 0.297 0.06 0.506 -0.09 0.455 0.218 0.575 0.549 0.207 0.39 0.494 0.221 0.154 0.563 0.728 0.444 0.063 0.044 0.652 0.507 0.266 1 
Table 37: Respondent by Respondent Correlation Matrix. Cronbach's Alpha = 0.941 
 
  
 
 
